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TITLE SAMPLE CASE FOR SHADOW FACTOR CALCULATTCNS
HEADER SURFACF 3ATA
BCS 90x
S " SURF = 11,t2,it3,4 15,TYPE:=OX5,ACTIVc=INSHACE=qCTH
BSHA E=BOTHP5=, .,,PROP=.9,9, COM=*QOX 5 SI)ES.
S SURF=2ITY=PECT ,ACTIVE=TOPPPOP .9,.9,TZ=-4
Pl=2, ,4.,10., CO=*RFCTANGLE FACING BOX*
9CS LID
S SUIRF=3O,TYPE=REC T ,ACTIVE:=TOP,PPOO= 9,.9,P = 2,4. , .
COM=*RECTANGLE LI3 OF BOX*
HEADER BCS DATA
BCS SOX ,. , O.C., O.,0 I s








C POTATE LID .45.0 DEGREES ABOUT Y AXIq,
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SAPPLE CASE FOR SHAOOW FACTOR CALCULATIONS
NCE OTOT~TrP ATA niUTPUT
NODE PLOTTER
PAQBAVTFO . rSCRIPTTON OPTION 4* 3EFAULT
NV VTI W NIJUME's 1-6 1






SCL SCALE e8CTOR (TI1./LARGFST ODSTANCE FROM AUTOMATIC
CCq rORGIN IN USER S IINTTS) SCALE
ISFtW APRAY NAME CONTAINITN NUIRE.R OF NCCES TO ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
9E rELECTTVFLY PLOTTED NODES
ITTT oPRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOP
TITLE
DOTY, VIVW POTATIONS (FOR IVU 3 3HG8N) 0 5 ANG 1 360 0.0
OnTY, 0.0
O0TZ, 0.0
TQCTX, rpnER OF POtATIONS (FOP IVU I 3HGECN) i,2,3 (ANY CaCER)1,2,3
TPOTY,
ICT7
*TMPUT t'pn FOP OFFAULT ACTION
CaLLTN SvOUIENCEI,
CALt NOATA (NV, IJV, RCL, TSELN, TTIT, FOTX, RCTY, ROT7, IPOTx, IROTY, IROTZ)
('tAt N3ATAS (NV, IVU, ~L)
NOTEI .F OO0 CALLS TO kA4/IOATAS A-E MADE, A CALL TO NnLOT WILL
P".IILT TN ALL VIWS ATOMIATICALLY SCAL C GENERATED FOR NODES.
SAPPLE CASE FOP SHAOOW FACTOR CALCULATIONS
NCIS PtOTTSO IATA (PUTPUT
VTF Nz:,-f nsCAL F .t.F?O VIEW NUIpRRU
FIRST POTATIOlN AROUT 7 =13,5OC00O
%FCtON3 POTATIONH &SM'UT Y = 45,90000
THIDO PCITATTflN 49MfUT y c
VIEW.7-AYIS; SCALE. *.621 VIEW NUMeERct
FTPST PrMTAT!nN A~nUT 7 x 0.
'qFCONO DOTATTON AJIOIIT ~V 2
THIRD POTATIONI AqOllT Y. 3.
VTOWuY-bxyS SC ALE a .4620 VIEW NU~nER21
FIRST DOTATTOn A 13O'T 7 -- 0.
%FCON' Q(OATrIW AqPfUT Y a 9.000
THIRD POYATIO91 AVnnUT X 2' -90* 0000
VTSYCY ;AL E L .4.620 VTEW.NUMQER~1
FIRST Pr'TATTfPN AInOIT Z 2 -qO.oO0a
SFCnNO PRO'ATTrN Afl(%UT Y v 0.











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SAPOLE CASE FOP SHADOW FACTOR CALCULATIONS
S4AnOW FArTO 6CNEATOP LINK
CLOCK ANGLE
NCOn 30 0 20 40 63 S0 100 120 140 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 360
CONE
TNFRA OE ANGLE
SHAnOW TAoL r  ANLE
S0 0 0 C G a G 3 0 0 0 a G C 0 a 0) 0 C : 0 0 0 41
3 0 C Ca 0 a C 0 0 0 0 0 0  75
0 a a a0 0 0 a 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 9a
C a a a , c a c a 3 0 a a 0 C 3 
0 0 134
:t G c 0 0 0 0a 0 120
0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 135




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 a 0 0 0 0 a 0
0 a 1 a 0 0 0 0 C C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41
C 3 0 0 0 0 C 0 a 0 C C 0 0 3 1 1 60
S0 0 L 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 L 0 0 75
G 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a C a 0
G 0 3 C 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 104
a 0 a 0 a 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 120
C ~a 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 139
a a C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 180
SAMPLF CASr FOR SHADOW FACTOR CALCULATIONS
PROCnSSSTWN OPFRATTnN naTA
NODE nrS APEA ALPH FMTSS SURFe TYPE ACTIVE -------- COMMENTS -------------
11 ROY 8.0C E+C *903 .qCC rECTANGLE 80TTOM OX 5 SIOFS.
17 Rnx 4.OCOE+C .930 .90C RECTANGL POTTO:I ROY 5 SIDES.
13 nY 8.C03F+03 .? .90C PEtTANGLE 90TTOM nOX 5 SIDES.
14 ,ny 4.GCOE+O0 a900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM BOX 5 SI)ES.
15 OY A.03*OE+OC C .900 RECTANGLE ROTTO BOX 5 SITOES
71 ROY u 000+00 ,9O0 *900 RECTANGLE TOP RECTANGLE FACING ROX
30 LID 8.00CE+CGO q900 90C RECTANGLE TOP RECTANGLE LIOD OF ROX
SAMPLE CASE FOP SHADOW FACTOR CALCULATIOPIS
NCOF PLOT7PP UlTA nlIPUT
t403F PLO.TTFP
PARA'4FTFP rlCl(PIPTTC0N OPTION *, oE FAJL T
NV VTFW VUMPEc? t-6i





SQ~ crALF FA(rTI (11f~rS Of)ITANCE FPOM AUTC'IATIC
rfS' nPIGTN T'j UISER S UNrTS) SCALE
TSEIN AP0 AY NAN' rnNTATNT~rG VOIMPER OF KNCOES TO ARRAY NAlF PLOTS ALL
IF rrLFCTIVELY PLOTTFO NOOES
TTIT BPDAY NAME OF PLOT TTTLE ARRAY NAME USES ion
TITLE
Qo'y, VTvW PnTATTON' (cOP TYU IHGC4) 0 5 ANG S1F~ 360.o
POTY, 0.o
POT7, 00
TPCTY, OVOFR OF ROT4TTINS (FOP TVII 3HGFN) 1,2,3 (ANY OROFP)1,2,3
TOCTY,
TROT7
6TNOUT 7EPn FnO o~rAlJLT ACTION
f'OLL IN SUENTI,
CALL WnATA (NV, I'iV, SCI, 1-3ELN, ITIT, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ, !ROTX, IROTY, !PflTZ)
oD
CAl). NIATAS (NV. IVU, SC).)
WQrTa IF "1 %CAUAF TO WIATA,-4flATAS AVF H4AVE, A CAltt WC NPI.OT W9ILL
PM1LT T*4 AL). VIEW4S AUTOIATICALLY SCALEM GENSPATEO FOR NODES.
SAMPLF CASE FOR SHADOW FACTOR CALC~ULATIONS
NIMOE PLOTTS0O ATA 0'ITP1Jr
VF4=-0 SCAL F= *.40 ?O VIEW NtiPBERi
'rTPST POTATIOMt APOUT 7 =13'5.OG90
SFrnme~ POTATION A00UT Y = 50o
TMTRI P!IT8TTO~ A9OUT X= 41,00
VTWZAXTFAL':= .4.620 VIEW NUMBeRzl
FTRST POTATION 411011T 7 z: o
ScCN3 PVnTATT(O AqoUr T 0.G
THIRD POTATTOM A11011T X 0.
VTCW=Y-AY'Z sriL F= .to, ? 0 VIEW NUMqR31
FTRST POTATTIM A'nOUT 7 z 0
SPONJ3Or) 00TATO AQ0'IT Y V iel.
T14TRO PO~TATION 690fU t  X -90.03C)
VIEWZY-AX7S SCAL z *.46203 VIEW NUMDEPzl
FTQS1 PflTAT~flW AnnIIT Z is -90. 0000
srCONl DfTATTtPN AcnMUT V of 0
THIRD ROTOTION ACIOUT X 90.0000
SAMPLE CASE FOR SHAOW FACTOR CALCUL7ATIONS
SPADOW FACTnR G ~~NRATOR LTNK
CLOCK ANrLE
NC 11 0 20 40 60 80 100 123 140 160 180 200 220 20 260 280 300 320 340 360
TNFRA 9F' CONF
SHAnOW TAnL ANGLE
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
( 0 0 0 0 0 0 a C 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 41
c 0 0 0 a 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 aS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 a C 0 0 90
a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 104
0 0 0 .06 .08 .06 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 .06 .08 .06 0 0 0 120
0 .22 .17 oTT 22 111 .06 0 C 0 0 0 .06 ,14 22 ,33 .17 *22 0 139
C 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 180
SCLAO CONE
SHI4AO TAPLC ANGLE
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 G 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 G
C 0 1C 0 0 C C J0 C 0 0 C0 61
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 75
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0
1 3 0 0 3 0 a 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 1.04
c 2 0 .06 .08 .CA 0 0 0 C 0 0 .0r  .08. .  0 0 0 120
0 .22 . 17 33 .22 .14 .0 0 0 0 0 0 .0) .14 .22 .33 .17 *22 0 119
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 180
CLOCK ANGLE
NCOE 12 0 20 13 60 80 100 120 110 160 180 200 220 240 260 280 300 320 340 3;0
TWFRA PFV CONE
•S AOOW TaPL ANrLS
0 0 0 C ' 0 0 C C 0 0 0 C 0 0 C 0 0 0
S0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 60
C 0 0 0 a0 a C c 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 75
c 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 0 0 90
0 .14. .iq 25 . 39 .17 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 104
0 el1 a3 I 8 . 1 .08 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120
C .58 .64 .61 .36 .06 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 139
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 180
SOL AR CONE
SHannw TAPLI ANGLE
I C 0 0 0 0 0 C C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41
C ~ 0 0 0 0 0 c C 0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 60
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0. 0 0 a a 75
C 3 0 0 0 0 0 a C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 90
S .16 .19 .25 . 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 104
C .31 .35 .9 .61 .0800 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 120
C .58 .64 .6t .36. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1393 0 0a C 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 180
01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 & 3
61T 0 9 
°  
0 9 190 9 900 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C C 0
021 0 1' 9 o 9S 19' 00 0 0 C 0 0 0 C 0 0 v
06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0
SL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 3 C
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 3 0 C 0 0 0 i C





091 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0
6£1 0 95* 99* 19* 9£
°  
90* 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0
021 0 TEO 90: a.9 19' 00' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c ,
*01 C l' 610 SZ2 6£' L*T 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
O6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 c C.
St 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
09 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 C 0 C )
I, C 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0




099 0j£ 02X 001 092 092 0'i2 022 002 091 091 0'T 021 00 09 C s 0 2 0 II -CON
319NW 0013
001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 .0 0 0 .0 0 0 0
b6T 0 0 0 0 0 TOO 220 IT* EGO 0 Koo 11' 22, Too C 0 0 c 0
021 0 0 0 0 0 1s* 22 90 0 EO 0 0 93'$ 22' is' 0 0 0 0 )
06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 L
S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0   a  0 0 0 0 0 0 l c5
09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
319NW J I guvi NUavS
3NOO
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
021 0 0 0 0 0 I' 2 90' o0 0 LO* 90 220 l9s 0 C 0 C 3
01 0 00 0 0 0 W a 900 0 0 90' TI. 92 C ! 0 c 0
06 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -.0 0 0 C 3 3
st 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 50 0 0 .0 C 0 0 c 3
09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  c   0  0 C 0 C 0 0 C I
1 c 0 0 0 C0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 0 .0 00 0 0 0 0
3 1!ONV i.1aWJ JUUVHS
310 0,Oid VdiN1
091 0i 021£ 009 092 092 02 022 002 091 09 09'1 OD 001 09 09 off 3a 0 El OSON
3 1)NV )OU10
LNII 001l.V3dNj) LJ 1iJi KOOdS

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TITLE SArPLE CASE FOR CCRM FACTCRS, GRc-Y OnIES, AND RADK S.
HEADER SURFACE DATA
PCS PCX








Pl=2.. .,0*q COM='PECTANGLE FACING PCOX
BCS LID
S SURF=3,TYPE=RECT,ACTIV=TO'0,P
R OP=. 9 .9,PI=2 4.,C'
CCM=*'RECTANGLE LID OF 9OX*
HEADER eCS DATA
eCs B)x ,C.,e.p 3.,0.90.,0






CALL FFCATA( .- C0.,q,. .,3PUN)
L FFCAL
CALL GDATA(1,2HIR)
C CALCULATE GREY OOIES
L GCAL






C ROTATE LIO .*. OEGPES ABOUT Y AXIS.











SAMPLE CASE FOR SHAOOW FACTOR CALCULATIONS
S4AOOW AFrTnR rENEPATOP LINK
CLOCK ANGLE




DOTP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.?75 .78 .31 .14 .1 1 . .14 t l 06 0 .06 .11 .14 .14 .11 .t
4  
.31 o28 o 25 41
.50 .53 .51 .42 o31 *31 *?S 0 C 0 0 *28 . 31 31 .42 .53 
.53 .50 60
,75 .78 .o78 ,0 F7 .6 7 0. 0.. . 0 0 0 0 67 t.67 .64 .78 
.78 .75 75
1.CC 1.00 to00 to0 1.00 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1o0 1.00 1.00 
1.00 t 00 90
1.00 1.00 1.00. 1.00 0 0 0 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 
10 100 o 1.00 10.
1,00 1.00 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 IecO 0o 0 .o 
120
0 1 0 0 0 a 0 C 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 
0 0 0 139
 0 0   0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 180
L A CONE
SOW A LR ANGLE
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.75 .97 ,31 ,1*4 v14 , 1 .14 . 11 06 0 .16 ol 9.14 .14 .t .14 .31 .28 
.25 41
.50 .51 o53 .42 .31 ell .08 0 0 0 0 28 .31 .31 .2 
.53 s53 .50 60
o75 o78 . 78 ,6. .7 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 o61 F 67 9.64 78 
.78 *75 75
O1.00 t .C i.001 C 3 i.00 0 0 0 0 0- .00 .00 1.00 1.00 
1.00. 90
o00 1.00 .o00 I.00 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 1o00 100 1o00 
19 G 104
.lo0 1.00 10CC a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0a to0 
to00 00 120
C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 139
S 0 0 0 C 0 ; 0 0 a 0 
0 0 0 180
NASA/ MART IN M AR I E TA
T H ER HA L R A I1A T 1 N A N11L YS IS S YS TE M



































SAMPLE CASE FOR FCORM FACTORS GREY BOOIES ANO RAOK S.
NOCE PLOTTFP DATP OUTPUT
N(A)L PL3TTER
FA AT4-TR )ESCRIIPTICN OPTION *, OEFAUT
4NJ I.W NUMBeD 1-6 1




SCL qCLE FAC'OR (3.15/LAPC~ST nISTANCE FROM AUTOMATIC
CrS OT.IN IN US:R S UNTTS) SCAE
ISELN AR 4Y N'AME CONTAINING fUMnFR OF NOODES TO AtAY NAME PLOTS ALL
1- SELEPTIVLLY PLOTTED NOODES
ITTT ARIAf NAML OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TI T.L E
ROTX, VIEW RrITATICNS (FO IVU .= 3HGEN) 6 5<AN, . 366 5.9
Tin'X, OR)ER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = THGENI 1,t,3 (ANY fROFR)i ,2
rontv,
TIOTZ
*TNoJT ZEoO FOR 07FAULT ALTION
CALLYNO SEOUENCTI,
CALL NDITA (NV, TUV, SCL, ISELN, ITIT, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ, IDOTX, IROTY, IROTZ)
UP
CALL NOATAS (NV, TVU, S-L)
NOTEI IF NO CA LLS TO NOATA/NOATAS ARE MAOE, A ;ALL TO NPLOT WILL
RE'ULT 14 ALL VTLWS AUTIMATICALLY SCALEr) GENERATED FOR NODES.
SAMPLE CASF FOR FORM FACTORS, GPEY BOOIES, AND RADK S.
NOCE P.OTER 3ATA OUTPUT
VIEV=3-0 SCALF= .4620 VIEW NUMBER=1
rFIST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.000
SECONO ROTA'TON AqOuT Y = 45. 040
TWIR) ROTATION %3nUT X am 53.00C
VIEW.:7-AVIq S, ALEs *.620 VIUW NUMBERml
FTOST ROTATION 13011T Z =  U.
SECOND RnTATTON AnUTI Y = C.
THIRJ ROTATION IAUUT X = C.
VTLW=X-AXIS SCALE= .462u VTEW NUM .R=l
FIR T RO'rATIOq 10011T 7 = C.
rCCOND ROTATION 1OU7 Y = 9u.GlCC
THIPI fOTATION 1BOUT X = -90.06 C
4lEW=v-AXI :  SCALF= .4624 VIEW NUMBR=
FTRST ROTATION 190UT Z = QO0.3CO
SFCONO ROTATION qOUT Y = O.
iHIR) ROTATTON AdOI.T X = 90.10]
SAMPLF CASr FOR FORM FACTORS, GREY 833TESO ANO RADI( Se
FnKM FACTOR CAL;ULAT ION LTNK*
NOD:- AREA ALP'4 EM Ti1
It. 8*Cu3E~~J 09(i 090
12 49c+31 .53a .90
15 O.GGVEi 01 .90 *.a
21 8. 0C UO+ 0 1 .93 .01
NUMIPP flF NOOES 7 NUiPER OF SUfkFACEq ?
Ltd
SAMPLE CASe FOR FORM FACTORS, GREY BODIES, AND RAOK S.
rIPM FACTOR CALCULATION LIN(.
(4 INDICATES NOOE PATl HAS BEEN SU80IVIEr))
NODE I NOnE J COMOUTATION Fc.(,J) FE(J,I) FA(I,J) F (I,J) SHAO. E SHAD. A CP TIF
W/ShAD W/SH40 W/SHAD WO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SEC)
11 12 CAL. .122999 .24599A *122999 .122999 1.uOO.16 1.0020C 2.69
1 13 CAL. 92;;5b6 *25);66 .25QO66 .?59r66 l.ioj0JO 1.4000QQ 5.978
t1 14 CAL. *122999 .24599q .122999 .12299 1.130 .0 l2 000 8.572 0
il 15 CAL. .25IC6E .259J56 .259j66 *259066 1.030C00 1.00000 11.942
ii 30 CAL. .2q.3141 .29141 .290141 *290141 1.000o0 1.00330j 14.U57
it Fr SUN = 1.,'43 ROW CF TIME x 14.062 - RECT qOx 5 SIDES.
12 13 CAL. .245998 .122999 .245998 .24P998 1.0O0C3 1*i.0CGO0 2.615 *
12 14 CAL. .*36Q7( *069?7J *J69 70 ,C697. I.J0CQJ 1.0I.Ui0 2.900
12 15 CAL. .24599e .12?999 *245998 .245998 1.JOOCJo 1.03.C0 5.521 •
12 30 CAL. *24599 .122999 *?45998 *245998 1l. 0CO l.0 O O00 8.485 a
12 FF SUM = 1.1336 ROW CF TIM" s 8.491 * PECT ROx 5 SIDES.
1l t CAL. 1??99i .25'9d e122999 .122990 L.0 3C00 1.u3 .0 2.615 a
13 15 CAL. .2V141 .29j1*t .29C141 .290141 14000 1.0WOu 4.220
13 0 CAL. o2j9vo6 *2593o6 250366 .259.66 1.03CG-0 106lOJO30 8.2~
13 Fr SUM i .u543 QOW CF TI4E = 8.205 - ECT ROX 5 STODS.
14 i CAL, .245Q9b .122999 .245998 *245998 1.030C;O i.I~Pj3 2.624
14 31 CAL. *24 5Q98 *122999 .245998 .245998 t*G0Ou00 1.0i03COi 5591
14 FF SUM : 1.a36 ROW LP TIMr a 5.547 - RECT ROx 5 SIOFS.
1a 30 GALe .2 5 9 6 f *259066 .259466 ,259b6S 1OOwOOU 1.30000J 3974 *
15 Ir SUU 2 1.1543 ROW CF TIM = 3,97q - QECT ROw 5 SIDES.
21 FF SUM x 3. ROW CP TIME = *049 , RECT RECTANGLE FACING POX
30 FF SUM a 1.3543 ROW CP TIME a .007 + DECT RECTANGLE LTO OF POX
SAMPLE CASE FOR FORM FACTORS, GPEY 9nOOES, ANO AOK S.
FORM FACTOR CALIULATION LTNK.
TOTA. : TIME (SEC) FOR PPCBLLM 2 43. 479
SAMPLE CAS FOR FORM FACTOQS, GEVY 9SoOIES, ANO RAOK S
FORM FACTOR CAL4ULATION LTNK.
F3RM FACTOP SUNS FROM NODE I
NOnc T - FF SUM NODE T - FF SUM NOu. I - FF SUM NODE I - FF SUM NODE I -
FF SUM NODE I - FF SUM
11 - 1.054?71t 12 - 1. 535630 13 - 1054Z271 1' - 1.C535630 15 - 1.C542711 
21 - 0.
3 * 1.S4!71'4
SAMPLE CASL- OOR FORM FhCTOR4S, GRSY BODIES, AND RADIC So
-WAIATION CONDUIT0R L'NK.
PUNCHLO RAnK'S -19 lip 12, j.713JC3F-q 8.7551613EG1.l 
S D
DUIC~4el QVWI - 2, 11,9 13, 1.713ZOE-g* 1.83252.a8E'ID 
T RAnK
PUI,'CHFD WK"S 7 , 141 1 1. 713 CC ;4E-19# 8.755iio13E-!% 
7 PAOK
pumr HT0 RA!nKS - . 15, I.7%3JCJF-0q' 1.83251i38EIC& 
T PADK
01INCI ED DAOKS - 11 1 3. j9I*713'f.1A0E;3 2. C2384%46+00 
T A
PUNCwdr RADKS - f, 12, 13, 1 .:~~ d.7,;i 
813F-01, 2 RAO
PUNC'4D O.AMKS - 7, 1.)1 i 1.I713VC0EV19 2.od?'919E-u 
f PAD<
PIINC'4ED RAOKS - e, 12, Isp 1.73.L..E-C9*' 8.75S5.813E-l,1 
RAOK
P~UNCHEDO RA'mKS - of 12, 30, 1* 713JuMEO- 9* 8.5113C 
RADK
DUN'.~f , F AO'(S - 2.c 13, 149., I.713C Li.0E--,~ 39 .755idl3E--Cj 
S A
PtPNICNE9 R Am KS - 11, 1k', 15 1o713CJE-C) 2@C234540-00 
I A
PUo'CHE0 OAOXS -12, 13, 30p 1*71330,OCE-03* 
1*8325168E+03 $ PAOK
DUNC'4E9 QAOKI( - 1:!, 149 li, 19 7 1 G0 r.-C 9 *75 5 1813 E-% S PADK
PUN64cf RAOKS - 14, 1'., 30, I.7IJGL3)E;9* 897551Si3E-- 
T RADK
PUN NE E QAOKS - 15, 115, 709 1. 713. C 0 E-C 9 1.83251i8E4~ 
S RAOK
C)C
SAMPLE CAS FOR FORM FACTORS, GREY BVOIES, ANO ROK So
PPO(EqSlgTNG OPEtATTON OATA
NOUe  9CS AREA ALPH EMISS SURF. TYPE ACTIVF -------- COMMENTS --------------
11 oOX i.&oVE .90L .93; RECTANGLE ROTTOM ROX i SIDES.
12 80 4*.031 E.uO .900 COu RECTANGLE ROTTOV BOX j SIOFS.
13 uOX i.JulE+ u .9Cl .93C RECTANGLE AOTTOI POX 5 SIDES.
1k antX .IjE.CO o90u .9u RECTANGL BOTTOM BOY 3 SIDES.
15 ROWx .,J E+uO .963 oue RECTANGLE BOTTO ROX 5 SIDES.
21 B90 1.003s u .90 .50 RECTANGLE TOP RECTANGLE FACING nOX
10 LID ~.00E+ul 0 9090 .vC RECTANGLE TOP RECTANGLE LID OF 90X
SAMPLE CASE FOP FORI FATORSP GREY BODIES, AND RA3K S.
NOnF PLOTTFo DATA O JPUT
NODE PLOTTER
PA.AMETER )SCRIPTION OPTION ' , DEFAULT
NM VI:4 NUM Eo 1-6 1




SCL SCLE FACTOP (3.15/LARGVST OTSTANCE FROM AUTOMATIC
' J;IGIN I  IUSER S UNTTS) qCAL E
TSELN ARaY NAM CONTAINING NUMPrR OF NODES TO ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
lE S LETTVELY PLnTTEDO NODES
ITIT ARIAY NAME OF PLOT TTTLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TITLi
POTrT VI-w ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) S ANG . 360 G-0
POT1, 0.0
PT Z, 0.,
IROTX, ORJEp OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGENI 1,2,3 (ANY OFrERI,2,3
IROTY,
*INPUI ZERO FOR JEFA4ULT ACTION
CALLING SEOUENCl.
CALL NDOTA (NV, IUV, SCL, ISELN, ITIT, ROTX# ROTY, ROTZ, IROTYp IROTY, IROTZ)
00
CALL NOATAS (NV, IVU, SCL)
14OTr IF NO CILLS Tn NOATA/NOATAS APE MADE, 4 4ALL TO NP.IT WILL
OrSULT N4 ALL VILWS AUT3MATICALLY SGALFJ GENERATED FOR NODES.
0~
SAMPLE CASe FOR FORM FACTORS, GREY BODIES, AND RADK S.
NOnE eLOTTER OA ' OIuTPUT
JIEW*'-O SPALE= r462G VIEW NUMBER=1
FIRST ROTATTO jnnUT 7 = 175.0JuC
SECONO POTATTON 'nUT Y = 45.j0LO
THIRD :OTATION q91OlT X = 4k510u
jIEW=Z-.aVIV SCAL .462C VIEW NU BFR=I
FIRST POTATTON 9ROUT Z = c*
SECO40 ROTATT3N A93UT Y = i0
T41O1 RnT'AT ION ItOUT X =
VIE W=X-AX1S SCALE* .6o2 VIEW NUMRFO=i
FIRST KOATION %90UT Z = *
5FO,-0 ROTATION &qt0iT Vr 90.3Jr
T4IFJ *OTATTON 30OUT X = -90*303C
VIEW=*-AYTS SCALe= .462! VIEW NUMPaEai
rTRST OTrATTON AcOJT Z = -9C303
s'ruNO POTATION AO9JT Y = ;*
THIPO ROTATION 190UT Y = 9G.u
CD
SAMPLE C~ASE FOR FORM FACTOO~t GREY qOOrES, AND RAOK So
FORM FACTOR CALIULATTON LTN'<.
NOOD2 AREA ALF" EMTSS
1'4 4. 0 CE# ul 0 93 0P
15 8..rVE4ful sq' q9
21 be CQwEO J 0 q,] 094
"D 800OEfO3 0903 .90
NUMdvR OF NOOF3 z I NLIMRER OF SURFACFS I
SAMPLF CASE FOP FORM FACTOPS, GP Y OOZIES, AN) RAOI S.
FUIM FACTOR CALCULATION LTtK.
(* INOICATiS NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBOIVIDED)
NODO I NODE J COM~UTAr1Oh FL(IJ) FE(J,I) FA(I,)) F (1,J) SHAD. O SHAD. A CP TIME
W/SHAD W/SHADO /SHAD NO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SEC)
11 12 ;AL. *1229i9 ,*459Q8 *122999 *122990 1.03OL00 1.GOCGC6 2.621
it 13 CAL. .239 66 .2f9;vb o259166 *259o6 L .C30~0 1.0 3J~3 5.998
'L 14 CAL. .129o9 .24998 .122999 .122999 .d00JJ 1.00GO01 8.597
It 15 CAL. *259C06 .259J36 *259366 #25966 I.COG:O0 1.00CJJ 11.975
11 21 CPAL. j12772 .015772 .,15772 .661487 *256510 .256516 12.181
11 Ju CAL. .166376 .16i374 o.663 4 .166374 L.CO0uaO 10JOJO 13.049
11 FF SUnM .9463 R3W CP TTME z 13.55 - RECT BOX 
5 SIDES.
12 13 CAL. o245#' .12299) .245996 *245998 1o00003 1.0000C0 2.676
L2 14 CAL. .06657C .L695710 .
6 9 i 7 0 .C6957 1.0cJ0C 1.30030 2.915
12 15 CAL. *24 599f .122999 *245998 *245998 ,19JCCh 1.00o000 
5.537 *
12 30 CAL. .133519 *066759 .133519 .133519 1.00040 1.OU,00 
bq911
12 FF SUn = .9411 ROW CF TIME = 8.916 - RECT BOX 5 SIDES.
13 14 CAL. .12 999 .2459)d .122999 .122999 t000C36 1..00000 2.616
13 15 CAL. 2*141 .296141 .290141 .290141 ll1GCLO 1.00.CO 
4.229
t3 21 CAL. .016491 .016491 .16491 .016491 1.000310 1.j00000 4.352
13 31 CAL. .13474' 919,749 .19r749 .19474q9 1.0o00 1.000:30 5.221
13 FF SUM = l o164 R3W Co TIME = 5.227 - PECT BOX 5 SIDES.
14 s15 AL. 2*5998 .122999 .245998 .245998 i C3033 1,0000~0 2.670
14 30 CAL. .133519 .r66759 .13Z519 .133519 1.l00J30 1.000000 6.003 *
14 FF SUM = .9411 ROW CF TIME = 6.0 8 - RECT ROx 5 STODES.
s1 3) CAL. .06566 .065663 *365660 .(6 b60 1.00CLO0 1.00L00 .867
15 FF SUM x .8609 ROW CF TIME ,lA'3 - PECT BOX 5 SIOsS.
21 FF SUM = *.023 ROW CP TIME = .053 R PECT RECTANGLE FACING ROX
30 FF SUM . .56J3 ROW RP TIME a .0?7 , RECT RECTANGLE LID OF 90B
SAMPLF CASE FOR FORM FACTORS# GREY 8fOES9 ANO AODK So
FOOM VACTOR CL;ULATION LINK#
TOTAL ;P TIPE (SFl FOR PROBLrM c 34.239
SAMPLE CASE OR FORM FACTORS, GREY BOOIES, AND RAOK S.
FORM FACTOR CALIULATION LINKs
FORM FACTOP SUMS FROM NOOrE I
NO. I - Fr SUM NODE I - FF SUM NODE I - " SUI )E I - FF SUM NOO I - FF SUM NODE I - FF SUM
11 - .'i6!?39 12 * *)410831 13 - 1.006454 14 - .9 13833 15 - .66j8656 21 - .3322631
70 - *,b0 3Jl
SAMP3LE C'ASE FOP FORM FACTOPS, GRE BODIES, AND qAOK S.
RAnrATION CONnUITOR LTNKs
PtIN HF 0 ~A fK - 1,11 12 , j.7l3C3F-.3 a. 5 6 6 5 2 9 3~F-C S A
PUNC4LD RAnKS - 2, 11, 13, i73OE- 
1.7992'sj9E+C T, RACK
oUtI~tiro oAfKS - 3v lit 1.4, 1.713O~jjE 3 * .5665293E-01 T PAnK
PUNC64c) P A!KS - 1.9 It 9 15, 1.713IC.o~t-n* i.7d464'5L4C T RAOK
PUNrHEO DIADIS - r, 119 21, l.73O3EG9 
l.C5'.IZ56E-,-j 7 PAOK
OLM~CH(ED RACKS - F-9 lit 3J9 l*71LCE^9* 
1#2003E; T RAOK
PUPCHCOr oAnKS - 7, l?, 13, 1.71303JE-19 a. 615c'.5 
87-1 S PACK
011"rNEO RA"KS . i, 29 14., 1. 713 V1 -. 3 2o614;o3*3E-Li 
't QAQK
PUNZHrI9 PAt'W3 - 12, 15, 9 .713'jIE 9* 
1..6i3E-01 T RAInK
pjm-rIroO Arl(S - if, 12, 21, 1,7136uE-93 ?.77n25:lE-3 
S PADK
pUiNrH'EO DAOKS - I 1 12, 1.7130CCGF 9 '.731895CE-%1 
S RACK
*JNCHEO Ranvs 12, 13, 1-* 1. 71'9 Cu E--90 
8.cG558E Cl T P 40
PUML'ALU PtIDKS - ~ 13. 1 it1g 1.7130CGOECl 
1.962866EfOG T RACK
PUNC4~) CA 01(S - 11., 13, 21, 1.713DEOJE:09* I. L99 6412~V r-n PAOW
OU~ITH~f PAnKS - 15, 13, 3, j .713 COE j3 l.S3le676Ef*Or 
RACK
JUN r. WF9 RAO9(S - if, i49 15, 1.71JQO0 CE-G94 
5.5461423E-C1 P ACK
PUNCHF~O Rani(3 . 17, 149 21f 1.7l34LJ4-C.9* 
2.773254tc-C3 S PAIK
PLINL~lrr RA'nKS - 1I3 , ' 1.7133CO1T-GV 4.7318giOE--31 
T S O
P'UNLHFI RACKS -19, 15, ?1, ls7l3JC~t-19* 
6.d62F; I RACK
oU,ri.40 RAVKS - 2L, 15, ?C a .71 929 5.1758531E-Gi 
T PACK
PltMCN r) PACKS - 21, 21, 30, 1 0 111C.C2E 1" *96617E- 3 
I RACK
iUNrH~fl WAKS - 22, 11, J2704, l*7l3UC03E-09* 4.927d'.88E-'n1 
T RACK
PUNtIIEn RACKS - 23, 12, 327079 i.713ji.v.E- 9* 2.5 169'.3E-S1 S RACK
PUNC'4VO RAr'KS - ed., 13, 3276', 1.71 C OE-09# as2999o59E-02 
I RACK
PUNCH'ED PACKS - 2,1 3276?, 1.713'La-9* 2.55i6943E-61 
S RACK
OUN(LHEO PACKS . 2E,9 15, 32767, l*7l346G3E-;1* 
i.C504377E.-34 I RADW
oU r m.-- RACK.S 27 9 21, 321f7, l.7l3QL4JE-09* 6. 968619gEo' ! 
t RACK




TITLE SAMPLE CASE FOR FORM FACTOR RESTART, GREY RODIES AND RAOK S.
HEADER SURFACE DATA
BCS BCX




P1=2.,-.,0., COM=*PECTANGLE FACING COX*
BCS LID
S SURF= ,-TYP-E:RECTCTCTIV-=TOP,PROP=9,.9,oi=2.,4.,
COM=*RZCTANGLE LID OF POX*
HEADER BCS DATA
BCS LIDX ,0.,3.,C.C.,3., o .
BCS LID ,0. .. ,0 ,* .* 3.
HEADER FORM FACTORS





ii, 12, 9,8399310c 79
E - 0 1
11 13, 2.372;267181E+00
11, it 9*a3993109 7














13, 30, 2. 723267132E+00
1'. 14, 9.
LI t, tq 9.8399310 77E-C1
14, 21, 9.
14, 3G, 9.8399310977E-C1
15, 1 , 0.
1E, 21, 0.

















129 &. 2•',827947 ?E- 01
H-35
12, 9*339931.g E-0 1
12, 21, 0.
129 -s 9*CTL, I0.34E-0 1
13, 13, 0.
13, i, .- 3993109"E-01
13, 1E, 2 .3211312132E+C
13, 21, i.3192,8342?E-01
13 3 , 1 























C FOTATE LID 45.3 OEGREES A90UT Y AXIS,








CALL RKOTA(2,3HPUI-0. ,1,5HSPACE,32767,C .,1.,2HNO)
L RKCAL
END OF DAIA
A SA / MA RT IN M ARI E TT A
TH ER MA L R A 01A TIrON A N A LYS IS S YS TE M






















AAAAA AAAAA 555 ssI
sssW
sss








SAMPLE CASE FOR FORM FACTOR oESTCA-R GREY BODIES ANO RADO S.
NOOF PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
NO0T PLOTTER
PARAMETER OESCRIPTTCN OFTION 
', 3EFAULT







SCL SCGLE FACTOR (3.15/LAPCEST DISTANrE FROM 
AUTOMATIC
l.' ORITIN IN USR S UNTTZ) SCALE
TSr.N ARAf 4AME LOFTAINKIN, t'IIMPER OF NODES TO ARRAY NME 
PLOTS ALL
IE SELECTIVLLY PLOTTEO NnOeS
1TIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE 
ARRAY NAME USS JOn
TTTLE








*TN'UT ZPO FOR )EAULT ACTTON
CALLING Sr.UENC-It
CALL NUITA (hV, TUV, SL, IFELN ITTT, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ, IROTX, 
IROTY, IROTZ)
0
CALL NDOTAS (Nt IVU, SCL)
NOTES IF NJ C1LLS TO 40ATA/NDATAS APE MADE, A CALL TO 
NPLOT WILL
ReSULT IN ALL VIEWS AUTOMATICALLY SCALEO GENFRATFO FOR NOOES.
SAMPLE CASE FOP FCM FACTOR RESTART, G(EY BODIES AND RADK S.
NOuE FLOTTFR UATA nUI"UT
VTEuW=.- SCALE= .670 VIEW NUMqER=i
FIRST ROTATTO %qlUT Z = 175.J r.
SCC n POTATTON ARnOUT Y = 45 ,
THIO RCTATION AJOtIT X = 45.*00&,
VIF*:Z-AYTS lCALL= .4b20 VIiW NUMqERI1
rTRFT POTATTON 011T 7 = .
eCOO ROTATION AnOUT V v GY
THIP) ROTATION 43lnUT X = .
VTEw=-AYI SCALE: .462C VIEW NUMqER:1
.FIRer ROTATTON ABOUT Z O*
SECO.,D POTATI3N AY4UT Y v= c3J
THIRO VOTATTO4 q93UT X z -c ojG4
VTLW=Y-AXCIS SCALE= .4620 VIEW NUMAFI1
FIKCT KOTATT)m B19UT Z : .*9C.3#,
SEG0CJ ROTATION B40JT Y = &W
THIPn ROTATION UOUT X a 900000O
SAMPLE :ASV FO F09 FACTOR RES TART, GREY POOISS ANO RACK S.
CORM FACTOP t;AL.JLdT ION LIN(.
"O) ADrA hLFH vMISS
S8..CDSEftJ .51 .90
NU"4;3eR OF '1IE3 I IUMDVR OF SUPFACFS 7
: WId
.iUC
SAMOLE GAS_ FOR FORM FACTOR RESTART, GREY BOOIES ANO RAOK S.
FORM FACTOR CALIULATION LItK.
0 ITNDICATES NODE PATo 4S BEEN SUBnlVIDEO)
NODE I NODE J :OMPLTATION FE(T,J) FE(JI) FA(I,J) F (I,J) SHAO. E 0HAO. A CP TIMF
WIS4AO WISHAD W/144 WO/S4AO VACTOR FACTOR (SFC)
11 12 CDOs .122?990 .245iJ8 * 122399 g0 1*. , *16
Ii 13 CAoOS .259C6 .25906o .2593o6 3. ~. C .*021
1.1 14 CARDS .1229'9 .26o99d .12299q I. 3. 0. .025
11 15 CAonDS ?5q6Et .259G56 *2596b 0. 0. 0. .930
11 30 CAenS .23011 2qCi41 .29~141 0. 0. 0. *036
11 Fr SU = 1.0543 ROW CP TIME : ,*04 - RECT ROX 5 SIDES.
12 14 CARDS ,24 198 .12299q9 245198 3e J . O0 saC?
12 14 AROS o06957C .069570 .469570 0. 0. 0 .j12
12 15 C ARDS .245998 .122999 .245998 0. * 0* s 17
12 30 CAoOS .245996 12? 999 *2.4598 *0. . 0. .322
12 FF UM = 1 .0i36 ROW 'P TI4F = *327 - RECT BOX 5 SIOrS.
13 t CARDS *122990 .245998 *122999 3. Jo 0. 0?
13 15 C APOS .29J11 *29u141 290141 0. ]. 0o .411
13 30 .AvOS L59 0b *25990o .2i9066 O. 3. 0o. 017
13 FF SUM = 1.1 *3 ROW CF TIME = ,022 - RECT 90OX 5 SIDES,
1b 15 C ARrDS .2459eq8 122999 ?U5998 0o 0. 0. , r6
1b 30 CAROS *24599 .122999 *245948 0. 0o* * *011
to Fr SU = 1.,536 ROW CF TIME .S15 - RECT ROW 5 SIOrS.
15 34 CARDS .259C66 .259ib6 .259066 Jo 0. 0* *46
L5 FF SUM = 1.s543 ROW CP TIME = .011 - RECT OX 5 SIOES.
21 FF SUM - 3. ROW CF TIME = ,07 . RECT RECTANGLE 
FACING 90q
30 FF SJM z 1.4543 m3W PF TIMr a .006 * RECI RECTAwIGL
- LI) OF BOX
SaMPLE cASE FO RORM FACTOR RESTART, GREY POOIES AND PAOK S.
FORM FACTnP CAL4JLATION LTK*
TOTAL 0 TINE (SEC) FOt P0CqLEM q .218
.- c-
A~iCg
sAMPLE- CAStFOR FOPM FACTOR RESTaRT, GREY A3OIES ANO RAOK
FORM FaCTOR CAL:ULATION LTIK.
FORM FACTOR SUMS FROM NOOE T
NOD- - FF SUM NOOE I - F SIJM N0E I - FF SUM NOOE I -
FF SUM NOOE I - FF SUM NOOE I - FF SUM
11 * 1,54!714 12 - 1,353 t3b 13 - 1,.542714 14 * 1,C535630 15 - 1.542714 
21 - :,
33 - 1.0151?714
SAMPLE C45Fr FOR FCI FACTIR RESTART, GREY BOOTES AND QAC'( So
RADIATTflN CONr)UITOq LTN'C.
FUNCHE PrKS - 1, ii1 12,9 1*7136LJ !-.9 A. 75113 E-'. I
PUklrHZDO P 6MKS - 2, Ito, 13, p .±CE. l.b3?5I9I8EO2 S PAOK
P UNf'MFL RA a - Z'. t.Ito 149 8*7,518il3E-%1 S I<AOK
PLINrH.-r1 *flIS - 4., 11 91, Is, 17113~-; 1.812518864-6 1 S
OUNCH-fl RA0<,i - !to1 3jq 1.7130C.UE- 9* 2.?64 0 T PAflK
PUN. 17- ';A I(S - 12f 139~' 1 .7133 L 0c C'9* 6.?: 613 2 R ArOK
PUk('4E0 0AnVS -Pp 12o 15,9 1- 71. i0E-0 o' 8.755t8I!E- l 5t RADK
CtJNCL4EO PDK - 9j 1?, 9 7, Is7ll362JF-.,9 6.7551813E-w.1 $ RADK
PJN('HED PrnKS - 1(, 139 1g., 1.7I3'ZCiJ3F>9* d755i813E-4j 1 S i
PUNlHrLU RA nK ( - 11,9 13, 1,, 1*7I33C3lE-mq* 2.C2384d'.E*'^ ; ~
0IjNC'4ED WK~S - 12, 13, 3 J ti.7I3U6.sCE-,9* 1.b32513AF+0 5t OAfK
PUIt. HL n RAIKS - A.3f 14p, 13t d.1~~E, 751813r.- C S RAnK
PUN(rq'f RarnxS . 14, 140 ZJ9 i.713C3E-0q* do?5516W3- 1 $ RADK
PUNIf'4V) RAnKCS - IS, 159 30, 1.713305D-494 1.632518aE~jO I RAOK
SAMOLL CASE FOR FORM FACTOR qFSTART, GRLY BODIS AND RAOK So
PROrEIW ING OEZATTON DATP
'OO
r  3CS AR4A ALP4 EMISS SUPF. TYPE ArTIVE -------- COMMENTS-*** ---"----
At 90x o 1 ,Cu . ou9 9 9,C RZCTANGL. 90TTOM qox 5 SinrSo
1 t OY ,jC 4O .9vu .9% REGTANGLE BOTTOM BOY 5 STOFS.
13 nnx 3.4j, o1 .9c0 .9C RECTANGLE qaTTOM 90OY SIfnS.
It BOY 4.031E60 .9C ,9JC tRrGTAN
G LE BOTTOM BOX q SIOES.
19 BOX .600OE+4J *9u .93u RrCTANGLE BOTTOM OYX 5 SIDOFS.
2A POX ,0u0'+00 .90C .90, RQLCTANGLE TOP RECTANGLE FACING PO
33 LID j.J0,u3u .aOG ,9Q0 RECTANGLE TOP RECTANGLE LID OF ROY
SAMPLE CAS FOR R FORM ACTOR RESTART, GREY 90DIES ANO QAOK S.
NOOr PLOTTER OAT OUTPUT
NODE PLOTTER
PAOAMETRP MESCRIPTT(N OPTION ' ODFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBED 1-6 1






CL SCLLE ACTOP (3.15/LA CGET DISTANCE FROM AUTOMATTC
;-5 OrISIN IN UiS-R b UNTTS) SCAL
tSF. N AP~A NAME CONTAINING NUMPER OF NODES TO ARRAY NME PLnTS ALL
IE S-ILCTIVrLV PLOTTFr NO)FS
ITIT AIAY N
" E CF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOBTITLE
POix, VT-W oOTATIO'S (FOR IVU = 3HGENI CS AN, S 36, C t
#oTZ's, C
i Ox, nrRl( f)F ROTATIONS (FOf IVU = ?mGFNI 1,293 (ANY nROEP)1t2,3
,INPUT Z PO F)30 EFAULT ACTION
rALLTNG Sun6NCI i,
CALL N'%TA (ht, IUv, SCL, ISELN ITTTT, R3TX, ROTY, ROT,IROT IROTX, IRDTY, IPOTZ)
CALL'NDITAS (NV, IVU, SCL)
NU ST TIF NO CILLS TO 4OAA/NJAT'RS 4P MAE, A CA.. TINDoLOT ILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWF AUT34ATICALLY SCALFO GENEOATiO FOP NODES.
SAMPLF CASE FOR FOJM FACTOR RESTART, GREY nODIES ANO RAOK S.
tNODL Pt~nTTeD D~tA JUIPUT
VIPFd=3-0 '.CALE= . .b! VIEW.NUM3E~'z
FIRST OOTAI'TON A'QOUT Z z15'IG
SECINO ROTATION AqOUT Y = 45*j3~j
THIRO KnfTATION 49'OUT X a s hl~
vrrwzZ-AYTS SItALk~ .46e VUiW NUMqFRa1
FIRc'T V'TATtO4J %qOIjT Z = i
SrCONtDj RUTATION AnOUT Y x 0
THI"n *()TATION- i31UT X =
VTLW=X-AATS SCALEm *.620 VIEW NUMqERmI
FIPST Rr'TATION M'OT Z = L
SFC040I ROIA7ION AQOtJT Y a * .U,
THIPPI POTATION A43MUT X =-90.JOC
V'rEI'=-AXIS S;CALE' .4+620 VIEW NUI48ERxl
FIRST KOTaTQ'J .19UT Z a = . t
SrMN'M ROTAT16N ARnqUT Y a go
TWIIhJ OTTION %3OIJT X a 04o
SAMPLF CA!ZE FO FORMi FACTOR PESTART, GPEY BODIES ANO RANs So
FnRi, FOCTOP r'ALULATION L!M(.
Non:~ APEA A&.PH EMISS
!I pe .~-I 90 .90
T3 A.uV3EI.VI 93O .9j
NUMqLCD OF NJ3E * 7 NUMPER OF SUPFACES 7
C)1
SAMPLE CASE FOP FORM FACTOR RESTAPT, GiEy ROOIES ANO RAOK S.
FORM FACTOP CALCULATION LINK.
(' INOICATES N00 PAIP HAS REiN SUBOIVTOEO)
NOOF I NOOF J COtPLI TTOIN F:(I,J) FE(JtI) FA(I J) F (IJ) SMAO. E SHAD. A CP TIME
W/S-AD W/SHAG W/SnA) WOI/S4O FACTOR PACTOR (SEC)
11 12 CAR4JS .12923- .24599d .122999 0. ? 0. .314
11 1i AO4OS .239b(6 .259o6 .2590o6 3. 1. , .019
11 14 iADOS .122390 .24J.9 .12299q 3. I, 0. ,24
11 le  C~OOS .25qto6 .259366 *259066 J. u. . .02q
it 21 CoDS . 15772 .015772 .3157'2 J. I3 0. *037
14 32 CADOS .16637L4 .16 37' *lb-374 3. 3. 0. .42
&I FF SUM .9 6 3 ROW CF TME = ,07 - RECT BOX 5 'IOES.
12 13 CARDq .245n9b .122999 ,24E3oa O3, G G. .306
12 14 Ca0)S * 69jfr .: 6957u .j695?J 3. J. 0. .311
12 1t C DOS .24599t .122999 2445998 3, 3. ., *16
12 '0 CARDS *133619 .0647i9 .13351q j 0 0 .321
12 FF SIM = ,941I1 Row rp TIME = o026 - RECT 904 5 STfOES.
17 1 CfROS .12239 *24,99d .122999 J . 0. O, *Jr
13 15 CAPOS .290141 .2QG14L .?9t 141 3. 3. 0. .21C
13 21 G RS *016491 .1.6491 *316491 o J. 0 .3i15s
13 a CARDS .194749 .1914749 .19479 3 3. .30 2C
1? FF SU = 1.03064 ROW Cr TIME .= 25 - RPCT BOX 5 SITES.
A- 15 CARoq o24599P .1229139 24599A 3. 3* of *G 8
14 30 CAoOS .133510 .f66759 .133519 1. 3. 0O .13
14 FF SJM .= 9411 RuW C 'IME = .017 * RECT POX 5 SIDES.
15 1% CARDS .66566( ,Co566o *065660 3. 3. 0o *C0?
15 FF SUM = .8639 ROW CF TTME = . 11 - RECT n0x 5 SIOES.
21 FF SUM = .0323 ROW CP TIM!E ,aj17 RiCT RECTANGLE FACING 80X
34 Fr SUM z .5613 ROW (P TIMr * .3' 0 RECT DECTANGLE LID OF POX
SAMPLL CASE FOP FCRM FACTOR ESTART, GREYr DOIES ANO RAO S.
FOPM FACTOR CALCULATION LIhC.
TOTAL 3 tfINE (SCC) FOR PROPLEM *2
SAMPLE rASE FOR FOM FACTOS RFSTART, GREY 8ROIES Ah) RAOK S.
FORM FACTOR CALULATIuN LTNK.
FOP rACTOR SUMS FROM NOIE I
1)n I - rF SJM NUO" I - F: t UM -OuE I - FF SUM NO0 I - FF SUM NODE I -
FF SUM NOOE I - FF SUM
11 - .946'759 12 - .9410633 13 - 1*004 
~ 4 5 1% * 99410813 15 - *86G8656 21 * *0322631
3, * .56JbljL
SAM3'LF CASE POP FORM FACTORERSTAPT, GREY 900JES AND RAOK So
RAr'IATTOI CoNflU'TOR LTNK.
Pt.N HfC. OACI(S - 1,1i 12, 1.713fC3E-O0 d.6523-4 PACK
pU ,rw-f) R An( cZ ., 11 13, 1 .7 1 %_ E 1.7992469E4,C3 T PACK
PUNLHE., PA"KS - , 11 1., 1.7130tCfE. 9 8.566F293Ed S RACK
PJKIL HE P RAOKS - L 11 15,9 1. 713 0C 1J E- 1 * 17 8'.6475 EC. PACK
og.NCL~rD OADKS - 51 &1$, 21, l.173Uw'0E-C9* 1.(41356 - I. P AOK
puNrH P OAICKS - I, 7J ', I 711:C3CE-C9* 1.15G3j3iS00 PACK
PUWrNLU RAmKS - ',12, 139 i.7130CV;E-.q a.9r8~~ PAOK
PUNCHCO Oufn<S - P, 12, 14, 2.6'-45323F-31 7 RACK
P1 INL HE 0 RADKS -* 15, 1.15C-3 1,$ 461113 S-~ C PAOK
PU MC H 1) QAflKS - 1~ 29 21, J.713CC4F-9 2.77.2541E-.3 0 PACOe
PUNL4'!C RACKS - 1, 1? 1 3 3, 1.713113.'E-A9 4.7.3lP950E-.A I RACK
OUNC 4E D op nKS - 12, 13, 14 9 1.713 o. Cj L-:9* *.C;51W-C1 T RACK
PUK Hr n FRanKS - 13 .1 1, 15, 1*7±31L-E- 9* 1.2160E#- S PACK
P'%PHEO RAf"(S - 1L 3, 21, l.73C)1E-9 I.r9Q84i2v- l PACK
PwCHrU QAflKS - it,, 13, 7G, 173LE-q 1.3312676EIC 1 RAflK
PUNLHFID R ~A .CS - 16, 1'., 19 9 .1C2- d.56103S-C4 T PACK
c t' 10C H: 1 RA"K Z - 17,1 !', 21, t.71311G -1'9* Z.77:2541F-53 I RAflK
,'uI~,4EfL nAWKS - let es49 7) j*j31 ~ r~ -o.7 318 95 E -C1 I PACK
PUNrwSC PA'MKS - L , 151. 219~73.~LC 6.d84t22E- 3 S RACK
PUNrO W~ AKS - 20, 159 309 1.713C~j-C9 5o.1758tillc1 q PACK
PJNCHEI PACKS - kit ilp 3G. , 10jE~ 4.t)96617E-33 T PACK
PUNLUE0 RACKS - 229 lit, 32761t 1.713aCIE-Mg* s,.2?8-458E-;1 ' RACK
PPICuAEf *AnKS - p.3, 12, 32767, 1.713O Z5E-Gq* 2.5,169S.3E-Cl1 PACK
PUM1C4rO RAKS - 2'., 13, 3'7F7, L.713C.E- 9* 8o 299AF18F- 12 't RACK
PUNC HI PAnKS - 140 12767 I .*713.oC0E.w9* Zs5jI694U3i1.± 1 PACK
PU~ir'EO R ACKS -?ft 15, 1 76tl*l1C3wE-u9 I ±L # -#37E2 3 PA)K
PUNL4c13 AflKS - 7, 21, 3276fo 1.71 ~'.OEj9* 6o96dblq9EI0C I RACK
PUNLt4FC RAOKS - 2pq 30, 32767, lo?l3J~jEu9 3*16962E4J S RAOW
H- 52
HEADER COTTtJI! O~A
TITLE C.'1PLF AS~ FOP ')TP=CT Ft1I1X.S Arlo ~O~ HEAT CALCUJLATIONS
HF8)ER AFqAY )?ATA




S SURF = t1i?,t~~.fg,15,TYPE=8OX5,ftCTIVE~lNSHAOE:9OTH
1?S40.;O~P=, 4eqs9PO= 9* 5 SIDES**
S 1 UPF=21TYP7-=-CT 9ACT!V-TO~ PROP= eg s9TZ=-4s
PI?.,q4eO., CO'i= RCAMfLE FACING eO)*

















C PEFTNS C~qIT AMD VEHICLE ORIEN~TATION
CALL OPBIT2(3H'4EAR,3099,6 0.,0.i,.2?0.460B .,.)-
CALL OQIFWT (3'ISUN,1,2,3,'9. 0.,0.)
CALL Ot&(,HItA.0.0 3.O,)
L OPLOT
C CALMUATE JIRECT FLUXES
L DICaL








L A OC AL
STFP 3 Is Ip T
TRUFAN =Moo'PO
L OPLOT
L 13T C fL









CALL I 0A (TCPt H493OIC 1010 FAq3
U. nOCAL
STEP 5
































CALL Ar0AAV,8 ,e,5, 5)
L IA
CALL fl1flATA(IOOAR?, I ),HNO, 3-PIJN, 09, C Gs a 3HT Ag 0)
L. rOCAU.
ENiD OF DATA
A SA / MA RT IN M A RI E TTA
T H ER MA L R A I1A TION A N AL Y SIS S Y S TEM































SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HSAT CALCULATIONS
NODE PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
-NODE PLOTTER
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION *, DEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1





SCL SCALE FACTOR (3.15/LARGEST DISTANCE FROM AUTOMATIC
CCS ORIGIN IN USER S UNITS) SCALE
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF NODES TO ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED NODES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOBTITLE
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU z 3HGEN) 0 1 ANG 5 360 0.0
ROTY, 0.0
ROTZ 00
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU a 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORDER)1,2,3
IROTY
IROTZ
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCE8,
CALL NOATA (NV, IUV, SCL, ISELN, ITIT, ROTXE ROTYt ROTZ, IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ)
OR
CALL NDATAS (NV, IVU, SCL)
NOTEI IF NO CALLS TO NOATA/NOATAS ARE MADE, A CALL TO NPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS AUTOMATICALLY SCALED GENERATED FOR NODES.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED NEAT CALCULATIONS
NODE PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
VIEW=3-D SCALE= .4620 VIEW NUMBER=I
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z z 135.0000
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.0000
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X a 45.0000
VIEW=Z-AXIS SCALE= .4620 VIEW NUMBERuI
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y z 0.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X 0.o
VIEW=X-AXIS SCALE= .4620 VIEW NUMBERmI
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z a 0.
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 900000
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X a -9000000
VIEW:Y-AXIS SCALEm .4620 VIEW NUNBERuI
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = -90.0000
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y a 0*
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X 2 90.0000
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED -HEAT---CALCULATICNS
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
NODE AREA' ALPH ENISS
11 8.0GOE+00 .90 .90
12 4.000E+00 .90 .90
13 8.000E+00 .90 .90
14 4.000E+00 *90 .90
15 8.000E*00 .90 .90
21 8.000E+00 .90 .90
30 8.000E+CGO 90 .90
NUMBER OF NODES a 7 NUMBER OF SURFACES a 7
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED nEAT CALCULATIONS
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK*
(* INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBOIVIDED)
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION FE(ItJ) FECJ,I) FA(I,J F (I,J) SHAD. E SHAD. A CP TIME
N/SHAD W/SHAD H/SHAD NO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SEC)
11 12 CAL*. 122999 *245998 o122999 o122999 1.000000 
1000000 2.598
11 13 CAL. .259066 .259066 .239066 .259066 1.000000 1.000000 
5.958
11 14 CAL. .122999 *245998 *122999 *122999 1.000000 
1.000000 8.540
11 15 CAL. .259066 .259066 *259066 .259066 1.000000 
1.000000 11.92 0
11 30 CAL. .290141 *290141 .290141 .29014 1.000000 
1.000000 13.989
11 FF SUM a 1.0543 RON CP TIME = 13.995 -
RECT BOX 5 SIDES.
12 13 CAL. .245998 .122999 .245998 .245998 
1.000000 1.000000 2.613
12 14 CAL. .069570 .069570 .069570 *069570 
1.000000 1.000000 2*896
12 15 CAL. .245998 o122999 .245998 *245998 
1.000000 1.000000 5.509
12 30 CAL* .245998 .122999 .245998 .245998 1.000000 
1.000000 8.460 *
12 FF SUn = 1.0536 ROW CP TIME = 8*465 
- RECT BOX 5 SIDES.
13 14 CAL. *122999 .245998 *122999 .122999 1.000000 
1.000000 2.607
13 15 CAL* .290141 *290141 .290141 .290141 
1.000000 1.000000 4.197
13 30 CAL. .259066 .259066 .259066 .259066 1.000000 1.000000 8.158 *
13 FF SUN = T.0543 ROW CP IME a 8.163 
- RECT BOX 5 SIDES*
14 15 CAL. .245998 .122999 .245998 *245998 
1.000000 1.000000 2.610
14 30 CAL*. 245998 *122999 .245998 
.245998 1.000000 1.000000 5.564
14 FF SUM * 1.0536 ROM CP TIME * 5.570 
- RECT O8X 5 SIDES.
15 30 CAL, *259066 .259066 .259066 .259066 
1.000000 1.000000 3.965
15 FF SUnM 1.0543 RON CP TIME a 30971 
- RECT 80X 5 SIDES.
21 FF SUN a 0. RON CP TIME .048 
+ RECT RECTANGLE FACING BOX
30 FF SUM a 1.0543 RO CP TIME a .005 + 
RECT RECTANGLE LID OF BOX
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORB HEAT CALOCULATIONS
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
TOTAL CP TIME (SEC) FOR PROBLEM * 40*309
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEO HEAT CALCULATIGNS
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
FORM FACTOR SUMS FROM NODE I
NODE I - FF SUM NODE I - FF SUN NODE I -
FF SUM NODE I - FF SUM NOD I * FF SUM NODE I -
FF SUn
11 - 1.054271i 12 - 1.0535630 13 - 1.0542714 
14 - 1.0535630 15 - L.052714 21 - 0.
30 - 1.0542714
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBS HEAT CALCULATIONS
RADIATION CONDUCTOR LINK.
PUNCHED RADKS - t 11it 12, 1.7130000E-09* 
8.7551813E-01 $ ADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 2, 11 13, 1.7130000ED-9* 
1.8325188E+00 9 RADK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 3, t, 14, 1.7130000E09' 
8.7551813E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 4 it 15, 1.7130000E-09' 
1.8325188E00 $ RADOK
PUNCHED RADKS 5, it, 30, 1.7130000E-096 
2.0238484E+00 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 6, 12, 13, 1.7130000E-09* 
8.7551813E-01 $ RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 7 12 14, 1.713000E-09* 
2.6879439E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 8, 12, 15, 1.7130000E-09 
8*7551813E-01 $ -ADK
PUNCHED RADKS * 12, 30, 1.71300
C OE-09* 8.7551813E-01 S RAOK
PUNCHED RADKS * o10 13, 14, 1.7130000E-09* 
8*7551813E-01 . RADK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 1i, 13 15, 1.7130000E-094 
2.0238484E+00 $ RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 1it 13, 30o 1.7130000E-09* 
1.8325188E+00 S RPOK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 13, 14, 15, 1.7130000E-09* 
8.7551813E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 14, 14 30, 1.713G.
O OE09* 8.7551813E-01 & RADK




SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
OOATA, OOATAS INPUT
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION 
9, OEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1







SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. 
(3.15-SCLR)/2.
INCHES (MAX VALUE = (3i.5-SCLR)/2.)
SCLR ORBIT RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO* 
8*RPLNIF*
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE a 1.6)
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 
1.4
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = lo4)
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO. 
COMPUTEO IF
DEGREES FROM PERIAPSIS) TI 0
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE L NO. 
NONE
TIME TIME AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO, COMPUTED IFTRUEAN Oo
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY 
NAME USES JOB
TITLE
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU a 3HGEN) 1,2t3 (ANY ORDER) 1,2,3
IROTY,
IROTZ
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU a 3HGEN) 0 S ANG 9 360 00O
ROTY, 0.0
ROTZI oo
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCE',
CALL ODATA (NVI VUt SCL, SCLR,- RPLN, TRUEANt TIMEST, TIMEr ISELN, ITITi IR3TL, 
IROTY, IROTZ, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ)
CALL ODATAS (NV, VU, SCL, SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN9 TINEST, TINE)
NOTE$, IF NO CALLS TO OOATA/OOATAS ARE HADE, A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS BEING AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATED
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE NAME
+++ .BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ++++
30.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0*0 TRUEAN
0, INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
*... BASIC ORBIT DATA *+++
0O LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
0, ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0.0 APER
O. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 OINC
1.33760E#06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
t.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
O OR3IT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
G. SUN DEC ANGLEDEGREES, 0.0 SUNDEC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0*0 STRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STROEC
*+.. SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA *,,*
0O ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
0, ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
O, ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ, 1 2 3
+*** SPIN DATA ....
G. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CWmPOSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0,0 CONE
0. ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED MEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
+++* COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++**
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION ' * VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
++++ PLANET --EARTH -- DATA *++
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEDO PALB 7.50732E+01 PLANET DS EMISS POWER WDS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER USS
0. PLANET-SUN DISTANCE PSD 1.54324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4.17312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
VIEN:CIGNA SCALEs a1137 VIEW NUMRERal
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.0000
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X z 0.




++++ PLANET TRANSFORM SET (PLOC(3,33)) ***
-.866 .000 .500
-. 000 -1*000 0.
.500 -.000 *866
++++ SUN VECTOR ++++
POSITION VECTORS a 1.00000000E+15 0. 0.
DIREC~T-IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK. SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
*++++G++ NSTEP NO = i
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLEVALUE OPTIONS VALUE NAME
.+* BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS *.+
SHAD SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHADNNOSH SHAD OINOSH0250 PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR SoSA OIACC
.100 SHAOOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS
FLUX CONPUTATION FLAG SOLPLANvALL ALL ICALFL
0 STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTEO DATA 0 NSPFF
30.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIUEST
*. BASIC ORBIT DATA +*+
C. LONGITITUOE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN0* ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0.0 APER
0. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 OINC1*33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 00 SUNECC
a0 SUN DEC ANGLEDEGREES, 0.0 SUNDEC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
0O REFERENCE STAR DOEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRDEC
*+++ SUN -ORIENTEDO ORIENTATION DATA *,*,
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTYCO ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTXIROTYeIROTZ 1 2 3
... SPIN DATA ++++
0O CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CMWPOSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK0O CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0o0 CONE0. ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ASSORBE HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
*++.+++* NSTEP ND I
+.+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** VALUE 
VARIARLE OESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
O. STAR BETAS ANGLE DEGREES O. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, 
DEGREES
*.* PLANET -- EARTH -* DATA +++*
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *l* VALUE DESCRIPTION 
NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEOO . PAL8 7*50732E+01 PLANET DS EMISS POWER WDS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7*50732E+01 PLANET SS 
EMISS POWER NSS
1 .!322E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4o17312E 08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT 
AT PSD SOL
CD
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONSDIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO I TRUE ANOMALY = 30.00000 TIME * .12861
++* IN THE SUN ++++
NODE DIRECT DIRECT SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIME SURFACE SHADOWINGNUMBER FLUX 1QOSI ABSo FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELEMENTS SURFACES
11 0 0. C0 ,024 8 012 0 0. O0. 032 9 013 0. 0o 0. 0041 a 014 0 0o 0o. 
.051 9 015 0o 0o 0. 
.106 28 521 0. 4. 0. 
.115 8 030 0f O 0s *124 8 0
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM s 211.358 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSOR8DO HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO I TRUE ANOMALY a 30.00000 TIME = .12861
.... IN THE SUN ....
NODE COMPUT ---DIRECT INCIO. FLUX-- --- DIRECT ABS. FLUX--- --SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
11 0. 0. Go 0. 0, 0. .029 52 2 5
12 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. .843 5 9 4.
13 0. 0. 0. O0 0. 0o 3.641 93 18 5
14 6.65SE-11 4655E-1 5E-11 5.989E-11 4.189E-11 .000 .000 4.502 52 9 4
15 0. O 0. g. 0o. D 4o965 52 1 5
21 5.243E+01 3.464E+01 4.119E+01 3.117E+01 .831 .836 7.124 69 18 3
30 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 9.061 69 18 6
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM 220.936 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATICNS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
OOATA, OOATAS INPUT
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION OEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1






SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. (3.15-SCLRIZ.
INCHES (MAX VALUE = (3.15-SCLR)/2*)
SCLR ORBIT RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 8,*RPLN7?
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDEO VALUE = 1.6)
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 1.4
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.4)
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO. COMPUTED IF
DEGREES FROM PERIAPSIS) TIME ' 0o
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE L NO. NONE
TIME TIME AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO. COMPUTED IF
TRUEAN P 0.
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TITLE
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORDER) 1,2,3
IROTYP
IROTZ
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) 0 S ANG S 360 0.0
ROTY 0.0o
ROTZ, 0.0
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCEI,
CALL ODATA (NV, VU, SCL9 SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TIMEST, TIME, ISELN ITIT, IROTX, IROTYP IROTZ, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ)
CALL ODATAS INVI VU, SCL, SCLR RPLN, TRUEAN, TINEST, TIME)
NOTES IF NO CALLS TO ODATA/ODATAS ARE MADOE A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS BEING AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATED.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE NAME
.*. BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +*+*
120.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0, INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
+.+ BASIC ORBIT DATA ***+
O, LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
0, ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUSt DEGREES 0.0 APER
0. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 OINC
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.9 HA
O. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 00 ECC
O0 SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
O. SUN DEC ANGLEDEGREES, 0*0 
SUNDOC
Q. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STROEC
+.*. SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA **
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
0O ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
0o ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER *- IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ, 1 2 3
+~+ SPIN DATA ...
0O CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CWaPOSITIVE) 00O CLOCK
0O CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 CONE
O. ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
++ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++**
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION, - VALUE VARIABLE 
DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES' 30.000 SUN CIGNA ANGLE, DEGREES
O. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES O. STAR CIGMNAS ANGLE, 
DEGREES
+++* PLANET --EARTH -- OATA +++*
VALUE 0ESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE DESCRIPTION 
NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEOO PALB 7. 0732E+01 PLANET DS EHNIS POWER 
WDS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7*50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER WSS
1.03000E+15 PLANET-SUN DISTANCE PSO 1054324E,00 ORBIT 
PERIOD PERIOD
4.IT312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 429000E 02 SOLAR CONSTANT 
AT PSD SOL
VIEW=CIGMA SCALE= .1137 VIEW NUHnER=I
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.0000
SECONO ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
THIRO ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.




. + PLANET TRANSFORM SET (PLDC(3,3)) ....
.000 .866 .500
-1.000 .000 0.
-. 000 -. 500 .866
++++ SUN VECTOR +++
POSITION VECTORS a 1.00000000E+15 0. 0.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSOROrO HEAT CALCULATICNS
OIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
.+++* NSTEP NO = 2
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER DOFAULT 
VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE 
NAME
++*+ BASIC CONTROL PARAMFTERS ++++
SHAD SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAONOSH 
SHAD DINOSH
.250 PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 3.Z2 DIACC
.100 SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 3.10 
DIACCS
FLUX COMPUTATION FLAG SOLPPLANALL ALL ICALFL
C STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA a NSPFF
120.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.3 
TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
++++ BASIC ORBIT DATA ++++
0. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES .0 ALAN
0. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0.0 
APER
C. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES C.0 OINC
t.3376CE+06 OR3IT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 
LO0 ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
0. SUN DEC ANGLE,OEGREES, c.0 SUNODC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRDEC
+++* SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA ..
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 
ROTX
C. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY '
0O ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTXIROTY,IROT? 1 2 3
... SPIN DATA .+.+
0. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 0.0 
CLOCK
O, CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
rONE
O. ROTATION RATE- COC POSITIVE C RATE iiel
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
+**G**+* NSTEP NO a 2
+.+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA *+++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE9 DEGREES
O. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, OEGREES
+*+* PLANET -- EARTH -- DATA *+**
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME ** VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEO PALO ?.50732E+01 PLANET DS EnISS POWER WDS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAO 7.50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER WSS
1.54324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4.17312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES -NO ABSORBLO--HEAT CALCULATICNS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP 
NO 2 TRUE ANOMALY = 123,00000 TIME = 
.51446
*+++ IN THE SUN ++..
NODE COMPUT --- DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- 
--- DIRECT ABS. FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS 
CP TIME -- ELEMENTS-- SHAD
NUMBER ALBEO PLANETARY ALSEDO 
PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAN (SECONOSI PLAN SURF 
SURF
0l 
. 0. . 0. 0. g* .027 52 8 5
12 0. 0. 0. 0. 
0. 3. .195 52 9 5
13 0. 0. o. 0. 0. 0. 1.023 55 
8 5
10 0. 0. 0. 0. Q. 0, 3.992 
93 16 1
15 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 3. 
*815 52 8 5
21 8.974E-01 2.033E+01 8.077E-01 830E+01 .953 .959 
6.687 55 8 2
30 f. o 0. .
O0 0. 6.91 55 8 6
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM 230.355 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEl HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
OOATA, ODATAS INPUT
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION *, DEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER L-6 1






SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. (3.iS-SCL)I/Zo
INCHES (MAX VALUE = (3.15-SCLR)/2.)
SCLR OR3IT RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 8.*RPLNfe7
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.6)
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 1*4
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE 1.i4)
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO* COMPUTED IF
DEGREES FROMPERIAPSIS) TIME > 0.-
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE L NO. NONE
TIME TINE AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO. COMPUTED IFTRUEAN * 0.
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOBTITLE
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU a 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORDER) l12,3
IROTY,
IROTZ
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU a 3HGEN) 0 S ANG S 360 0.0
ROTY, 0.0
ROTZ, 0.0
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCES,
CALL ODATA (NV, VU, SCL, SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TIMEST TIME, ISELN ITIT, IROTX, IROTY, IROTZP ROTXt 
ROTY, ROTZ)
CALL ODATAS (NV, VU, SCL, SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TIMESTt TIME)
NOTEI IF NO CALLS TO ODATA/OOATAS ARE MADE, A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS BEING AUTOMATICALLY SCALEO AND GENERATEO.
co
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED-HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
USER DEFAULT VARIABLE
INPUT DESCRIPTION OPTIONS 
VALUE NAME
.++. BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS .+.
210.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 
0.0 TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
++++ BASIC ORBIT DATA .+.
O, LONSITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 
ALAN
0, ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0,0 
APFR
0, ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 
OINC
1*33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HA
1.33?60E406 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 
HA
O. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 
ECC
0O SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
0, SUN DEC ANGLEOEGREES, 0.0 SUNDEC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
STRRA
0, REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 
0.0 STROEC
.... SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA ....
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 
ROTX
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS. 0.0 ROTY
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 
ROTZ
S Z2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ, 1 
2
.... SPIN DATA *..~
O. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CH=POSITIVE) 
0.0 CLOCK
0O CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
CONE
O. ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBE NEAT CALCULATIONS
ORaIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
*t#. COPUTFD OR INPUT ORBIT DATA **4
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION ** VALUE 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 33.000 SUN 
CTGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0O STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES O0 STAR 
CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
,*** PLANET -- EARTH -- DATA +4+*
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE 
DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET AL13EO PALB 7.50732E+21 PLANET DS EMISS 
POWER WDS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+1 PLANET SS EMISS 
POWER wSS
00000E*15 PLANET-SUN DISTANCE PSD 
1.532E00 0 OBIT PERIOD PERIOD
41t?31E08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E+02 
SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
m
VIEW=CIGMA SCALE= .1137 VIEW NUMBERaI
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z z 30.000.0
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.








~+*+ SUN VECTOR ....
POSITION VECTORS a 1.00000000E+15 0. 0*
SAMPLE CASE FOR OIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
*.+.*+ NSTEP NO z 3
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER DFFAULT VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE NAME
*++ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS *+*.
SHAD SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD,NOSH SHAD DINOSH
.250 PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.25 DIACC
.100 SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS
FLUX COMPUTATION FLAG SOLtPLANALL ALL ICALFL
0 STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA I NSPFF
210.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
++++ BASIC ORBIT DATA ++++
0. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
0, ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0.0 APER
0. ORSIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 OINC
1.33760E*06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1,33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
0. SUN DEC ANGLEDEGREES, 0.0 SUNDEC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRQA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRDEC
++++ SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA +**.
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 02 ROTY
C. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX,IROTY,IROTZ 1 2 3
+++* SPIN DATA ....
G. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES c0O CONE
O. ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEO HEAT CALCULATICNS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
+**+.* NSTEP NO = 3
**+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ....
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
++++ PLANET --EARTH -- DATA ++++
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME ** VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME
0300 PLANET ALBEO PALS 7.50732E+01 PLANET OS EMISS POWER WOS
.2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER 
NSS
1.54324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4.17312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4@29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSD SOL
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 3 TRUE ANOMALY 2 210.00000 
TIME .90030
+.+ IN THE SHADE *+++
NODE DIRECT DIRECT SHADOW COMPUTATION CP 
TIME SURFACE SHADOWING
NUMBER FLUX (ODS) ABS. FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) 
ELEMENTS SURFACES
11 0. a. 0. .025 R 0
12 0. 0. o, .029 R 0
13 0. 0. 0. 
.C34 R 0
14 0. 0. . .0039 R 0
15 0. 0. 0. .044 R 0
21 0. 0o O. .048 R 0
30 0. 0. 0. .054 R
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM * 232.516 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES ANO ABSORBED NEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
ALSEOO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO 3 TRUE ANOMALY 210.00000 TIME o .90030
**+, IN THE SHADE ++++
NODE COMPUT --- DIRECT INCIO. FLUX-- --- DIRECT ASS. FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
NUMBER ALBEO PLANETARY ALSEOO PLANETARY ALEDOO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
it O0. 0 0. 0 O0. . .030 72 18 5
12 0. 0. 0G. 0a. 0 . .927 52 9
13 0. 0. 0o 0. 0. 0. 1.374 52 1 5
14 0. 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 2.256 55 9 4
15 0. .f. 0. 0. 0. 5.022 77 18 5
21 0. 7.054E+00 ,0 6.38E*00 0. 1.00 5.471 52 2 2
30 0 0. 0. 0. 0. 0 5.975 52 2 6
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEMN 240.389 SECONOS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES ANDO ABSORBEO HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
ODATAt ODATAS INPUT
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION ,* OEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1






SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. (3.15-SCLR) /2
INCHES (MAX VALUE = (3.15-SCLRI/2.)
SCLR ORBIT RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. -8O*RPLN/7.
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.6)
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 1.
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE a 1.4)
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO. COMPUTED IF
DEGREES FROM PERIAPSIS) TIME * 0.
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE L NO. NONE o
TIME TIME AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO. COMPUTED IF
TRUEAN * 0.
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TITLE
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU * 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORDER) 1.2,3
IROTY,
IROTZ
ROTX$ VIEW ROTATIONS OFOR IVU a 3HGEN) 0 5 ANG S 360 0.0
ROTY, 0.
ROTZv 00
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCES,
CALL OOATA (NV, VU, SCL, SCLR, RPLN, TRUEANt TIMEST, TIMEs ISELN, ITIT, IROTE, IROTY, IROTZ, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ)
of
CALL ODATAS (NV, VUP SCLt SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TIMEST, TInME
NOTEI IF NO CALLS TO ODATA/ODATAS ARE NMADF A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS BEING AUTOMATICALLY SCALED ANO GENERATEO.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBDO HEAT OALCULATICNS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE NA4E
*... BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS *+**
300.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TINE (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
++**++ BASIC ORBIT DATA **+*
O. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
0. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0*0 APER
0. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 OINC
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1.33?60E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
O0 SUN 0EC ANGLE,OEGREES, 0.0 SUNDEC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES G0O STRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.O STROEC
*++ SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA *+I-
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
S0 ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS o0. ROTY
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
S Z2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX, IROTYs IROTZ# 1 2 3
+.+. SPIN DATA *..
0O CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CWNPOSITIVE) Ce, CLOCK
0* CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 CONE
0. ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED NEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
.+.. COMPUTEO OR INPUT ORBIT D0TA ++++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** VALUE VARIAbLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 33.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0O STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
+**+ PLANET --EARTH -- DATA ++*
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET ALDEDO PALO 7s50732E+01 PLANET OS EMISS POWER HOS
2.0900E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POnER HSS
1.O0000E+15 PLANET-SUN DISTANCE PSO 1,54324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4~17312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
VIEW=CIGMA SCALE= 1137 VIEW NUMRER=I
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 300n000
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT 't = 0.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.




+.. PLANET TRANSFORM SET (PLDC(3,3)) +++
.00 -. 866 .500
1.000 .000 0.
* 000 .500 866
.+. SUN VECTOR *++.
POSITION VECTORS = 1.00000000E+15 0. 3.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUKES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
+**++++* NSTEP NO 4
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER DOFFAULT VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE NAME
++++ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS **++
SHAD SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAD,NOSH SHAO CINOSH
.250 PLANETARY ACCUFACY FACTOR 0.25 OIArC
100 SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS
FLUX COMPUTATION FLAG SOLPLANALL ALL ICALFL
0 STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
300,000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
.*.* BASIC ORBIT DATA ++++
0. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NOOE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
0. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0.0 APER
0. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0. OINC
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
0. SUN DEC ANGLEOEGREES, 3.0 SUNDEC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SIRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STROEC
**+++ SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA **.
O. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
O. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTXIROTY,IROTZ i 2 3
+*++ SPIN DATA *+*.
0. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
O. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 CONE
O ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED .HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
*+*++~* NSTEP NO 4
+*+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION ... 
VALUE VARIAnBL DESCRIPTION
60000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 
30.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE DEGREES 0. 
STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
*+++ PLANET --EARTH -- DATA ++++
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAMH *'* VALUE 
DESCRIPTION NAME
3GO0 PLANET ALBEDO PALO 7*50732E+01 PLANET 
OS FMISS POWER WDS
2.0900GE07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7*50732E+01 PLANET 
SS EMISS POWER HSS
1,54324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4.17312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E*02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PS0 
SOL
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATICNS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO 
4 TRUE ANOMALY 300.00000 TIME u 1028614
*.*+ IN THE SUN + +
NODE COMPUT --- DIRECT INCIDO FLUX- O---DIRECT ABS. 
FLUX-- -- SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- 
SHAD
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEO 
PLANETARY ALDEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
ii 0. 0. .o 0. 
0. 0. *026 52 8 5
12 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 
2.940 93 16 4
13 0. 0. 0, 0. 
a. 0. 3.788 55 6
14. 0 0. 0. 0. 
O. 0. 3.954 52 9 5
s1 0. 0. 0. 0* 0o 0. 
4e835 52 8 5
21 8.974E-01 Z2033E+01 8.077E*01 1.830E+01 0953 *959 50706 5 8 2
30 O. a . 0. 09 
0 .L b.556 55 8 6
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN-PROBLEM 249.919 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT ALCULATIONS
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
ABSORBED HEAT FLUX TABLES PUNCHED
a = INPUT * FMPF WHERE FMPF = i.00000E+00
TIME = INPUT * TMPF WHERE TMPF a 1*00000E*00
AREA IS ON SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS
11 TIME ARRAY
1.Z86E-O1, 5.145E-01, 9.003E-O1, t*286E+00
ENDS
2S HEAT FLUX ARRAY
1.375E112, 0. , 0. , 0.
ENDS
35 HEAT FLUX ARRAY
8.444E*13, 0. 9 0. , 0.
ENDS
4Z HEAT FLUX ARRAY
i.375E-12, 0. I 0. 0.
ENDS
59 HEAT FLUX ARRAY
1.083E-10, 0. , 0. , 0.
ENDS
6t HEAT FLUX ARRAY
0. , 0. , 0. 0.
ENDS
75 HEAT FLUX ARRAY
7.836E+Oi, 1i911E+31, 6.348E+00, 1i911iE01
ENDS
8t HEAT FLUX ARRAY
0. , 0. , 0. , 0.
ENOS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEO MEAT CALCULATIONS
ABSORBED 0 OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
DAIIHC SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS
AREA = INPUT (UNITS) * AMPF WHERE AMPF = 1.00000E00
DAllMC( 1.54324458E+00,TIMEM,A 1,A 2, 8.G000000OE+O0,q 11)
OAI1MC( 1,54324'48E+O00TIMEMA 1,A 3, 4.000OOOOOE00,0 12)$
DAliMC( i.54324458E+OOTIMEMA 1,A 4, 8*.G00000 00+ ,Q 13)$
DA01MC( 1.54324458E+00,TIMEM,A 1,A 5, 4.0000COOGE+O0IQ ')S
DAIIMC( 1*54324458E+OOTIMEMtA 1,A 6, 8.0000000E+00,Q 15)s
DA11HC( 1.54324458E+00,TIMEMA 1,A 7, 8.00000000E+00,Q 21)$
OA11MiC( i54324458E+009TIMEMA 1,A 8, 8.00000000E+00, 30)s
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBDO HEAT CALGULATICNS
PROCESSSING OPERATION DATA
NODE SCS AREA ALPH EMISS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE -------- 
COMENTS --------------
11 BOX 8.000E+00 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM BOX 5 
SIDES.
12 BOX 4.000E+O0 .900 .903 RECTANGLE BOTTOM BOX 
5 SIDES.
13 BOX 8.0OE+00 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM BOX SIDES.
14 BOX 4.000E+030 903 *900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM BOX 5 SIDES.
15 BOX 8.OOGE+00 .900 .900 RECTANGLE BOTTOM BOX 
5 SIDES.
ZI BOX 8aO00E+00 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP RECTANGLE FACING 
BOX
30 LID 8.000E*00 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP 
RECTANGLE LID OF BOX
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
NOOE PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
NODE PLOTTER
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION *, DEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1






SCL SCALE FACTOR (3.15/LARGEST DISTANCE FROM AUTOMATIC
CCS ORIGIN IN USER S UNITS) SCALE
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF NODES TO ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED NODES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TITLE
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) 0 S ANG S 360 0.0
ROTY, 0.0
ROTZp 0.0
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORDER)1,2,3
IROTY,
IROTZ
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCES,
CALL NOATA (NV, IUV, SCL, ISELN, ITIT, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ, IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ)
OR
CALL NOATAS (NV, IVU, SCL)
NOTES IF NO CALLS TO NOATA/NOATAS ARE MADE, A CALL TO NPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS AUTOMATICALLY SCALED GENERATED FOR NODES.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
NODE PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
VICW=3-0 SCALE: .4620 VIEW NUMBER=1
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = L35.0000
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.0000
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X = 45.0300
VIEW=Z-AXIS SCALE:= .4620 VIEW NUMBERtI
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SECOND ROTATIO ABOUT Y = 0.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
VIEW=X-AXIS SCALE .4620 VIEW NUMBER=I
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 9.0000
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X = '-90.0000
VIEW=Y-AXIS SCALE:= .4620 VIEW NUHBERz=
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = -9G.0000
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y a 0.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X = 90.0000
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES ANO ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATICNS
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
NODE AREA ALPH ENISS
iL 8.000E+00 .90 .90
12 4.000E+00 *90 *90
13 8.000E+00 .90 .90
14 4.000E+00 .90 *90
15 8.000EOO0 .90 .90
21 8.000E+00 .90 .90
30 8.000E+03 .90 *90
NUMBER OF NODES * 7 NUMBER OF SURFACES a 7
0 C)4
tRl
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORPBE HEAT CALCULATIONS
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
(* INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION FE(I,J) FE(J,I) FA(I,J) F (I,J) SHAD. E SHAD. A GP TIME
W/SHAD W/SHAD W/SHAD WO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SEC)
11 12 CAL. o122999 .245998 .122999 .122999 1.000000 1,000000 2.597
11 13 CAL. .259066 .259066 .259066 .2E9066 1.000000 1.000000 5.952 
*
t1 14 CAL. 1L22999 .245998 .122999 .122999 1.300003 1.000000 8.539 6
11 15 CAL. .259066 .259066 .259066 .259066 1. G000000 1.000000 11.893 
0
11 21 CAL. *015772 .015772 .015772 .061487 .256510 .256510 12.094
11 30 CAL. o166374 .166374 #166371 .166374 1.00000b 1.000000 12.953
11 FF SUM ,9463 ROW CP TIME z 12.959 - RECT BOX 5 SIDES.
12 13 CAL. .245998 .122999 .245998 .245998 1,000000 1.000000 2.612 '
12 14 CAL. .069570 .069570 .069570 .069570 1.00003 1.000000 2.896
12 15 CAL. .245998 .122999 .245998 .245998 1.000000 1.000000 5.515
12 30 CAL. *133519 .066759 o133519 .133519 1.000000 1.000000 8.885
12 FF SUM = .9411 ROW CP TIME = 8.890 - RECT BOX 5 SIDES.
13 14 CAL. .122999 .245998 .122999 .122999 1.300000 1.000000 2.618
13 15 CAL. .290141 .290141 .290141 .290141 1.000000 1000000 4.223
13 21 CAL. .016491 .016491 .01J491 *016491 1.000000 1.000000 4.345
13 30 CAL. .194749 .194749 *194749 *194749 1.000000 1.000000 5.208
13 FF SUM = 1.0064 ROW CP TIME = 5.214 - RECT BOX 5 SIDES.
14 15 CAL. .245998 .122999 .245998 .245998 1.000000 1.00000 2.625
14 30 CAL. .133519 .066759 *133519 .133519 1.000000 1.000000 6.001
14 FF SUM = .9411 ROW CP TIME • 6.007 - RECT BOX j SIOES.
15 30 CAL. .065660 .065660 .065660 o065660 1.000000 1.000000 .865
15 FF SUM = .8609 ROW CP TIME = .870 - RECT BOX 5 SIDES.
21 FF SUM a .0323 ROW CP TIME a .049 + RECT RECTANGLE FACING BOX
30 FF SUM a .5603 ROW CP TIME a .006 + RECT RECTANGLE LID OF BOX
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
TOTAL CP TIME (SEC) FOR PROBLEM * 34.092
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEU NEAT CALCULATIONS
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
FORM FACTOR SUMS FROM NODE I
NODE I - FF SUM NODE I - FF SUM NODE I 
- FF SUM NODE I - FF SUM NODE I - FF 
SUM NODE I - FF SUM
It1 *9462759 12 - .910833 13 - 1,0064454 
I -* 9410833 15 *- 8608656 21 - *0322631
30 - .56030L4
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
RADIATION CONDUCTOR LINK.
PUNCHED RADKS I, 1i, 12, 1.7130000E-09 8.5665293E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 2, 11 13, 1.7130000E-09* 1.7992469E+00 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 3, 11i l 4 1.7130000E-09* 8.5665293E-01 9 RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 4, 11, 15, 1.7130000E-09* 1.7846475E+00 $ RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 5, it1 21, 1.713000E-09* 1.05413F6E-01 % RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 6, 11, 30, 1.7130000E-09- 1.1503335E+00 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 7, 12, 13p t17130000E-09* 8.6055058E-01 & RADK
PUNCHED RADKS * 8, 12, 14, 1.7130000E09* 2.6045323E-01 $ RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - o9 12 15, 1.7130000E-09* 8.5461303E-01 9 RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 10, 12, 21, 1.7130000E-09* 2.7702541E-03 
I RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 11, 12, 30, 1.7130000E-09* 4.7318950E-01 S IADK
PUNCHED RADKS . 12, 13, 14, 1.7130000 09* 8.6055058E-01 $ RADK
PUNCHED RADKS _ 13, 13, 15, 1.7130000E-094 i.9828160E+00 $ 1ADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 14. 13, 21, 1.7130000E-094 1i0998412E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 15, 13, 30, 1.7130000E-09* 1.3312576E+00 $ ADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 16, 14, 15, 107130000E-09* 8.5451003E-01 $ RADK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 17, 14, 21, 1.7130000E-09* 2.7732541E-03 S 
RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 18, 14, 30, 1i7130000E-09* 4.7318950E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 19", 15s 21, 1.7130000E-09* 6.0846228E-03 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 20, 15, 30, 1.7130000E-09* 5.1758531E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS . 21, 21, 30, 1.7130000E-09 4.0096618E-03 
$ RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 22, it, 32767, .T7130000E-09* 4.9278488E-01 S RAOK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 23, 12, 32767, 1.7130000E-a9* 2.5516943E-01 t RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 24, 13, 32767, 1,7130000E-096 8.2995688E02 S 
RADK
PUNCHED RADKS .25, 1, 32767, 1,7130000E-09* 2.5516943E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 26, 15, 32767, 1*7130000E*09* 1o0504377E+00 S RAOK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 27, 21, 32767, 1.7130000E-09* 6.9686199E+01 $ RADK
PUNCHED RADIS - 28, 30, 32767, 1.7130000E-094 3.1893562E00 S RADK
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES ANO ABSORBED NEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
ODATA, OOATAS INPUT
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION *, DEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1






SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. (3.15-SCLR)/2.
INCHES (MAX VALUE = (3.15-SCLR)/2.)
SCLR ORRIT RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 8.RPLNITf
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.6)
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 1.4
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.4)
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO. COMPUTED IF
DEGREES FROM PERIAPSIS) TIME * 0.
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE L NOD NONE
TIME TIME AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO. COMPUTED IF
TRUEAN > 0.
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TITLE
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORnER) 1,2,3
IROTY,
IROTZ
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) 0 1 ANG 5 360 0.0
ROTY, 0.0
ROTZ, 0.0
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCEs,
CALL OOATA (NV, VU, SCL, SCLRt RPLN, TRUEANt TIMEST, TIME, ISELN, ITIT, IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ)
CALL ODATAS (NV, VU, SCL, SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TIMEST, TIME)
NOTES IF NO CALLS TO ODATA/ODATAS ARE MADE, A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS BEING AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATED.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS





+.. BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS +*.
30.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 
0.0 TRUFAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 
0.0 TIMEST
++++ BASIC ORBIT DATA **+
O. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 
ALAN
0. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 
0.0 APIR
0. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.* 
OINC
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 
0.0 HP
1.33b760E06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 
HA
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.3 
EOSUNR
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.) SUNRA
0. SUN DEC ANGLE,DEGREES, 0.0 
SUNCTRR
0, REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
STROEC
**+. SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA +t++
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 
C.0 ROTX
O0 ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 ROTY
0, ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ, 1 2 3
*+++ SPIN DATA +.**
O0 CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 
0.0 CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
CONE
. ROTATION RATE- CC POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
++++ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA +*
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** VALUE VARIARLE DESCRIPTION
b0a.00 SUN BETA ANGLE, DOGRLES 30.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0O STAR CIGMA; ANGLE, DEGREES
++++ PLANET -- EARTH -- DATA *++
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEOO PALO 7.50732E+01 PLANET DS EMISS POWER WDS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER 
WSS
1.00000E+15 PLANET-SUN DISTANCE PSD 1*54324E.00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4.17312E+08 PLANET GRAY CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO 
SOL
VIEW=CIGMA SCALE= .1137 VIEW NUMBER=I
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30,0000
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X a 0.




++++ PLANET TRANSFORM SET (PLOC(3,3)) **++
-.866 *000 .500
-. 000 -1.00O 0.
.500 -. 000 *866
++++ SUN VECTOR ++++
POSITION VECTORS 1i.00000000E+15 0. 0.
,0-.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
**+*.+ NSTEP NO • 5
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER CEFAULT VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE NAME
+++* BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS .+.
SHAO SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAOD,NOSH SHAD DINOSH
.250 PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR .25 DIACC
.100 SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 DIACCS
FLUX COMPUTATION FLAG SOLPLANALL ALL ICALFL
0 STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
30.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
O. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) ,o0 TIMEST
*+* BASIC ORBIT DATA ....
0. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, OEGREES 0.0 ALAN
0. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0*0 APER
0. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 OINC
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY coo ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
0. SUN DEC ANGLE,DEGREES, 0.3 
SUNOEC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
STROEC
++++ SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA ..*
0, ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 
ROTX
0, ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 
ROTY
0, ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTXIROTY,IROTZ 
1 2 3
.... SPIN DATA ..*
0. CLOCK ANGLE, OEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CNWPOSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 
0.0 CONE
O. ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES ANO ARSORBL HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
++++ + NSTEP NO = 5
*++* COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** 
VALUE VARIABLE OCSCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30.000 
SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0O 
STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
.... PLANET --EARTH -- DATA *.*
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME ** VALUE 
DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEDO PALO 7.50732S+31 PLANET 
OS EMISS POWER WDS
2.0900GE307 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.*0732E+01 
PLANET SS EMISS POWER WSS
1.54324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4.17312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEi HE~AT ALGULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 5 TRUE ANOMALY = 30.00000 TIME = .12861
.+. IN THE SUN ++..
NODE DIRECT DIRECT SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIMF SURFACE 
SHADOWING
NUMBER FLUX (QOS) ABSS FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELEMENTS SURFACES
11 0. 0. 0. .02r 8 0
12 0o 0. 0. *034 9 0
13 0* 0. a. .043 8 0
14 0. Of. . s051 9 0
15 0o O" 0O 9107 28 5
21 0. 0 0o. o116 8 0
30 3.03349E+02 2.73014E+02 1.0000 .195 20 6
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM a 287.799 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR OIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORB1U nHAT-GALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO 5 TRUE ANOMALY = 30.00000 TIME = *12861
++++ IN THF SUN ++
NODE COMPUT --- DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- --- DIRECT ABS. FLUX--- --SHADOW FACTORS-- C' TIME --ELEMENTS-- 
SHAD
NUMBER ALBEO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
11 0. 0. O0 G. 0. 90 @Z7 52 2 5
12 0. 0. 0. C. 0. 0. .841 55 9 4
13 9.981E-01 7.280E-01 8.983E-Q 6.552E-01 .012 .012 3.639 93 18 5
14 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 4.48e 52 9 4
15 0. O .. 0 0. 0, 4.9'7 52 1 5
21 5.108E+01 3.377E+01 4.597E+01 3.039E+01 .810 9815 7.067 69 18 3
30 99839E-01 6,477E-01 8.855E-01 5.829E-01 .047 .048 7*782 52 6 6
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM = 296.099 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
ODATA, ODATAS INPUT
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION OEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1






SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. (3oIS5SCLR)I 2
INCHES (MAX VALUE = (3.t5-SCLR)I/2.
SCLR ORBIT RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 8.*RPLNf.
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.6)
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 1.4
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.4)
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO. COMPUTED IF
DEGREES FROn PERIAPSIS) TIME 0.
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE L NO. NONE
TIME TIME AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION RFAL NO. COMPUTED IF
TRUEAN O.e
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TITLE
IROTXs ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU s 3HGEN) it2,3 (ANY ORDER) 19293
IROTY,
IROTZ
ROTE, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) 0 S ANG S 360 0.0
ROTY, 0.0
ROTZ9 0.0
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCEI,
CALL ODATA (NV, VUI SCL, SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TIMEST, TIMEs ISELN, ITIT, IRDfXt IROTY IROTZt ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ)
OR
CALL OATAS (NV9 VUp SCL SGCL RPLNv TRUEANq TIHESTE TIMEI
NOTEl IF NO CALLS TO ODATA/OOATAS ARE MADE, A CALL TO OPLOT WXLL
RESULT IE ALL VIEWS BEING AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATEDo
SAMPLE _CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES ANO ABSORBLU HEATC L" ULATIONS




..++ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ++++
0.0 TRUEAN
120.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 
IR ST
G, INITIAL TIHE (AT PERIAPSIS)
++++ BASIC ORBIT DATA ++++
0. LONGIIlTUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
0. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 
0.0 APIR
0. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 
0.0 OINC
1.33760E+06 OR3IT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 
0.0 HP
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 
0.0 ECC
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 
0.0 SUNRA
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
SUNDEC
0o SUN DEC ANGLEOEGREES, 0.0 
STRAD
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 
0.0 STROFC
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, 
DEGREES
*4++ SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA #4**
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 ROTX
Go ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 ROTY
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 00 
ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX, IROTY9 IROTZ 1 2
.... SPIN DATA ++++
0O CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 
00 CLOCK
O CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0,0 
RATE
Of ROTATION RATE- CC POSITIVE 0.0 
RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBrD HEAT CALCULATIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
++*+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30.100 SUN CInMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0, STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
*+ PLANET -- EARTH -- DATA +**
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME ** VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEDO PALO 7.50732E+01 PLANET DS EMISS POWER WnS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER WSS
1.03G00E+15 PLANET-SUN DISTANCE PSD 1.54324E+00 ORRIT PERIOD PERIOD
b.17312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PST SOL
VIEW=CIGMA SCALEs .1137 VIEW NUMBERSl
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.0000"
SECOND ROTATION ABOUT Y = O.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X a 0.




.+.+ PLANET TRANSFORM SET (PLOCC3,3)I ++++
.OG0 *866 .500
-1.000 .000 0.
-. 000 -. 500 e866
++4 SUN VECTOR .. 4.
POSITION VECTORS a 1.00000000E+15 0. 0*
SSAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT -FLUXES --AND ABSORB0 -- C-_ATd-CALCULA-TIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.




.++ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ++++
SHAD SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG 
SHADtNOSH SHAD DINOSH
.250 PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 
3.25 DIACCS
.100 SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR LPLAN ICALFL
FLUX COMPUTATION FLAG SOLPLANALL 
ALL ICALFL
0 STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 
0.0 TNUEAN
120.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 
0.0 TIJEST
0. INITIAL TIME 
(AT PERIAPSIS)
++++ BASIC ORBIT DATA *++*
0,. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES 
0.3 ALAN
C. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0.0 
APOIC
0. ORBIT INCLINATICN, DEGREES 
.0 ONC
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 
3.
133160EG06 OR3BIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 
0.3 HA
1.33760E06 ORIT ALTITUDE AT APAPSIS 
CC
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0. SUNRA
0, SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
SUNREC
0. SUN DEC ANGLEOEGREES, 
0.0 SUNEC
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
STRRA
0, REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
STRDEC
+++ SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA +.*
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 
0. ROTX
, ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX,IROTY,IROTZ 
1 2 3
.*+ SPIN DATA +++*
0,. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CN=POSITIVE) 
0.a CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES a.0 
RATE
0 ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBE NEAT CALCULATICNS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
+++++ NSTEP NO * 6
+.+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION ** VALUE 
VARIARLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0. 
STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
*+*+ PLANET --EARTH -- DATA ++++
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME * VALUE 
DESCRIPTION NAME
0300 PLANET ALBEDO PALB 7.50732E+01 PLANET OS EMISS POWER 
WOS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+01 PLANET 
SS EMISS POWER WSS
1.5432 +00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
i.17312E08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV .o29000E+02 
SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
EI-
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXE$ AN -- m- R-6E _ 4EAT uArCLJATIuNS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
ALBEDO ANO PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO 6 TRUE ANOMALY = 120,00000 TIMF = o5446
*++. IN THE SUN ....
NODE COMPUT --- DIRECT INCIO. FLUX-- --- DIRECT ABS. FLUX--- -- SHADOW FACTORS-- rP TIME -- ELEMENTS-- SHAD
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
11 1.172E-01 2.912E+00 1.055E-01 2.621E+0G .127 .137 .026 52 8 5
12 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. .197 52 9 5
13 0. 9.957E-01 0. 86961E-01 0. .046 1.023 55 8 5
14 4.310E-01 6.836E00 3.879E-01 6.152E+00 .163 .102 3.987 93 16
15 5.782E-01 3.486E+00 5*203E-Cl 3.137E+00 .191 .162 4*808 52 8 5
21 8.804E-01 1.975E+01 7.924E-01 1.778E+01 .935 .932 5*682 55 8 2
30 1*601E+00 1.140E+01 1.441E+00 1.026E+01 .703 .533 6.655 52 8 6
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEM = 305.743 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES'AND ABSRRBEO HEAl CALGUTLTIONS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
OOATA ODATAS INPUT
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION 4, DEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1






SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. (3.15-SLR)I2.
INCHES 4MAX VALUE a (3.15-SCLR)/2.)
SCLR ORSIT RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 8**RPLN/?*
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.6)
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 1.4
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE a 1.4)
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO. COMPUTED IF
DEGREES FROM PERIAPSIS) TIME 0*.
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE L NO. NONE
TIME TIME AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO. COMPUTEO IF
TRUEAN P 0.
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TITLE
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU u 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORDER) 1,2,3
IROTYP
IROTZ
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU a 3HGEN) 0 S ANG 5 360 0.0
ROTY, 0.0
ROTZ9 0.0
*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCES*
CALL ODATA (NV, VU, SCLI SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TINEST, TIME, ISELN, ITIT, IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ, ROTX, ROTYe ROTZ)
OR
CALL ODATAS (NVI VU, SCLI SCLR, RPLN, TRUEANt TIMEST, TIME)
NOTES IF NO CALLS TO OOATAI/OATAS ARE MAOE, A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS BEING AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATED.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED nHAT- t
kLULWM NS





++++ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ++++
21Z0.00 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 
0.0 TIMEST
... BASIC ORBIT DATA ++++
0, LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NOOE, DEGREES 00 ALAN
0, ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 
3.0 APER
0, ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 
0.0 OINC
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1,33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 HA
O, ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
0. SUN DEC ANGLEDEGREES, 0.0 STRR
0. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
O, REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES oo STROEC
+++ SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA ,*4
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 ROTX
G. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 ROTY
0O ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 
0o0 ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ, 1 2 3
.... SPIN DATA .. 44
0. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 
0.0 CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 CONE
Oe ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEOU --HAT -CALCUCAT"'S
ORBIT PLOTTER OATA OUTPUT
+++ COMPUTEO OR INPUT ORBIT DATA +*++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION owo VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30.000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0O STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
** PLANET --EARTH -- DATA ++++
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEDO PALB 7*50732E+1 PLANET DS EMISS POWER WDS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER WSS
1.00000E+15 PLANET-SUN DISTANCE P50 1.54324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4.17312E 08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4e29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
VIEW=CIGnA SCALE= .1137 VIEW.NUMBER=I
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.0000
SECONO ROTATION ABOUT Y = O.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.








++++ SUN VECTOR ..+
POSITION VECTORS = I00000000E+15 0O 0.
SAMPLE OA St -r- i-E -FLU -XS ANO--A BSO- *BE -EAT'--AWEATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
+~+++t++ NSTEP NO = 7
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER 
OFFAULT VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE 
NAME
*+++ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS .++
SHAD SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG SHAOPNOSH SHAO DINOSH
.250 PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 
0.25 OIACC
.100 SHAD0OING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.i ODIACCS
FLUX COMPUTATION FLAG SOLPLANJALL ALL 
ICALFL
0 STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
210.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
++++ BASIC ORBIT DATA ++.*
0. LONGITITUOE OF ASCENDING NODE, OEGREES 0.0 ALAN
G. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 0.0 APER
0. ORBIT INCLINATION DEGREES 0.0 OINr
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 
.O0 HP
1.33?60E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.0 
HA
0 ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 
0.0 ECC
0. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
0. SUN DEC ANGLEOEGREES, 0.0 SUNnEC
0O REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STROEC
+... SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA .*+
OC ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 
ROTX
O ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ZOTY
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS 7-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 
ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTXIROTIROT Z 1 2 3
+.+ SPIN DATA .++
O. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CWzPOSITIVE) C.O 
CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 
0.O CONE
O ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 
RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAr -GUL-ATICNS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
*+++++++ NSTEP NO = 7
++*+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** VALUE 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
60o000 SUN BETA ANGL, DEGREES 30.000 
SUN CIGHA ANGLE, DEGREES
0. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, 
DEGREES
,++* PLANET -- EARTH -- DATA *+++
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE 
DESCRIPTION NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEDO PALB 7*50732E+01 PLANET DS 
EMISS POWER WOS
2.09000Et07 PLANET RADIUS PRAO 7.50732~*01 
PLANET SS EMISS POWER WSS
1.5o324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4*17312E*08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E*02 
SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEO HEAT CALCULATIONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
SOLAR DIRECT INCIDENT FLUX FOR STEP NO 7 TRUE ANOMALY a 210.00000 TIME = .90033
*+++ IN THE SHADE ++++
NODE DIRECT DIRECT SHADOW COMPUTATION CP TIME SURFACE 
SHADOWING
NUMBER FLUX (QDS) ABS. FLUX FACTOR (SECONDS) ELEMENTS SURFACES
11 0. 0. 0. .324 R 0
12 0. 0, 0 .C30 R 0
13 0 0.. 0. .035 R 0
14 0. 0. 0. .042 R 0
15 0 0-1 0o .046 R 
0
21 0. 0, 0. .052 R 
0
30 0. 0 0. .057R 
0
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PROBLEN M 307.969 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEO HEAT C-r AtLAT
I ONS
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO 7 TRUE ANOMALY 
=  210.00000 TIME = *90030
+*** IN THE SHADE ++*+
NODE COMPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX -- --- DIRECT ABS. 
FLUX ----- SHADOW FACTORS- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- 
SHAD
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY 
ALBEDO PLAN (SECONDS) PLAN SURF SURF
t 0, 7.481tEtO0 0, 6.733E+00 0. *181 
*026 72 18 5
12 0o 5.053E+00 0. 4.548E+00 0. .239 s920 52 9 
4
13 0. 2.926E-02 0. 2.633E-02 0. .100 1.368 
52 1 5
14 0 4.922E+00 0. .430E+00 0o *230 2Z247 
55 9 4
15 0. 1.620E+01 0. t*458E+01 o0 *271 '.992 77 t8 5
21 O. 7.054E+00 0. 6.348E+00 0. 1.000 
5v446 52 2 2
30 0. 2.539E+01 0. 2.285E+01 0o *827 6.846 
60 10 6
TOTAL ELAPSEO TIME IN PROBLEM z 316.713 SECONDS
SA-PLE CASE FOR OIRECr Cu-ES AWN- STOBEYD TA4LCA I-ONS













SCL VEHICLE SURFACE SCALING FACTOR INPUT IN 
REAL NO. (3.15-SCLRI/2.
INCHES (MAX VALUE = (3.15-SCLR)/2*)




OF PLOT (RECOMMENDEO VALUE = 1.6)
RPLN PLANET RADIUS INPUT IN INCHES FROM CENTER REAL NO. 
1.4
OF PLOT (RECOMMENDED VALUE = 1.4)
TRUEAN TRUE ANOMALY (PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION IN REAL NO. 
COMPUTED IF
DEGREES FROM PERIAPSIS) TIME - 0.
TIMEST TIME OF PERIAPSIS PASSAGE L 
NO. NONE
TIME TIME AT PRESENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO. COMPUTED IFTRUEAN P O.
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUMBER OF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO BE SELECTIVELY PLOTTED SURFACES
ITIT ARRAY NAME OF PLOT TITLE 
ARRAY NAME USES JOB
TITLE
IROTX, ORDER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU a 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORDER) 1,2,3
IROTY,
IROTZ




*INPUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEQUENCES,
CALL OOATA (NV, VU, SCL, SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TIMEST, TIME, 
ISELN, ITIT, IROT~, IROTY, IROTZ, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ)
OR
CALL ODATAS (NV, VUP SCL, SCLR, RPLN, TRUEAN, TnIEST, TInE)
NOTES IF NO CALLS TO OOATA/OOATAS ARE MADE, A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
RESULT IN ALL VIEWS BEING AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATED.
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBEO-u A-rAL-dOL
-ATICn-
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
INPUT DESCRIPTION USER DEFAULT VARIABLE
VALUE OPTIONS VALUE NAME
++++ BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ++++
300.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0. INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 0.0 TIMEST
+++ BASIC ORBIT DATA ++++
0. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODE, DEGREES C.0 ALAN
0. ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, OEGREES C.0 APER
0. OROIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.3 OINr
1.33760E+06 OR9IT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 HP
1*3760E+06 OPBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 0.3 HA
0,. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 ECC
O. SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 SUNRA
G. SUN DEC ANGLE,DEGREES, 0.0 SUNDEC
O. REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES C.0 STRRA
0. REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 STROEC
+... SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION DATA *++*
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
S Z2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ, 1 2 3
.*+ SPIN DATA ++++
0. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0 0.0 CONE
0, ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE (3 0.0 RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES ANOD-A8SORBE -EI~1nAl ULAuNS
ORBIT PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
++++ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA +.++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION *** VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30 000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
O. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES O. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
.... PLANET -- EARTH -- DATA 44+*
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME *** VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME
0300 PLANET ALBEOO PALB 7*50732E+01 PLANET DS EMISS POWER WOS
2.09000E+07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7*50732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER 
WSS
1.00000E+15 PLANET-SUN DISTANCE PSD 1.54324E+00 ORBIT PERIOD 
PERIOD
4.17312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PSO SOL
VIEW=CIGHA SCALE .1137 VIEW NUNBERIt
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.0000
SECOND ROTATION AOOUT Y a 0.
THIRD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.








++++ SUN VECTOR ....
POSITION VECTORS = 1.00000000E+15 0. 0.
u tHP LEL CASI.-FLR ECT FL'Ms AMU AR5UKULU Htl lU 7I
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.





*+* BASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ++++
SHAD SHADOWING OVERRIDE FLAG 
SHADNOSH SHMA DINOSH
*250 PLANETARY ACCURACY FACTOR 0.05 OIACC
.100 SHADOWING ACCURACY FACTOR 0.10 
IACCS
FLUX COMPUTATION FLAG SOLPLANALL ALL 
ICALFL
0 STEP NO. FOR PLANET-ORIENTED DATA 0 NSPFF
300.000 TRUE ANOMALY ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0O INITIAL TIME (AT PERIAPSIS) 
0.0 TIMEST
++ BASIC ORBIT DATA ....
O. LONGITITUDE OF ASCENDING NODEt DEGREES 0.0 
ALAN
O, ARGUMENT OF PERIFOCUS, DEGREES 
0.0 APER
0. ORBIT INCLINATION, DEGREES 0.0 
OINC
1.33T76b 06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT PERIAPSIS 0.0 
HP
1.33760E+06 ORBIT ALTITUDE AT APOAPSIS 
0.0 HA
0. ORBIT ECCENTRICITY 0.0 
SUNEC
0, SUN RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
SUNDER
0. SUN DEC ANGLEOEGREES O.O 
STRAU
0O REFERENCE STAR RA ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
STROC
0O REFERENCE STAR DEC ANGLEs DEGREES 0.0 STROEC
... + SUN -ORIENTEOD ORIENTATION DATA .+*
SROTATION ABOUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
O. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTY
0. ROTATION ABOUT VCS Z-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 
ROTZ
1 2 3 ROTATION ORDER -- IROTXIROTYlIROTZ 1 
2
++++ SPIN DATA *+*
0. CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (ABOUT CCS Z-AXIS CWzPOSITIVE) 
0.0 CLOCK
0O CONE ANGLE, DEGREES 0.0 
CONE
Of ROTATION RATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 
RATE
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FCLU-X-S - -a O- - - S70E L U7E,' 'A t .AUITT
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
+~*+.. NSTEP NO =
+i*+ COMPUTED OR INPUT ORBIT DATA ++++
VALUE VARIABLE DESCRIPTION .** VALUE 
VARIAPLE DESCRIPTION
60.000 SUN BETA ANGLE, DEGREES 30 000 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, DEGREES
O. STAR BETAS ANGLE, DEGREES 0. STAR CIGHAS 
ANGLE, DEGREES
*t+ PLANET --EARTH - DATA ****
VALUE DESCRIPTION NAME **' VALUE DESCRIPTION 
NAME
.300 PLANET ALBEO0 PALS 7*50732E+01 PLANET OS EMISS POWER 
WOS
2.09000EG07 PLANET RADIUS PRAD 7.50732E+01 PLANET SS 
EMISS POWER WSS
1.5432 E+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIOD
4iti312E+08 PLANET GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 4.29000E02 SOLAR CONSTANT 
AT PSD SOL
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSOR~u HtAl UALUULAIIUNN
DIRECT IRRADIATION CALCULATION LINK.
ALBEDO AND PLANETARY DIRECT INCIDENT FLUXES FOR STEP NO 8 TRUE ANOMALY = 300.00000 TIME = 1.28614
++++ IN THE SUN ++++
NODE COMPUT ---DIRECT INCID. FLUX-- --- DIRECT ABS. FLUX--- --SHADOW FACTORS-- CP TIME --ELEMENTS-- SHAD
NUMBER ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLANETARY ALBEDO PLAN (SECONOS) PLAN SURF SURF
11 1.172E-01 2.912E+00 1.055E-01 2.621E+00 .127 .137 .026 52 8 5
12 4.310E-01 6.836E+00 3.879E-01 6.152!+00 .163 *102 2.948 93 16 4
13 0. 9.957E-01 0. 8.961E-01 0o .046 3.801 55 8 5
14 0. 0. 0. 0. 0o 0. 3.971 52 9 5
15 5.782E-01 3.486E+00 5.203E-01 3.137E+00 .191 .162 4.852 52 8 5
21 8.804E-01 1.975E+01 7.924E-01 1.778E+01 o935 *932 5.729 55 8 2
30 1.601E+00 1.140E+01 1.441E+00 1.026E+01 *703 .533 6.724 52 8 6
TOTAL ELAPSED TIME IN PRDBLEM = 326.448 SECONDS
SAMPLE CASE -FOR OIRECTFLUXES AND AB5ORBEu H.Al G ALCULAILUN
ABSORBED Q OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK.
ABSORBED HEAT FLUX TABLES PUNCHED
0 = INPUT * FMPF WHERE FMPF = 100000E+00
TIHME = INPUT * TMPF WHERE TMPF a .0OOO0E 00
AREA IS ON SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS
100S TIME ARRAY
1.Z86E-01, 5.1,5E-01 9*003E-O1s 1,286E+00
ENDS
1015 HEAT FLUX ARRAY
5.040E+00, 8.029E+00, 7.686E+00, 8.029E+00
ENDS
102% HEAT FLUX ARRAY
4.36E+00, 4.333E+00, 5.428E+00, i.00E+01
ENDS
103S HEAT FLUX ARRAY
7.390E+00, 7.015E*00 i1.013E+OO, 6.928E+00
ENOS
104 HEAT FLUX ARRAY
4.015E+00, t1.20E01, 5.424E+00, 4&256E+00
ENDS
1055 HEAT FLUX ARRAY
2.200E+OO, 6.251E+00, 1.603E+01, 6.251E+00
ENDS
1065 HEAT FLUX ARRAY
7.665E+l0, 1.865EO401, 6.372E+009 1.865E+01
ENDS
1075 HEAT FLUX ARRAY
2.915E+029 3.023E402, 2.426E+01, 3.023E+02
ENDS
SAMPLE CASE FOR OIRECT--F UXE--AD-UUKULu I=I I.ALIULAU1
ABSORBED Q OUTPUT COMPUTATION LINK*
ODAIMC SUBROUTINE CALL CARDS
AREA INPUT (UNITS) * AMPF WHERE AMPF = i0000E.00
OAIIMC( 1.54324458E+00,TIMEMpA 100,A 101, 8.00000000E+00 Q 11)$
DALIiC( 1.54324458E+00,TIMEM,A 100,A 102, 4. OC00000GEO00Q 12)$
DAIIMC( 1.54324458E+0,TIMEpA .100,A 103, 8.00000000E00 13)$
OAiiMC( L.54324458E+00,TIMEMA 100,A 104, 4.0000000E000 14)$
OAllMC( 1i54 324458E+00,TIMEM,A i00,A 105, 8.00G0000E+ 
,Q 15)$
DAiNC( i.54324458E+00,TIMEMA 100,A 106, 8.0000C0O0E+00Q 21
OAlIMC( I.54324458E+00,TIMEMA 100,A 107, 8.00000000E+00,Q 301$
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HEADER CPTIONS 3ATA




TITi = * COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD IN REPOSE I'*
TIT2=* COUNT DPACULA VON BLOCKHEAD EMERGING S'*
HEADER SURFACE DATA
ICS 100 ,13.5 , -3.125 , 4.0 , ROTY = 90.0
ICS 101 ,13.5 , 3.125 , 4.0 , ROTY = 90.0
ICS 102 ,4.0 , 0.0 , 4.0 , ROTY= 90.,ROTZ=180.
ICS 103 , -.796, 80 9, 0.0 , 3.,0., 5.7
BCS LID
S SUOFN = 11,12, 13,14,TYPE=POLYACTIVE=BOTTOMSHAE=BOTH
BSHADE=BOTHPRO=. 9,9
Pi = 0.0 , 0.0 ,0.0
P2 = 0.0 , -8.0 3,00
P3 =20.0 ,-10,0 ,300
P4 =28.0 , -8.0 ,0.0
P5 =28.0 , 0.0 ,0.0
P6 =20.0 , 2.0 ,O.0
TCSN = 103
COM=* TOP OF COFFIN +
BCS BOX
S SURFN = 21,22,23,24,TYPE=POLYACTIVE-=BOTTOMSHAD E = OTH
BSHA)E=9OTHPRO=. 9,.9
Pt = 0.0 , -4.0 ,0.0
P2 =20.0 , -6.0. 0.9
P3 =28.0 , -4.0 ,0.0
P4 =?280 , 4.0 ,0.0
05 =20.0 , 6.0 ,0.0
PS = 0.0 , 4.0 ,0.0
COM=* 3OTTOM OF COFFIN '
S SU9FN = 1, TYPE=PECT,ACTIVE=BOTTOMSH A D E= BOTH
BSHA0E=9OTH,PPOP=* 9,9
P1 = 0.0 , -4.0 ,8.0
P2 = 0.0 , -4.0 ,0.0
P3 =20.0 , -6.0 ,0.0
COM=' RECTANGE 1'
S SURFN = 2, TYPE=RECT,ACTIVE=BOTTO;ISHA D E= BOTH
BSHADE=OT H PROP = 9 9
Pi =20.0 , -6.0 ,8.0
P2 =20.0 , -6.0 ,3,0
P3 =28.0 , -4.0 ,0.0
COM=' RECTANGE 2*
S SUPFN = 3, TYPE=PECTACTIVE=BOTTOM,SH ADE= B OTH
eSHA9E=9OTHPROP=. 9.9
Pi =28.0 , -4o0 ,8.0
P2 =28.0 , -4.0 ,0.0
P3 =28.0 , 4.0 ,0.0
COM=* RECTANGE 3*
S SUPFN = 4, TYPE=RECT,ACTIVE=BOTTO:ISHADE=BOTH
8SHADE=90TH, PROP=. 9,*9
Pi =28.0 , 4.0 ,8.0
P2 =28.0 , 4.0 ,0.0
P3 =20.0 , 6.0 ,0.0
COM=* RECTANGE 4*
S SUPFN = 5, TYPE=RECTACTIVE=BOTTOM,SHADE=BOTH
BSHADE=OTH,PO = .9,.9
Pt =?o0.0 , 6.0 ,.0
P2 =20.0 , ,O0 0.0
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P3 = 0.0 , 4.0 p0.0
COM=* PECTANGE 5+
S SUPFN = 6, TYPE=RECTACTIVE=BCTTOt,SHADE=BOTH
PSHA)F=90OTHPROD =. 99
Pi = 0.0 , 4.0 ,.0
P2 = 0.0 , 4.0 ,0.0






Pi = 1.25 , 1.25 , 20.25
P2 = 1.25 , -1.25 , 20.25
P3 = -1.25 , -1.25 , 20.25







Pi = 1.25 , -1.25 , 20.25
P2 =  1.25 , 1.25 , 20.25
P3 = -1.25 , 1.25 , 20.25







P1 = 0.00 , -1.50 , 19.50
P2 = 0.00 , -1.50 , 19.25
P3 = 0.00 , -1.50 , 19.25







Pi = 0.00 , 1.50 , 19.50
P2 = 0.00 , 1.50 , 19*25
P3 = 0.00 , 1i50 , 19.25







]IMENSION= 0.0 , 0.0 , 0.2 , -240.0 , 60.0








DTNHION= 0.0 9.0. 0 C.2 , -60.0 , 240C
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P1 = 1.?6 , 0.50 , 18.80
P2 = 1*26 , -0.50 , 18.80







Pi = 0.00 , 0.00 , 18.00
P2 =  0.00 , -0.50 , 18.00
P3 = 0.00 , -0.50 , 18.00







Pi = 0.00 , 0.00 , 17.00
P2 = 0.30 , -2.50 , 17.00
P3 = 0.00 , -2.53 , 17.00







Pi = 1.00 , 1.00 , 15.00
P2 = 3.00 , 1.00 , 15.00
P3 = 3.30 , 0.75 , 15.03







Pt = 0.00 , -3.125 , 17.00
P2 = 0.00 , -2.50 , 17.03
P3 = 0.00 , -2.50 , 17.00







Pi = 0.30 , 3.125 , 17.00
P2 = 0.030 , 2.53 17.00
P3 = 0.00 , 2.50 17.00
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DImS =0.625 , -0.6245 , 0.5 , 0.0 , 360.0






OIMS =0*625 , -0.6245 , 0.5 , -180.0 , 180,0





Pi = 0.00 , 0.00 , 0,00
P2 = 0.00 , 0.00 , 14.00
P3 = 0.00 , -2.50 , 14.00
P4 = 0.30 , -2.50 14.03







P1 = 0.00 , 0.0OC 11.20
P2 = 0.00 , -2.00 , 11.20
P3 = 0.00 , -2.00 , 11.20







Pi = 0.00 p 0.00 , 10.50
P2 = 0.00 , -2.90 , 10.53
P3 = 0.30 , -2.00 , 10.50








P1 = 0.30 , -1.00 , 8.00
P2 = 0.00 , 0.00 , 8.00
P3 = 0.00 , 0.00 , 8.00
P4 = 0.30 , 0.00 , 0.00







Pi = 0.00 , 1.00 , 8.00
P2 = 0.00 , O0OC , 8.00
P3 = 0.30 , 0.00 , 8.00
P4 = 0.00 , 0.00 , 0.00






Pi = 0.00 , -1.00 , -0.75
P2 = 0.00 1 -1.00 , -1.75
P3 = 0.00 ,-0.33856 , C.00







P = 0.00 100 -0.75
P2 = 0.03 , i.00 , -1.75
P3 = 03.0 , 0.33855 , 0.00
P4 = 0.00 , 0.33856 , 0.00





BCS LID ,0. ,-4.0 , 8.0 ,0.,0.,-5.7
qCS nODY , C. , 3.0 , 0.0 , 0*0 , 30 , .0










IF(TESTI GT.0.) GO TO 300
IF(TEST2. GTo0) GO TO 700
TESTi =T.STi1360.
TEST 2 =T E S3+
IF(TESTi.LE..) GO TO 400
300 IF(TEST2) 700,703,600
400 TF(TEST?.LE.0.) GO TO 600
GO TO 700























IF(KOUNT.LT.4) GO TO 200
STEP 2









CALL CHGILK(LID,0*,,-4,p8., 3 ,2 ,2 120,0.,-5.7)
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COUNT 3RACULA VON flL0CW~rAl IN (IRITT
nPATT PLO'rTER PATA OIJTP',IT
ODATA, onATAS INPUT
PARAPETFP 3EscpIPTION OPTION D EFAULT
"V VTT-W mUNp~o 1-6 1
YU VIFW 3HALL 3NALL
I.H'QTA
34GEN
SCL Vc4II.LF rtUZFACC 'qCALINr FACTO)Q TNPUT TN PEAL NO. (3o15-SCLR)/2e
TNrFI; (M4AX VALIJF =(3*.15-SCLR)12*)
SCLF OrITT oAnTus T401JT TN TKICHES FPOM CENTFR REAL NO. 8*.RPLN/7.
r- PiO' (OSCOMM~EN.)E3 VAtUg! c 1.6)
PPLN P1 ANFT rJAITUJ TROUT TN TkNCHES rpo' CEt'T--R REAL NO. 1.'4
OF PLOT (R ,(VMMENO!-O VALUE = 14
TPUFAN TPIJE ANOMPALY (P9F5FNT V'!HTCLS PCSITioN IN QEAL NO. COMPUTE) IF
)FGPFES Fq04 PCTOAP!:I') TINE )- Os
TTIST TITiE Cc PFITAPSIS PASSAGE L NO. NONE
TIUF TI47 AT PPrESENT VEHTCLF POSITION PEAL NO. COMPtJTFD IF
TPIJEA4 2, Go
ISFLfI Ar--Y WA'E ()NTATNINr, t?"j'1R OF SURFACZS ARPAY NA4E PLOTS ALL
To PF SEL'-CTIV':Ly DLOTTFC SUQFACES
TTIT A01AY NAmr OF VLOT TTTLE ARRAY NAMIr UqE'z JOB
TITLE
TOCTY, EtPnFP IF POTATIO10k fFCP2 IVU z 3NGEW.) 1,201 (ANY ORDER) 1,2,3
TRCTY,
TROT*?
QTYT, VIc'W 00TATraNs (rea riVt iHSJiN) 0 5 ANG S 160 000
PCVTY, 0. #3
ROT7, c.0
4THOtJT ?F-0 FO-~ nFFAULT ACTION
CALL nnATA (NVI IU, IrL, SCLR, P.PLN, TRFAN, TIMEST, TIME. ISFLN, ITIT, IROTX, IQOTY, TPOTZ, PCTX, PRMY, ROTZ)
rALL o ATA INV VJ, SCLt 9 CLP RPLN, TRUEAN, TIMEST, TIMED
4YTE Tr ~O CALLS TO II1 A/OnATAS AP7E L4DE, A CALL TC OPLOT WILL
PFSULT IN ALL VTEys OFING AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATED.
..
COUNT ORACIJLA VON RLOCKHCFA IN ORnIT
gRPIT PLnTTPR nATA OUTPUT
TPDU' 3ESCRTPTION UIS F OFF AILT VARIAqLE
VAtU r  OPTIONS VAL US NAME
++ nA~srC CONTROL PARAMETERS ~.++
c. TO1J AKOMALY ANLS, 3E t.ES G03 TPUEAN
0c I'ITTAL TIM F (AT PEPTAPSIS) 0.0 TIwEST
++++ AASIC ORIT DATA 44++
c. tONGTTTTU)e or A'CrCN)ING NOE), )EGREES 0.0 ALAN
O AJrUcmNT OF PrIFrOCUS, nFGREES 0.0 APEP
0. roITT TNCLTNATIO, OFGRE'S 0.3 OINC
.003300c+10 OPCIT ALTITUC AT PEPTAPS7S 0.3 HP
;.C300C0~CS OoP'IT ALTITUO
" AT APCAPSI 0.0 HA
0. noITT .CCENTPICTTY 00G ECC
G. rU' 0A ANGtc, OErEPS 0.3 SUNRA
0. S:J4 n.C ANGL. OFt,RES, 0.0 SUNnEC
", PFFFP' CE STAP PA ANr,LE, OEGOEFS C.0 STPRA
0. RcF ECE STAR DEC ANGLE, )EGRES 00 STROEC
.+.. SUN -OPIENTEO, ORIENTATION OATA *~..
C. ROTATTOM AcOUT VCS X-AXTS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
O. QOTATTON AROUT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 030 POTY
180000 ROTATION AROUT VrS 7-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
1 ? 3 POTATTON OROn -- IROTX, IPOTY, IROT, 1 2 3
+** SPIN DATA ....
0. CLOlK ANGLE, nECRES (AROUT CCS Z-AXIS CWI:OSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
0. CONE ANGLF, OFGP'FS 0.0 CONE
C. ROTATION PAT!- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
COUNT ORACULA VON BLOCKMEA] IN ORRIT
OPRTT PLOTTF O)ATA OUTPUT
*++ COMPUTE3 OR INPUT OPRIT DATA ***+
VALifI VAoTAbnL C  ,iCPTOTTON 404 VALUE VAPT9LE OFECRTTTON
9 .o000 S tN HFTA ANGL., OFGRES C. SUN CIGMA ANGLE, fDEPFES
C. STAR nETAS ANGLE, OEGREES .o STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGQEES
**++ PLA.ET -- EARTH -- DATA ****
VALUF E ~qIPTION NAME of* VALUE DESCRIPTTIN NAPE
,300 PLANET ALE00 PALF 7.5373?E+01 PLANET n, EMTSS POWER WOS
?009000C+07 LANFT AOTUS PRADO 7.50732+c01 PLANeT SS MISS POWEQ WSS
0. PLANIT-SIIN nISTAmnr PSr 1. 46741E+03 ORBIT PFRIOn PERIOD
.173t?+GCP PL8N'T GRAV CONSTANT GRAV 429300E.+2 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PS3 SOL
VIW~OSCALE= .0293 VTSW NUMERIl
FTOST POTATflN 8!9nUT 7 t35900O0
Irr~ro*n PflTATTnm APOIlIT Y m 4,, 0000
114T90 ROTATTOW AqrnJT X 2 4f5. 000
COUNT DRACULA VON DLOCKHFAO TN O;"lT
PPOC'STSV' npFoaTION DATA
nOOr pAS ArEA aLPH FITS" SURF. TYPE ArTIVE --------- COMMENTS --------------
21 Ony .8O'+01 .q0 .900 TRA EFZO70 OTTOM 0OTTOM CF COFFIN
27? nY 1.1:+C' .9G .a00 TADoE7CTO TOP lOTTOM OF COFFTN
23 OY r'.0C00+01 .900 .900 TRADF7ZlO OTTO eOTTOM OF COFFIN
7?4 OY .OC"r+0 .900 q.90 TRAnE7OIO TOP POTTOM OF COFFIN
1 nO 1. SEA0? .C00 .900 PECTANCLE 9 TTO1 RECTANGE 1
? PAY 4.97m+Ct .0C .900 PrETANGLE qOTTOM P!CTANGE 2
3 aOy 4,o .E+Ot ,O .00 0 0 O DCTANfUt C OTTOM P;CTANGE 3
4 aOy oe 93 ,*033 PECTANGLeC OTTOM RECTANGE 4
9 MOY 1.6C Et3? .90Z *9C 9ECTANCLT nCTTCH QrCTANGE 9
O C, .4 O0E+31 .u0 .900 R"CTAPGLF nOTTOM RECTANGE 6
11 LTO .C00C02 i .1100 900 TCaOEZCIDO 0TTOM TOP OF COFFIN
I? LT0 5.3CJE i .910 *0 o TOADoFZCIO TOP TOP OF COFFIN
13 LTIP .123--to .93 a 0o TOAoPEOTO neTTOM TOP OF COFFIN
t4 LTI '.800+01 .100 .000 TQAPEZOIO TOP TOP OF COFFIN
19 nnnyV .tiF+C . 03 *9C0 PECTANCLE TOP TOP OF H EAP
16 Onoy 10P7 CG , 0. ,000 PECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEA
17 anpy 1.874c5;+ .2 .90C0 RECTANGLE TOP TOF OF HEAD
i6 nn"v j.67qE+ ; .2M0 .900 RECTANL TOP TOP OF HEAD
19 pony t,875F+0 .200 .900 PECTANCLE TnP TOP OF HEAD
20 RnnY 6.2 CE+03 .?00 .000 PECTANGLE TOP HA0
21 PRnv 5.6 E G0C .71 .3 0 RPCTANGL; TOP HF41
22 nonY" 5.695 A .200 *090 RECTANGLE TOP HrA
? ponv 9.A?2;0C .2^0 .900 PECTANGLE TOP HEAD
74 r)nv .rF30 .200 .900c PFCTANGLE TOP HT40
7C OPY 1.92??-Ct .203 .9,0 CYLINDER O11TSIO RIGHT rAR
?A nonY .q?F-I .2 .900 CYLTN3ER OUTSID LEFT EAR
27 qOOY t.0E."-01 .?oo .90C nTSC TOF RIGHT EYE
? POOnY 1t.047C-1 ,203 .90C nISC TOP LEFT EYE
29 PqOY ?*c000 -I 200 .900 RFCTANGLE TOP :IOUTH
47 arov 1.142E"00 .2 0 *930 CYLTIOEI OUTS NTCK
30 nO)3 L.717E+01 .200 .900 CYLTNOER CUTSII CHEST
31 Rony 1.56 E1C .2C0 .900 CONE OUTSIO STAKE
3? 9qOY 2.7 q 9+01 200 ,400 CYLINDER OUTSID RIGHT AR:I
ITT q0n ?.749E~+1 .2C .900 CYLIhDER OUTSTO LEFT APM
34 n~lY 4.414,F+00 .200 .900 SPHTPE OUTSIO RIGHT HAND
3c rnnVy 4.419+00 .200 *090 SPHEQE OUTSIO LEFT HAND
96 nOPY L.0C21+01 .200 .Q00 CON OUTSIO TCRSO
37 OnnY 9l706 +01 s20 .000 CYLINOFP OUTSRIn ELT L
38 nn"V I.ilr+01 .200 .900 CYLINDER OUTST) HTPS
9 LEG 5.C27E+,C1 ,200 .9qC CYLINOEF OUTSIO RIGHT LEG
40 L GS 5.0?72T01 .20C0 900 CYLINDFR OUTSIO LEFT LEG
41 LFGS 1.1003E01 .203 *900 SPHERE OUTSIC RIGHT FOOT
42 LFrS 11.Ce+01 .200 .900 SPHEPE OUTSID LEFT FOOT
COUNT 1PACULA VON PLOCKHEAI IN ORM~T
nPPIT PLOTT" nTA (OUTPUT
ODATA, O)ATAS INPUT
PARAPErTED nVzCPTPTION CPTTON 99 OFFAULT
wV VT97W NI:IF' 1-r 6





IF rt Vr4TW L Sliorar.E CALTNr- FArTOOQ INPUT TN REAL Nn. 13.15-SCLR)/2*
TP1CHF:Z (&aX VALISoE z 3oj';-SCLR)f2s)
SO.p (OPITT *3Anl' JS TPIOUT TN TKICWFS FOOM CENTEP DEAL NO.n*QLN7
flc Pt OT (DECO4M~rNflEn VAtLuE 2 isf)
ppLWk P1 AKFT P&OTUS TNOUT T4 TNf!4ES PROI' CEN~TER REAL No. 1.'4
OF PLOlT C ZCO'lHF.N0'E VALUE 2 t4
TRUCAN Tvllr ANOM4ALY (orSE1T VEHICLE OCSITION IN REAL NO. COMPUTEO IF
ncrRFFS FDON PEqTAOSTS) TIME I, 0.
TIMEST TTNF OF PE71APSIS PASSAGc L NO. NONE
TTPL' TT4E AT f)QF-ENT VEHICLE POSITION REAL NO. COPPUTEn IF
TRIJEAN 300.
ISFLN AOCAY NfMF CONTATNINr NUN
0ER (%F SURFACES APqAY NWNE PLOT'; AIL
SLTT'l FEES-TtLY PLOTTEO SURFACES
ITTT AQQAY NAME OF PLOIT TITLF ARRAY NAIE USES JOBTITLE
TO(%l'y, fDIFR t)F PITATTONS (FOR IVU 2IHC.EW) 1,2,3 (ANY OPOEP.) 19293
onTy, VIEW POTATTONS (FOR vIiU 34rFN) 0 S ANG S 360 0
WIT?, .
*INPUT TCP O~ )SFAt)LT ACTIV N
CELLINC !!tnjFvr-!
rfLL nmSTA (NV, Vill SCLv ! 0L Q, PPLt1, TRIJEAH, TIMEST, TTME, ISELN, ITIT, IROTY, IqOTY, IPOT7, PCTX, ROTY, ROTZ)
An
NOTE# Tr HO CaLLe TO Dr)ATA/VVnATAI AOC 4AJ--, 5 CALL TC OPLOT WTLL
PeSULT TM ALL VrFEW4; 3VTNC, AUTOMATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATED.
COUNT ORACULA VON RLOCKHEAD IN OR9IT
ORPIT PLO'TFR 4ATA OUTPUT
TNPUT OFSCPTPTION US0R OFFAULT VARIABLE
VALUF OPTIONS VALUE NAME
++*+ RASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS ++++
90.000 TPUlJ in,4ALY ANrLF, O.GRES 0.0 TRUEAN
0. IMITIAL TIME (AT PEoTAPSIS) 0.0 TIMFST
++++ BASTC ORBIT OATA ++++
c. LOUGITTUOF OF ASCENIONG NOnF, DEGREES 0.0 ALAN
6C 0IhJ:IFNT OF P' TFOCIISl, nFGQ FS 0.0 APER
O, mTT INCLINATICN, IfGPEF 0.0 OINC
4.0"000:+0 OR4TT LTITTIfrF AT PERIAPS:S 0.0 HP
6.0300Cc05 O D0TT ALTTTUOF AT AonAPSTS 00 HA
O ORBIT rCrNTcTCITY 0.0 ECC
f, SUN PA ANGLE, OFGPEFS C.i SUNRA
is SUN )EC ANGLF,7)FGPEES, 0.0 SUNDEC
ao PrFFrONCF eTaP PA ANGLE, Osrr CrS 0.0 STRRA
0, RFFEP'NCE STAP OEC At:rLE, (EGPEES 0.0 STROEC
++++ SUN -OIENTE3, ORIENTATTON )ATA ++++
C, P)TATTON AROUT VCS X-AXTS TO CCS 0,0 POTX
O nT4ATTON APOUtT VCS Y-AXIS TO CCS 0.3 ROTY
1~0o000 POTATTON ABOUT VCS t7-AIS TO CCS 0.0 POTZ
1 2 3 POTATTON 093R -- IROTX, IROTY, ROTZ, 1 2 3
++++ SPIN OATA +4++
C. CLOCK ANGLE, OfEGPES (ABOUT CCS 7-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 00o CLOCK
. C'4ON ANGLtF 3EGoFES 0.0 CONE
0, ROTATION PATE- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
COUNT ORACULA VON PLOCKNEAl IN OR91T
09qTT OLCT'EP nATA OUTPUT
f++ C0IPUTE) O9 INPUT ORPIT n4TA ...
VALL'r VA'TARL' ncSCRIPTICK *6 VALUE VAPIAPLE DESC91PTTON
9C0300 SUN 41ETA ANLF fEGPFES 'c' SUN CIGMA ANGLE, gErPEES
ce& STRITAq ANGLE, OErRFFS 0. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, OEGREES
*t++ PLA?'ET .- AT -DATA +*+
VALUEr fKr)CGPTTOn? NAME VALUE OESrPTPTTCN NAME
'toC c LAN-T Atfleofl PAL
0 P 0 !0732!:+ 01 PLANET nqS lNTSS 0OW~EP D
?.o40?cS*'o7 tOLttrT OVITLIS PPAO 7.50732F-+01 PLANFT SS FMTSS POWIER 
WSS
0. PLANT-1,UN DISTANCE PSn 1 46.$71E+0 OROIT PEQIOO psQIO9
4*70rc LANTT G'IAV CfONSTA!T GRAV 4929D00Et-02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PS0 SOL
01-
vT~43~)S(rAL E= *?293 VIEW NUMPERSI
rT9ST pnrA'Int, &nOtT 7 z i~r~
SFCowJo Po'TITTP AnOU'T Yz 9.Ol
T$4TRQ) POThTTn4 49nUT X 2 4590000
COUNT OPACULA VON CLOCKHEAD IN ORBIT
PPOCESSSTq'F OPFPATTnN DATA
wNOF RC AD6A ALPH EMTS5 SlJPF. TYPE ACTIVE -------- COMMENTS -- ENT....--
71 nOY .~C0F+401 ?CL, 000 TRAoEZ]7C POTTOM qOTTOl OF COFFIN
2t qOY 1.170e11? ?1 O 900 TROE7CID TOP qOTTnM OF COFFIN
23 ~Oy 6.GC3F+C1 *90q0 900 ToAP 7r3) ACTTOM BOTTOM OF COFFIN
24 POY 8.0c.3+01 .900 ,q0 TObA70TO TOP POTTOM OF COFFIN
I nOY 1S~G~0c? 7 100 *900 RFCTANrLE POTTOM R CTANGr I
2? qOY .q97E+C1 i ?I *900 RECTANGLE 9OTTOM RECTANGE 2
I CY 6.400' 1 *QIq0 OFCTANGLE nOTTOM RECTAt!GE 3
4 RY A,.597F+01 .o00 .D3G RECTANGLE ROTTOM RFCTANGE 4
SnO 1.605+02 .O0 *900 PECTANGLE RCTTO RECTANGE 5
F OY 6,00 E+1 .1CO0 r900 RECTANGLE OOTTO:l RECTANGE 6
11 LTn ..u0r0*G1 * ?C *9:0 TQAPE7rTO nOTTO1 TOP OF COFFIN
1 ItT) .*0G0r+01. ,900 *900 T'APEZ01O TOP TOO OF COFFIN
13 LIn 1.170+07 .900 .900 TqAPE7010 ROTTON TOP OF COFFIN
14 LTn .ej0E4+01 .90 *900 TRAoE70IO TOP TOP OF COFFIN
15 90Y c.?iEo03 .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
16 no0Y 1.87+E03 .200 .00 RPCTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAO
17 nnrv 1*875+00 .200 .PCO RFCTANGLE TOP TO- OF HEAD
it POnY 1.87, 00 .200 .0GC PECTANGLE TOP TOP OF H;AD
19 orY 1.87E+33 o2C0 .90C RECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
?7 nniv r.?rr0fo .200 .- 00 RECTANGLE TOP HEAI
21 BOny f.6p'E+C3 .*200 .000 RECTANgLE TOP HrAO
22 nnOY 56?79F+0C .200 .000 P=CTANGLE TOP HEAD
23 anOY 5.67?E+00 *200 .000 RECTNGLE TOP HEAD
24 DOnv 9.A2rEqCC *20 .Q00O RECTANGLE TOP HEA3
25 ROny T977c-01 .200 .00 CYLINDED CUITSIn RIGHT EAR
?9 POOY ,9?777-C1 .200 .900 CYLINOER OUTSIn LEFT EAR
77 nonY t.07O'-01 .200 .90C DTSC TOP RIGHT EYE
p7 COny 1Co I'e-G .200 .otC DISC TOP LEFT FYE
29 RO)Y 7.000 -01 .200 ,900 RECTANGLE TOP MOUTH
43 anVt T3L46?t0c .2CO .900 CYLINOER OUTSIn NECK
30 PODY '.7 12E+01 .230 .900 CYLINDEF OUTSIO CHEST
i1 o90Y i158C* .20,:G *9CC CONE OUTSID STAKE
3? )ny 2. 749.0F*t 200 .900 CYLINOER OUTSIn RIGHT ARM
3 o Ony 7 74qF 1. .200 .90C CYLINOEF OUTSIO LEFT 4A0
3. RAOD 4.41 E+0C .200 ,900 .SP1RE OtITSI RIGHT HAND
5 nonY 4.4 I6E+03 .200 .900 SPHERE OUTSIO LEFT HAND
A BnO) 4.01?t+0t .?00 .q00 CONE OUTSIn TORSO
37 PonV . 7969E 00 .200 .900 CYLINDER OUTSTO RELT
18 InOV .1(2~+01 .230 .9CC CYLINDER OUTSID HTPS
3q LEIS 5,027F G1 .20C .00 CYLINDEP OUTSID RIGHT LEG
40 LVC ,.077E+01 .200 .900 CYLINER OUTSIO LEFT LEG
41 LEGS t.100+C1 .200 .90G SPHNEF OUTSID RIGHT FOOT
47 LFS 1I10O0E0Ct .200 .900 SPHERE CUTSIO LEFT FOOT
COUNT nRACULA VON RLOCKHFAO IN ORIT
ORTT PLOTTFP nATA nJTPUT
OnATA, OrATAS INPUT
PAPAHnTFO OrrSPIPTION OPTION *, OEFAULT
NV VT~v UMPEo 1-6 1








r FCALTNn FACTOP INPUT TN REAL NO. (I,15-SCLR)2I.
TNCHFS (MAX VALUE = (3.15-SCLP)/2.)
SCLP OcIIT RnTIS TNPIIoT INm HS FRCH CENTER REAL NO, 8.*PPLN
?7
OF PLOT (o'COIC..EN -D VALUE = 1.6)
RPLN t .NFT LA.TUS TNDUT TN I'CHES FPOP CENTER PEAL NO. 1*4
re oLOT (FCOMmENErnF VALUZ a 1.4)
TPUEAN Toe ANO;IALY (PO'SENT VFHTCL POSITION IN RFAL NO. COMPlUTEn IF
OEPF:S F04 P' PTAPSTS) TIME 3 0.
TTMFS T  TTIF Or aDlTAPSTS PASSAGF L N0. NONE
TI7r TTNE AT PR '?NT VEHTCLE POSITION REAL NO. COMPUTED IFTPUEAN > 0.
ISFLN ApoaY NA'mF Ot:ONTT G IUNmER OF SURFACES ARPAY NA4E PLOTS ALL
TO qe SFLCTIVLY PLOTTF'rE SUOFACES
TTTT PPoAY NAML O
r PLOT TITLE APRAY NAMF USES JO9
TITLE






*yTNWIT ZrPn FrO rlTFVtLT ACTTON
CALLING FrcZunty C i
CALL OnATA (NV, VU. SCL, SCLP, 0 PLN, TFPIJAN, TIM'ST, TIME, IFELN, TTIT, IPOTX, IPOTY, IROTZ RCTX, 
POTY, RCTZ)
OP
rCtL OnATA't (MiV, Vii, SrfL. SCLP, RPLN, TQUEAN, TIMSSi T!?4E)
N1I IF mn CALLS To n!)ATAfOnATAS APE MADE, A CAL.L TO OPLOT WILL
RrqULT IN ALL VTTWS i3rING AUT011ATICALLY SCALED AND GENERATEO.
COUNT !JPACtJLA VON RLOCKNEAf) !I OqaIT
(3PPTT PLOTTFP nATA nIPTPUT
THC'UT )FSCRTPTTCON USFQ 
DEFALT VARIABLE
V At .c 
OPTIONS VA LUE NAME
*+ 4 ASIC CONTROL PARAMETERS
lece 300 TIUF ANO'4ALY AWtLE, Ji GFSCS 
G.0 TRUFAN
co TIITTIAL TIlc (AT PEPTAPSIS) 
0.0 TTWFST
+++ fASIC ORBIT DATA #+++
f. t.rl4(;rTTTU)F GF ASCFN)ING NC)E, )EGRFFS 
0oo At AN
0. A'~Ij0MNT OF OFPTFncijs, 0F.CREE:S 
0.0hPE
0. QOlTT I Trldf8TATln, O~trQEES 
0.0 CINC
6070c"i 01T ALTITWJ'F AT PFPIAPSIS 
0.0 14P
sQW+sOP'TT ALTTTI)OF AT APOAPSIS 
0.0 HA
0. ODITT FCFNTRICTTV 
c.0 ECC
0. S'J4J PA ANGLS, Orf-PE7ES' 
0.0 SUNRA
0. ru~I flVC ANrLEOEGRETES, 
0. 0 suNnsC
0. P c:PcFN4E STAR P1 A~fCLF, ORGREES 
0.o STRRA
0. REFEDENCE STAR LIFC ANGLE, OEGR!:S 
0.0 STPO)EC
*+~SUN -ORIENTFD, OPISNTATION DATA ...
0.POTATTON AOOIUT VCS X-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 POTX I
0. POTATTON APOUT VCF Y-AXIS TO CCSR 
0.0 POTY
lectoac Pt)TATTfnM AqOIJT VrCS 7-AXIS TO CCS 
0.0 ROTZ
1 2 1 PfTATTON OPOER -- IPOTxt IROTY, IROTZ, 
2 3
+4.** SPIN DATA ....
0. CLOrK ARM. , nPEGRFES (APCUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITTVE) 
0.0 CLOCK
0. CONT ANrLF, nFGPTES 
0. 0 CONE
to FITATTON RATF- CCW POSITIVE 
0o0 RATE
COUNT DRACULA VON PLOCHEAO IN ORaPIT
OPqTT oLTre nATA OUTPUT
t*+* COMPUTFO OR INPUT ORlIT )ATA **+
VALUr V.TArPI L  DfSCOQPTTON OF 
VALUE VARIABLE OESCRIPTTON
gqt)O0 .S;IN O'TA ANG~Y, fEGREES 0 SUN CIGMA ANGLE, OEGREES
9C.000 SUTN .TA ANGLF, nEGRFES 0. STAR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEGREES
co eT40 ncTAS ANGLE, DEGREES. 0 STR CIGMS ANGLE, DEGREES
f+++ PLANET -- EARTH -- DATA ....
VALUr ES I 'PTION NAME *** 
VALUE OESCRIPTICN NAME
0)0 OLANFT ALoIrrn PALe 7.50732?F01 
PLANET DS EITSS OWER WDS
20OoOCo-00 DLANET '4010i PQAO 
?750732E+01 PLANET SS EMISS POWER NSS
O. PLAN-T-SUN OIeTANCF PSO 
1.46741F+00 ORBIT PERIOD PERIO0
, t731?cte: PLANET GRAV CONSTAT GRAYV , 
29300E+02 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PS3 SOL
VTE~Wz3fl SWrALrT .02h,5 VIEW NUMPE~st
OrTOS1 P()TOITTN AROUT Z = ils.00OO
,.qcnoW RoT8TTCN AQVtIJT Y a U eOC
t9#IPO VOTATInN 6nnfUT X = 450 0 ooC
COUNT OPACULA VON PRLCKHEA0 IN OR9TT
oponrsCTt' n PE0ATTONJ DATA
NOr r a~ pEA ALPH EliTSS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE .--- COMMENTS 
..............
71 ny '.1801E+01 *900 *90C TOAOF70TD OCTTOM q9TOH OF COFFIN
?? nny 1.1)?+0?7 .90C .30C T9AOE70TO TOP 90TTOM OF COFFIN
P3 nOY ;.003+Ot1 ,900 *o03 TRAOrZCIP POTTO:l O0TTO:I OF COFFIN
74 POY 8.0CE+C1 . CC *,0C TRAPES7OT TCP 90OTTO OF COFFIN
i P Y 1. C802 ,qO.0 .900 RFCTANrFL ROTTOM ORCTANGC I
2 AOY 6.507E+C1 00G .aC RECTANGLE ROTTOM RFCTAHGE 2
3 ny 6.4~0e*C1 .300 .900 RECTANGLE POTTOM RECTANGE 3
4 nOv .5qa7?+C1 .)10 ,90C PRCTANGLE O0TTOM PECTANGE 4
9 any i. C ?02 .930 49~C OrTANGL7 ROTTOM RECTANGE 5
av y 4 00T01 .qo0 *nCo FECTANGLC 9OTTOM RECTANGF 6
11 LTn R.C &E*01 900 .90C TRAPE70T0 acTTCM TOP OF COFFIN
17 LITn *.O00*ot .900 qCO TPADEOIO TOP TOP OF COFFIN
11 LI i.i? EO0 .qo .?CL TRAPE7OIO POTTOM TOP OF COFFIN
14 LT 76.800 01 a 0 q900 ToAoEZOIO TCP TOP OF COFFIN
IS nonm 4.? o0400 .20 .900 PECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
is nOPY 1.875*0 .200 qOC RECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAO
17 PonY 1.87~.0 .2O0 *90C PETANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
18 PO)Y 1.875iC'+ 4.20 *900 PECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEA3
19 nnny 1.87 5+00 .200 900 RECTANGLE TCP TOP OF HEAD
20 noY 6.7000 .200 .900 PRECTANGLE TOP HEAD
21 qonv sr,? Cs03 .200 .900 RTCTANGLE TOP HEAD
22 nr n Y S.25 C . 200 90 QCTANG t TOF HE 0
2I qnny C, 7?E+00 .200 .90C PECTANGLE TOP HEAD
74 anny 5,6?75E 00 .20 .900 PECTANGLE TCP HEAD
?5 qOOY 10O27E-01 .200 .900 CYLINE; OUTSID PIGHT EAR
26 pOOY 1.927E-01 .200 ,900 CYLTNOEF OUTSI) LEFT EAR
27 RonY 1il04r-Ci .200 *90C DISC TOP RTGHT EYE
?8 nvY .l07 7-01 m 200 .900 DOT; TOo LEFT FYE
79 nROY 7.0COE-01 O200 *00 RECTANGLE TOP MOUTH
67 nY .14?F q , 9.QG CYLINOcO OUTSTJ NECK
30 B80) 4.712E+01 .200 .900 CYLINDEf OUTSIO CHEST
31 a*PV 1.5tE*00 200 Coo0 CNE OilTTo STAKE
72 nnO~ '.7 41+01 230 .900 CYLINnER OUTSIO RIGHT AR:i
33 fOnY ,.74qF+01 .?CC 6*900 YLINOE OUTSIO LEFT ARM
14 O),y 4.41~4+00 .200 .900 SPHERE OUTSIO RIGHT HAND
Sqnnv 4.416F+O00 o G .900 SPHERE OUTSTO LEFT HAND
IA q900 4.0214+01 .200 .900 CONE OUTSIO TORSO
37 q40Y . 79 F+3,0 .2C0 .0C CYLTNDOER OUTSIO nELT
38 an'v 3 .142?+~1 .200 .900 CYLIN~~E OUTSI3 HIPS39 LEGC  5.0?7E+C1 ,,230 *900 CYL TNOER OUTSIP RIGHT LEG
40 LEGS 59077E01 .200 .900 CYLITNOER OUTSID LEFT LEG O
41 LEGS 1.10E+01 .20G ,900 SPHERE OUTST RIGHT FOOT
%2 LEGS i.iOaE.O1 .2O ,900 SPHOE OUTSIO LEFT FCCT
COUNT ORACULA VnN BLOCKHEA9 IN ORRIT
PqTT PLOTTEq nATA OUTPUIT
ODATA,- OIATAS INPUT
PAPRAWTED )F!CRT0TION OPTION *, DEFAULT
NV VTrW K"JpPE 1-6 i







. SUPF~ACT CALIN FACTOR INPUT IN REAL NO. (3.1t-Sf'LR)/2.
TklrCHE~ (MAX VALUE = (3.1S-SLR)/2~ )
SCLP O TT PAnTIUS INaOIT IN TNCN S FROM CENTEP REAL NO. 6.URPLN/7,
nc OLn T ( CCOm'F-lnED VALUe = 1.R)
PPtN Pt uFT PAnOT TNODIT IN TerHES FrPO CENTEP PEAL NO. 1*4
OF PLOT ( CO:IM-Nn , VALUE = 1.1)
TPUFAM TolU ANOu~ALY (O .FENT VEHICLE oOSITION IN REAL NO. COMoUTEO IF
n PER F FOM4 PDrTAPSIS) TIME > 0.
TTMFST TTM O orP'T.APSIS PASSAGE L NO. NONE
TTMr TTME AT PRFSENT VEHTCLF POSITION REAL NO, CO4PUT IF
TRIUEAN • O.
ISFLN AOoAY MAIr CONTAININr. NUPEq CF SURFACES ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
TO F SCLFCTIV'LY PLOTTFn SUOFACES
ITTT APAY NAM Or PLnT TITLE ARRAY NA:IE USES JOBTITLE
TQry, re'cR Or 9nTATTO1PS (FGP TVU = 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORCER) 192,3
IRETZ
ROTXE VTW POTATION5 (FOP IVU = 3HGFN) C . ANG S 360 .O0
ROTY, 0.0
PnTZ7 0.0
*TNoUT 7EoC FOP .yFAULT ACTTON
CALLING 5tj0J('0t 9
CALL OdATA (NV, VI, SCL, !CLP, PLN, TRUEAN, TIMEST, TIlE, ISELN, ITIT, IOOTX, IROTY, IROTZ, OTXE 
ROTY, POTT)
A,
COALL VnAlTAF (NV, VU, MCL '%L RPLN, TRUFANq TIMFST, TIMS)
NCTEI TF MM' CALLS TO OlA~foATA' ARE MAnE, A CALL TO OPLOT WILL
RMIILT TN ALL VIEWS PFING AUTOIlATIfrALLY SCALED AND GENZRATEO.





THNUT OSSCRIPTTON USER DEFAULT VARIARLE
VALUF OPTIONS VALUE NAME
.+.. BASIC CONTPOL PARAMETERS t+++
270.000 TPUE AOHMALY ANGLE, 3rGREES 0.0 TRUEAN
0, TIITTAL TI4F (AT PERTAPSTS) 0.0 TIMEST
*++++ ASIC ORAIT DATA ++++
0, LO"ITTTTtIlF f'r ASCEN3ING NO)F, 3EGRFES 0.0 ALAN
0. ARGULINT OF oFPTFOCtJS, DEGREES 0.0 APER
0o, O>IT 1NCLTNATION, OFrPFES 0.0 CINC
.03C00C'O05 ORIT ALTTTlU)E AT PFPIAPS]S 00 HP
9,OO00F.+5 f lnIT ALTTTUDr AT APOAPST! 0.0 HA
0. 09IT TCCFNTRICTTY 0.0 ECC
0 SRUN 'A AN(GLF, ODF,OE e 0.0 SUNRA
0, SUI fEC' ANGLE,DESRES, 3.0 SUNnEC
O,. PrF"PFNC STAP PA ANGLE, CEGPES Le0 STQRA
0. RFCe'oENCE STA 3DEC ANGLE, 3EGREES 0.0 STPDEC
*.++ SUN -ORIENTED, ORIENTATION OATA +***
9, P'TATION AIOUT VCS Y-AXTS TO CCS 0.0 ROTX
0. PITATION AROUT VCS Y-A T TO CCS 0.0 QOTY
BO180.000 TATTON APOUT VCS 7-AXIS TO CCS 0.0 ROTZ
P3 ITATTON OPfER -- IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ 1 2 3
*+** SPIN DATA .**.
0, CLOCK ANGLE, DEGREES (AOUT CCS Z-AXIS CW=POSITIVE) 0.0 CLOCK
C. CONE ANtLE, DFGPEES 0.0 CONE
Ve ROTATTON PAT.- CCW POSITIVE 0.0 RATE
COUNT DPACULA VON BLOCKNH.AO IN ORGIT
OORT PLOTT'E OATA OUITPUT
**~* COMPUTED OR INPUT OTT )ATA *++#
VALIIU VAolTALE rFSColPTION ** VALtUE VAPTALF OESCRIPTION
9.OO00 St'N PETA ANGL9, rEGRfES C. SUN CIGMA ANGLE, OEGPEES
C. STAR "ETAS ANGLE, OEGEES 0. STaR CIGMAS ANGLE, DEG9ES
4,++ PLANET --EARTH -- OATA ++++
V5LUF fESCRIPT!ON NAME **, VALUE OSSCRIPTION NAME
6100 DLANT AL9ElO PALe 7.53732E+31 PLANET 0S E4TSq POWER WDS
2 C9000o+07 OLt AI PAOTrIU PRAO 7?50732E0O PLANET SF EMISS POWER WSS
0. OLANcNT-.-S JN DISTANCE PSO I.4674i1E+01 OP9TT PERIOn PERITO
4.1717?r+3e D"LNTT GPV CONSTANT GPAV 4.2930CE+0 SOLAR CONSTANT AT PS3 SOL
VIE WU 31 SrALp: Em i9 VI eW NUMfFQ~t
FT9ST VOTA'TTOt AnfMJT 7 = 1~c;*00
SFCnNU Q(nTATTIN AqfnIIT Yr T 4.50000
THTRfl POTATION A40UT X 2 450300
COUNT ORACULA VON RLOCKHEAl IN ORPIT
ppOCcSTtJ, nprpATTON OATA
NOO nOS ArEA ALPH F'ITSS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE --------COMMENTS --- ENT-----
1i rny .80 r+01 .00 .900 TRAPF7OTO 3OTTOM ROTTOM OF CO0FIN
72 any 1,tI?0+02 .003 .q00 TRAnEo7Ci TOP ROTTOM OF OFrTN
23 ROY 6.10s+01 .900 .900 TRAPEZOID ACTTOM ~OTTO:I OF COFFIN
?4 qOy 9.00FO+CI .903 .Q00 TPAPECTD TOP QOTTOM OF COFFIN
I nOY .SC8er+0O .900 q90o0 rCTANGLE BOTTOM RECTANGE 1
? pOY .a07F*C1 . 30 .900 PFCTAN~LE SOTTOM PECTANGE 2
3 ArOY .4COF+01i ?00 ,900 PECTANGLE IOTTCM RECTANGS 3
S ny 6,co7F*tC1 ,930 .900 RCTANGLE 90TTOM RFCTANGE 4
5 'ov 1.6 FtOE 2 e00 oLO0 RECTANGLE POTTOM RFCTANGE 5
S90Y .400EC1 " 9qo *q0 RECTANGLE ROTTOM RECTANGE 6
11 LID 9.003EI+01 930 .900 TPAPEZOTO ROTTON TOP OF COCFT
17 LTO 6.cC0oE+1 000C ,000 TRAPE7CIO TOP TOP OF COFFIN
13 LTn 1.120?E02 *.9V .q 0 TRApE70IO QOTTOM TOP OF COFFIN
14 LT3 1.800F+01 qo00 *900 TRAPE70TO TOr TOP OF COFFIN
15 Onv .s-E7+0 .2700 Q.00 RECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
16 POOY 1.P751+00 .2,0 .900 PECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
17 fonY 1.87qrECo *2C0 .90C RECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
18 nnrl 1.875C+CO .200 .900 RECTANGLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
19 qOnfV 1.7r+co .21C .Q0O0 ECTAWGLE TOP TOP OF HEAO
20 qnnY 6.?'"~COC 200 0900 RCFTANGLE TOP H7An
21 POPyv .Ar7F40 .* 200 CC PECTANGLF TOP HEAD
22 OnoY r.629F*CC 20C 9qG0 ~ECTANFLE TOP HMA
?3 qonVy 6, ? F; .7o 0 .900 PrCTANGLE TOP HZA0
24 0nnY 5*;.AE OC .200 .000 RECTANGLE TOP HEA
PC rnOY .,927-01 .200 .900 CYLINDFF OUTSIn RIGHT FAR
26 Oov 1 .927E-i .20u .900 CYLTN)ER CUTSID LEFT EAR
77 sanv 1.0I.7-01 .200 .900 DISC TOP RIGHT EYE
78 "nDY t*047E-01 ?O00 .cO0 DISC TOP LFFT EYE
2? ROny . F003E- 1 .200 .900 PECTANGLE TOP :OCUTH
3 5 nOO .1467E': .200 .O0C CYLINDER OUTSIT NECK
30 ol0Y . 717F+01 .200 .900 CYLTNEF OIITSIO CHEST
T1 nrn 1.5 7O90 .200 .G00 CONE OUTSIO STAKE
37 nnny .741 +lt .00 .900 CYLINDER OUTSIO RIGHT AR:I
13 ROnY ?,T74,*C1 .2C0 ,Q0 0  CYLINDER OUTSIO LEFT ARM
34 9l v y 4.4ts;+O0 .200 .900 SPHERE OUTSIO RIGHT HAND
x5 Pnfl 4. .-1E C0 0700 900 SOHTPF OUTSIn LrFT HAND
36 anDY 4.0715+ Q1 203 .900 CONE OUTsIO TCRSO
17 PODY 9.796+O00 *203 .qCC CYLINDER OUTSIO "ELT
38 an)v i.t.?rF01 .200 .900 CYLINOFR OUTSIO H
7 PS
39 LEGC  5.0?7E+01t 020 .000 CYLINOEc OUTSIO RIGHT LEG
40 LFGr 5.077F Ot .2 0 .900 CYLINOER CUTSTO LEFT LEG
41 LEGS 1.100c+01 200 *900 SPmHPE OUTSTO RIGHT FOOT
42 tE, 1.1OOEEOi .210 .900 SPHERE OUTSIJ LEFT FOOT
COUNT ORACULA VON PLOCKHEA IN ORPIT
NCOF FLOTTFo nATA OUTPUT
NnF PLOTTER
oARAMETFP DF CPIPTTON OPTION *, 
OEFAULT
NV VTFW N'I:IR:R 1-6 1







SCL Z.lLe FACTOR (~*15/LAo ST DISTANCE FROM AUTOMATIC
,e, ooTGTN IN USFR S UNITS) SCAL E
ISELN AP"AY NAME CjOTATNING NUMER OF NCOES TO APPAY NAME PLOTS AttLL
qE S LFCTIV'LY PLOTTED NOOES
TTTT • APAY NAME OF PLnT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOTITLE





IPOTX, OP'ED OF ROTATIONS (FOP TVU - HGFN) 1,2,3 (ANY OR09R.)1,2,3
TPCTY,
IPCT7
* NPUT 7EPO FOP OFFAULT ACTI)N
CALLTt', cr 'IrFmI-"
CALL NnATA (NV, IUV, SCL, ISELN, ITIT, OTY, RCTY, ROTT, IROTX, 
IPOTY, IROTZ)
O
CALL ,JOATAF (MV, TVU, SCL)
NCTFI Tr NO CALLS TO NATA/NnATAS APF t14nE, A CALL TO NPLOT 
WILL
PFrULT TM ALL VI~~ 4 AUTO4ATICALLY rCAL.O GFNERATEn FOR NODES
COUNT ORACULA VON BLOCKHEAn IN ORAIT
4119F Pt OTTFP nATA ntlTPUT
viorw=7-f SrALE:: .G C 03 VIEW NUt4~c!=2
VTPST P(NTATTnPK' innAilT Z = L1L;o 00 0
srcaNwr onylTrN A~o'T Y = 4c.OO00
TNTOO POTATTON AMUOLT X z ~ 400 0
VTrw=?-aXT~q SCAL F" .08C3 VIEW NUNIIEPZ2
rTgST VOTATTOKN aIROUT Z = 0
SFrn(Wln POTqTTrN annilT y = Ot
7gJ1~o lTtTTON AROUT X m D
VTFW~y-aX!~ FC AL E1 .a00' VIEW NUMPFER22
FTPIZT PVn'tTTON anlIT Z = 0
'qgCONf% OTtITON A'nOlIT V z qasc co0
THP0 POTATTON A~RnUT X =-90.0000
Vlc*W=Y AYT't SCAL F-, Oe0O3 VIEW NUM8ER=2
FTIST POTATTON AqOIIT Z = -909.COG0
SFreONO POTATIflN AUOUT Y x D
TPIPI PtPTATTnN 49011IT X a 90.00000
COUNT nRACJL.A VON nLOCKHEAO IN OR9IT
PQOCESSTc OFPaT ION OATA
NOnt q9C A LA ALPH FMI~S SUPF. TYPE ACTTVE ------- COMENTS --------------
?1 POny 1.8 + 01 .90G .90C TRAPEZO10 nnTTOtl nOTTOI OF COFFIN
7? POY toI?]E+0 .000 0 ; TPAPEZOT.O TOP nOTTOM. CF COFFIN
Z3 rYv C*Cr+Gj o900 .000 TRAPcZrl)3 9TTOM ROTTON OF COFFIN
?4 ny Ca*CCc+31 .9 0 .000 TDA40F010 TOP QnTTO OF COFFIN
1 nnxY 1t.R O2 .q00 .900 PFCTANGL PRCTTOM R!CTANr, I
P Pny A'.a 07-t .00. *900 RECTANLr 9OTTOM PVCTANGE 2
3 nOX 6.4 C+1 .90Z .9*0 PCTANGLE nOTTOM RECTANGS 3
14 oy . +?a01 * .30 ,0C PECTANGLF ROTTOM RECTANGF 4
9 n;OY .I,60CrFC? 930 .000 PECTANrL POTTOM RFCTkNGE 5
F OY " .4c0+C o003 .0C0 PECTANCLF ROTTOI RFCTANGE A
11 LTD 9.CCl*Ci .033 .90C TOAPET7CO nOTTOM TOP OF COFFIN
17 LT) .000+01l .900 .000 TQAPEZCIO TOP TOP OF COFFTN
1t LTn 1.17?)et? .9 0 .900 TQsAEZCJO O0TTO4 TOP OF COFFIN
14 1Tn ?2.0)E+01 0 .9 .900 TRLDEZCIO TOP TOP OF COFFIN
Is qOnV $.? r I,+ .2C: *90C PTCTANrLE TOP TOP OF HEAD
j1 nnv 1.87 9.0 ,? .900 RCTANrLS TOP TOP OF HEA3
17 90qn I1.8 7,0+C .200 , g0C P TANGt TOP TO0 OF HFAD
18 nn)v t.8'75=C .?00 .90C PCTNLT TOP TOO OF HEAD
1q qOnv t.87F+00 .00 a3C RrCTA'(lE TOP TOP OF HEAD
21 O00Y r.7c)3*oc .203 .900 PSCTANItF TOP HEA)
71 90on v .?'4.GC .211 .9CC RECTANGL- TOP H-AD
27 onnv 5.?75r+00 .200 .93C PECTANGLS TOP HEAO
23 ROnY 5.6?5E+CC .210 .90C PECTANCLE TOP HEA 0
24 "nOY .6?2E.40 .2CC *.cO RICTANGLE TOP HEA)
?5 r 03v ..9?7c-01 200 ,q00 CYLIKNF OUTSTD RIGHT EAR
76 nnvy 3.077-0i .700 .900 CYLINOER CUTSIn LEFT EAR
27 Onv 1.27F'-01 .200 . 00 OISC TOP RIrHT FYE
78 O Y 1.C7TE-Cl .20C .900 OIsC TOP LFFT EYE
29 n3v ?.'0010E-C .200 .00 RFCTANrLE TOP MHOUTH
41 pn 3.147c+00 .200 *900 CYLINNER OTIJTO 'ECK
30 nfAY .71 =+01 .230 .900 CYLINnES OUTSIO CHEST
31 AnoY 1.iPTE+0O .2CC0 .00 CON OUTST STAKE
12 nP3Y 2.7n+t01 .200 .900 CYLTNJRQ OUTSI3 RIGHT APM
33 ROnY ?.79E+C1 .200 .900 CYLINDEF OUTSID L7FT AD
T r PnnY 4,i16EI C0 *200 *900 SPH'RE nUTSIO RIGHT HAND
3 qrY 4.4iF+03 .200 *900 SPHERE OUTSIT LFFT HAND
6 pOOY 4.021E*01 ?QC .9G0 CONE CUTSIO TCRSO
?7 90)v 5 ,07E+00 .700 .900 CYLINDER OUTrIl RELT
3 R n n 1.1?4?F+ot *200 .000 CYLTNEP OUTSIO HIPS
19 LFGF '.0?7+01 .200 .900 CYLINDEF OUTSIO RIGHT LEG
40 L O f; .027E0o1 .200 .000 CYLITNOE OUTSTO LFFT LEG
SL S tS .I103+C01 .200 .900 SPHERE OUTSIT RIGHT FOOT
4? LFO 1.iCOE+0t .200 .900 SoHERE OUTSID LEFT FOOT
COUNT ORACULA VON ALOCKHEA IN ORRIT
NCPE PLOTTCP DATA OUTPUT
NOOE PLOTTER
PAPAPEFTEP OFSCRTTION OPTION 9, nEFAULT
NV VTSW NUMPEo 1-6 1






SCL ;.AL FACTO ('3.15/LARGEST DISTANCE FRO:I AUTOIATTC
PCS OPTGT~ IN USE S UNITS) SCALE
TRFLN AOQAY NJA COJNTATNING N IMqER OF NODES TO ARRAY NANE L OTS ALL
'E SELECTITVLY PLOTTEO NODES
ITTT oOQAY NAME )F OLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JO
TITLE
onTy, VTyW PnTATTONS (FOR TVU = 3HGEN) 0 5 ANG f 360 0.0
ROTY, 00
ROT7, 0.O
TROY, OPIER OF ROTATIONS (FOR TVU = 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY OROER)1,2,3
!RCTY,
TROTT
*TNPUT 7FFf ctip DrFAULT ACTTON
.ALLING ScOUc~CEt,
CALL NniTA (NV, TUV, CCL, TSELN, ITIT, ROTY, ROTY, POT7, IPOTY, IROTY, IROTZ)
OP
CALL ,nATAK (NV, IVU, SCL)
NOTEI TF N') CALLS TO %nATA/NdATAS AFe MADE, A CALL TC NPLOT WTLL
orQSIJT IN ALL VIEWS AUITOIATICALLY SCALEC GENERATED FOR NODES.
C~OUNT DPACULA VCN PLOCI(HEAD IN OQQIT
NCDE FLOTT~" 3ATA OU)TPUT
VTFW3-n Srhir= s.0777 VIEW NUMRER22
CTI'T POTA!VWJ AlVOUT Z= 3r.0C1
SfrnO PnT&TT(ri A-0UT Yz 4rCO
T14TPI POTATIMP ABJOUT X I.'. 00003
VTFWZZ-AXTS SCMtE= .0727 VIEW NUNRERx2
IrTPST POTATTOtl ARrOUT 7 = c
SVCON3 OTAT!ON AqIMUT V = 0.
V4TPO) DnTATTON AROIJT X = .
VI'1 W=X-AYT' SrAL I~ .0727 VIEW NU:IREP=7
4;(~oNn POT ITTnN AF1011T V = qeo.a 3
TFTRO PnTATTON ApnIlT X z E1*000 0
VTFWzY-AYT" CALFz *C7?7 VIEW NUP4PER:2
FTRS? POTATION A'4OI1T 7 = -9.0000j
%!COnt POTATTON AnOIIT Y r 0.
THIRD POIATION &IgOtJT X = 000002
H-178




VIEW = 3-0 IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
SCALE = .4620 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 45.00
H-179
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUYES AND ABSCRGED HEAT CALCULATIONS
y
VIEW = Z-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .4620 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H-180
SOPTODUCTBLITYop jE
ORIGINAL PAG~ IS POOR
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES ANJD AE'-' iEO HEAT CALCULATIONS
z
I
VIEW = X-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .4620 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 90.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = -90.00
H-181
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORED H!EAT CALCULATIONS
X
I
VIEW = Y-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = -90.00
SCALE = .4620 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 90.00
H-182
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x
VIE = CIGMA ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.00
SCALE = .1137 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y= 0.VIEW NUMBER 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
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L• , -' - - - - -S --- SU
-, _ • - , - _-- - - -- -
~ ~ ,
L .-I. , , , *
--- .-.- - -- ,,, --.- .. _ .,,. -.
I '
rx
L _- "---- -- -..- 3-':--i "-"1 ' ,
)"Y-' . . / i'.st.
VIEW = CIGMA IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.00
SCALE = .113"7 2NO ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.





VIW CIM 1ST-~5!,; ROTAT~- ION~ ABUTZ 3.0
SCAE =.137 NDROTTIN AOU Y 0
VIEW ~ ~ NUBE = R OAINAOTX= 0
H-184
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
Y
L
------ - - - - - - - SUN
- - - -- - - - -- /
-r I
- - E.. - ': -- -- r - SUN
1 . * L *1
"- I: , Iv \ - --I
VIEW =.CIGMA IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.00
SCALE = .1137 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H-185







L ~~~. - -- - -- "---
'S" ,* • /P' t :
|, • - *9 • o
;Ij i I -
-... .- -'-,-- - - - SUN
* 1 9" 91. ." , , ,, .
fit
*s• , .... 9. - .
- - - I - - - - -
9 -~, r
" .- - x x
VIEW CIGMA 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.00
SCALE =.1137 2NO ROTATION ABOUT Y 0 .





VIEW CIGMA 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.00
SCALE = .1137 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H-186




VIEW = 3-D IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
SCALE = .4620 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 45.00
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THEORIGINAL PAGE 1, o 9 ,
H-187
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT CALCULATIONS
y
---------- x
VIEW = Z-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .4620 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H-188
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORGED HEAT CALCULATIONS
z
VIEW = X-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE :4620 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 90.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = -90.00
H-189
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSCRBED HEAT 
CALCULATIONS
X-
VIEW = Y-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT 
Z = -90.00
SCALE = .4620 2ND ROTATION ABOUT 
Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 
90.00
H-190
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- - 
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J -- , ',
-# I(\
-- --. -- -- -- -- -' - - - - -''
Ix
1*1
L---------- - .-- ---4 -- -
VIEW = CIGMA ]ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.00
SCALE = .3 2N ROTATION ABOUT Y ' -.
VIE NUBER = I 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X .
.9r -I
I-----LI +
~~ ~~ -- - ~
*.-, - - / ,- ' 'V-3 I
SCALE~I- .113 N OAIO BU t 0
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H-191






Z- - .. /X
' - .- - , "-. - .
L ---- -- - - - - ,"0.
, I
- - .. - - - - - -
- SUN
S- -- - -. - - - - SUNI I - - - - ,a -
- --
S I ..i-. ,,
I ,
A . ....... 2ND--O--I..--- - I  .0.
V- N-ER,: iT,.--X
VIEW = CIGMA IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.00
SCALE = .1137 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H-192
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L ; , -- - -- ..- ,, "
" " , e '', " " , > " ,'4
- 7- . _j - -- - X --. . -- ,- - - . .-- - -
- - -". -- _ -
-, 1 i . '
2- XS
x
VIEW = CIGMA IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.00
SCALE = .1137 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = I 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H-193
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIRECT FLUXES AND ABSORBED HEAT 
CALCULATIONS
Y
S - - -- - - - ---
I - --- -- -- 
L .. 7 - --- -- i- 1 - .,
VIEW = CIGMA 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 30.OC
SCALE = .1137 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER I= 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H-194







VIEW NUMBER 3 D ROTATION ABOUT X 5.00v s h
,'' , " - p
7*)
H-195
COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD IN ORBIT
z
I
VIEW = 3-D IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
I -
-I
S3RD ROTATION ABOUT X
,,,
,.- ' , .
-
-YY
VIEW = 3-D IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
SCALE = .0293 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = "
H-196
COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD IN ORBIT
I
i: , .x %t:-,,e 4p
;,,. , - ..,
IA
VIEW = 3-D ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
SCALE = .0265 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.00
VIEW NUMBER = I 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 45.00
H-197
COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD IN ORBIT
I
" of I  •o
IUNl
VIEW 3-D IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00





= D 1 O
SCALE. = .0293 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 5.00
VIEWNUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 5.00
H- 198





VIEW = 3-D IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
SCALE = .0803 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.00
VIEW NUMBER = 2 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 45.00
H-199
COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD IN REPOSE
Y
VIEW = Z-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .0803 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 2 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
H- 200
COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD IN REPOSE
Z
-Y
VIEW = X-AXIS 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .0803 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = .90.00
VIEW NUMBER = 2 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = -90.00
H-201.
COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD IN REPOSEx
I
*i
VIEW - Y-AXIS 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z a -90.00
SCALE - .0803 2ND ROTATION ABOUT.Y * 0.
VIEW NUMBER , a 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X * 90.00
H-202




VIEW = 3-0 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
SCALE = .0727 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.00
VIEW NUMBER = 3 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 45.00
H-203








VIEW a Z-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z. 0.
SCALE a .0727 2NO ROTATION ABOUT Y .
VIEW NUMBER = 3 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X .
H-204
COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD EMERGING
\A A--- -------- -y
VIEW = X-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .0727 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 90.00
VIEW NUMBER = 3 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = -90.00
H- 205
COUNT DRACULA VON BLOCKHEAD EMERGING
x
- ---------- z.
VIEW = Y-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 
-90.00
SCALE = .0727 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW.NUMBER = 3 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 90.00
H-206
HEADER OPTIONS DATA














COM = * LOUVER BLADE NUMBER 1










COM = * LOUJER BLADE NUMBER 1 *
BCS BLAOE2








P2 = 2.5,0,U .00
P3 = 2.5,10.,0.005
COM = * LOUJER BLADF NUMBER 2










COM = * LOUVER BLADE NUMBER 2
BCS BASE.











COM = * LOUVER SYSTEM SURSTRATL










COM = * LOUVER SYSTEM SIDFRAIL *








COM = * LOUVER SYSTEM END CLOSURE
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DATE 08/06/ 73. TIME 12.24.23. THERMAL ~LDIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CO:6000/MACE VERSION PAGE i
SLSJEL = LOUVER STEP = i SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS"SPEQULAt SYSTEM
P OCESSSING OPERATION DATA
NODE ICS AREA ALPH EMISS SURF. TYPF ACTTVE -------- COMMENTS-------------
I fILAnfli 5.0OFCGI .20O .151 R rCTAr,CLE TP L3UVT BLADE Ntl:EIR 1.
2 BLADE1 5.020E+J .200 .05a RECTANGLE FP.TTOM LOJVErC SLAD NU4FR i
3 dLACE2 5.000E+32 .20 .050 RECTANGLE TOP LOUVER bLADE NUM ER ?
aL AE2 5.00OCOE+ .200 .050 RECTANGLE Q)ITO4 L30JVE BLD0E NUYMER 2
5 8ASE 2.500ECI .223 .d90 RECTANGLE TOP LOUJER SYSTEM SU9ST ATE
6 BASE 5.GOE51t .200 .8SO 4ECTANGLE TOP L3UV R SYSTEM SUPSTRATE
7 BASE 2.533E+01 .2C0 .110 RcCTANGLE TOP LOUVER SYSTEM SURSTRATE
6 0ASE .253E+03 d 70 .060 RECT INGLE ")TTOM LO'JV.R SYSTI SIOERAIL
3 BASE 1.253E+31 .20u .160 RiF-TA:JrGLE U3TTOM LOUJiR SYSTEM ST)ERAIL
10 9ASE 6.250E+GSO .230 .C63 RECT~IaLE 3TTO4 LOUVER SYSTE:-: STOFRAIL
11 aASE 2.5C0E+C1 .200 .60 RECTANGLE TIP LOUV~R SYSTF END (LOS'JRE
12 OAS r  2.7 30.+01 .200 .06 REICTANGLE T)P LOU'ER SY3T'1 EN1J C.OSJRE
13 DASE 6.250C+32 .200 .160 IECTANGLE TOP LO!IV-ER YSTEM SIDERAIL
14 3ASE i.251E+01 .210 .063 RECTANGLE T3D L3JV-- SYST-" SIDERAIL
15 8ASE 6.250E+C3 .2 0 .360 RECTANGLE TOF LOUVER SYSTrM 'I.3ERAIL
DATE 08/i"/73. TIME 12.24.26. T4FRMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTFM (TRASYS) COrOO/MAC VERrTON r PA.E
MODEL = LOUVER STEP = 1 SAMOLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
NODE PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
NODE PLOTTER
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION OPTION *, DEFAULT
NV VIEW NUMBER 1-6 1






SCL SCALE FACTOR (3.15/LARGEST DISTANCE FROM AUTOMATIC
CCS ORIGIN IN USER S UNITS) SCALE
ISELN ARRAY NAME CONTAINING NUSER OF NODES TO ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
3E SELECTIVFLY PLOTTED NODES
ITIT ARRAY NAMF OF DLOT TITLE ARRAY NAME USES JOJ
TITLE
ROTX, VIEW ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3;EN) 9 5 A!p 5 360 C .0
ROTY, 0.0
.RITZ, 0.3
IROTX, O;RER OF ROTATIONS (FOR IVU = 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (A*-Y CRDER)1,2,3
IROTY,
IROTZ
';oUT ZERO FOR DEFAULT ACTION
CALLING SEOJENCEI,
CALL NDATA (Jfi, IUiJ SCL, ISELN, ITIT, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ, IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ)
OR
:!C ALL, NDAIAS (NV, IVU, SCL)
NOTEI IF NO CALLS TO NDATA/NOATAS A-E MAnE, A CALL TO NPLST WILL
RESULT LN ALL VIEWS AUTOmATICALLY SCALED GENERATED FOR NODES.
DATE 08/06/73. TIME 12.24.26. THEt4AL RAIIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CODC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE
ODEL = LQUVER STEP = I SAMPLE CASE FOR .IFFUS-PLUS S-SP^ULR SYSTFr
NOE PLOTTER DATA OUTPUT
VILW=3-O SCALE= .1920 VIEW NUNM3R=t
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.3t30
SECONO ROTATION A30UT Y = 45.00 O
TPI.l ROTATION OU'JT X = 45.0930
q[-W=Z-4AIS SCALE= .1920 VIEW NUMBER=I
FIRST ROTATION A8OUT Z = 0.
S3COND ROTATION A3OUT Y = 0.
T'iIR3 ROTATION AaO'IT X = 0.
VIEW=X-AXIS SCALE= .I:20 VIEW UM rR=t
FIRST ROTATION 4iOUT Z = 6.
T-CONJO R)T.TIOt AFOUT Y = 90.3c00
TILO0 R3TATION ABOUT X = -90.3330
VIEW=Y-AXIS SCALE =  .1'20 VIEW NUM3E~=I
F[<ST ROTATION A9CJT Z = -90.033G
5-C0O'0 ROTATION A.3OUT Y = .
T4IOR ROTATION AtCUT X = '3.0 O0
DuTE 08/06/73. TIME 12.24.34. T4ERMAL RAOIATION 
ANALYSIS SYSTEM (T ASYS) COCBOO/MArE VERSION PAGE 
4





VARIASLE CURRENT DEFAULT nEFINITION
NAME VALUE NfA
FFACC .05c0 0.05 ORIENTATION ACCURACY PARAHETER N/A
FFACZS .1000 0.10 SHADOING ACCURACY PARAMETE; N/A
FFMIN 1.)E-.6 i.E-6 PARA4ETER TO ELIMIINATE S!IALL F3ORM FACT.RS 4/A
FFNOSH SHAD 4HSHA3 OVER RIDE SHADO3ING ARAMEFTER (4SHAD,4HNOSH)
-'FPICH PUN 2440O rARAMrT.-. TO PUNC-I FO'.M F"C310T (3PUN, 2H4NO)
FFPRNT pITNTr 5HO.rTNT FLAG F3r COMPRFHEFSIVE nRIPJT (5wP INTHNO/A 
)
FFRATL 15.0. 15.0 RTIO FO. U.I-G S'J 1.'3E TECH4IJE 
N/A
""I.
34TE 08/06173. TI4E 12.24.34., T~EHMAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) C0D36~GO/ACE VERSION PAGE
M3DEL = LOUVER STEP = 1 SLHMLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
FO1 FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
4ODE AREA ALPH EMISS
1 5.000E01 .2C .05
2 5.003E+01 .20 .05
3 5.00C0E+i .20 .05
4 5.CC0E+ t0 .20 .5
5 2.5COE+Ei .20 .E',
6 5. 0G E i1 .2Z .6o
7 2.5^CF C1L .20 .69
6 6.250E+3 .?70 .06
9 1.25fEici .20 .05
10 6.250E+ i .20 .06
11 .2.5;CE+31 .20 .C6
12 2.5 0F+1.* - .20 .GS
13 6.25ZE+33 .20 .,6
14 1.250E* C .2C .06
15 6.25OE+20 .20 .C6
NUMBER OF NODES = 15 NU'IER OF SURFACES = 9
DATE 08/06/73. TIME 12.33.45. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CON60O0HMACE VERSION 
PAGE 6
NODEL = LOUVER STEP = 1 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
F3RN FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
1 FF SUM. = . ROW CP TIME - .534 + RECT LOUVER SLADE N'IMER 1
( INOICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDEDI
NODE I NODE J COMDUTATION FE(IJ) FE(JI) FACI,J) F (I,J) SA40. T SHA). A 3P TIME
W/SHA 4/S4AD W/SMAD WO/SHAD ;ACTOI FACTOI (S-CI
2 5 CAL. .259468 .51-i36 .?5465 .259468 1.0000033 O I.0900 3.181
2 6 CAL. .359322 .35922 .353322 .3532? 1.000CC3 1.000000 5.726
2 t CAL. .t16541 .03332 . C16541 .016541 l.CJO 3001 1.OOC30 5.875
2 3 CAL. .C3 ?7 .337973 .038497 .368497 1.3CC33 1.000030 8.762
2 3 CAL. .053330 .21313 . 05a330 .0;033a 1.000003 i.0000C 21.269
2 10 CAL. .C02 1IC .31.a73 .00?410 .002410C i.302: i.CC300O 21.418
2 11 CAL. . I6114 .332223 . 166114 .166114 1.0- 1.0 0 25.915
2 12 . CAL. .3162t1 .032427 . C15214 .01621 1.20CO00 1.000000 25.057
2 13 CAL. . 3S 7. .307179 .038437 .07497 1.3CC3 1.000 20.944 *
2 1C CAL. .051!33 .201119 .051330 .G ?333 1.0 CCC 1.00C000 41.4 *
2 15 CL. .002410 .01-279 *C. 2410 .0:2413 1.CC 03 1.CC3 30 1.591
2 FF SU'J = 1.C091 40I CO TIME = 41.55 - ECT LOJJER 'LA.-' t':MER 
1
3 FF SUM = 0. ROA CP TIME = .457 * IECT LOUVER RPLA'E NUMqER 2
4 5 CAL. .316541 .033382 .316541 .01541 1.300j.'0) I.O03 O .s15
4 6 CAL. .359322 .359322 .351322 .3593?2 2 .3 0 I23 I 3 , 2.695
4 7 CAL. .259t.6 .51:936 .259463 .25446 1 .00.'. 1.000000 5.710
4 CAL,. .002410 .019273 .: 2410 .0!?412 1..C0033 1.00300 5.9310
4 9 CAL. .052373 .2^itlq . ;5331 .150333 1.30O3OJ 1.0003C?0 S1.303
4 10 CAL. .033497 .3?7373 .-347 .3497 1.900000C3 1.C000 21.266
4 11 CAL. .016214 .33247 . :16214 .315214 1.O0C J 1.0)3300 21.412
4 12 CAL. .166114 .332?2 .166114 . 14 0 1.0 00 25.375 4
4 13 CAL. * C.41C .l0l27 *. 2'411 .%241J 1.0300 1.00 0;C 26.325
4 14 rAL. .. 52330 .?20317 .05:330 .;5330 l.CCC
" i.C.;03 35.43
4 15 CAL. .33497 .337179 .0343)7 .33 97 1.03000 1.003000- 41.34
4 FF SUM = 1.0301 R34 C TI1'1 = 41.363 LCU4ER 
GLT "0 N'JM.%El 2
5 8 CAL. .C0335C .253339 .061350 .063350 1.300:) 1.0)00 C
~  3.?40
5 9 CAL. .r2132 .1 '54 .020932 .?;?2 1.3'000 1.C000 
5.6.A
5 10 CAL . :1'11 .C66 . Ct1411 .0- 1411 1.C t : 1. .030 3 
5.-62
5 11 CAL. .2i3g76 .26:-76 .2 ?376 .2.997b 1.:!C303 1.0'00 
0 14.299
5 12 CAL. .*1CJd? .Ci1,9i .01,'6? . 13 9'9 1. C2, 
1.0 3. 3  .14451
5 13 CAL. .363350 .253395 .;63350 .,.3750 1.00CCOC t.0 
0230 1t.'222
5 14 CAL. .323932 .041 . 2233' .079 32 i.C!C.-3 1.020 20.073
DaTE 08/06/?3. TIME 13.2d.13. THE.RMAL P.AIATION ANALYSIS SYSIE (TRASYS) Cn6000/MACF VERSION PAGCF
MODEL = LOUVER STEP = I SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR 
SYSTEM
F3RM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
(* INDICATES NO-- PAIR HAS SEEN SUP;DIVIPED
NO!E I NODE J COMPUTATION FE(IJ) FE(Jl) FA(IJ) F (I,J) SAAD. E SHAD. A CP TIME
W/S4AD W/SAOD H/S4AD W0ISHAD cACTOJ FACTOR (SE t
5 15 CAL. .001411 .005b46 .t01411 ..01411 1.OOOG0O 1.03000 
20.245
5 FF SUM = i.0243 RO4 CP TIME = 20.270 + lErT LOUqEl 
SYSTEM SUSSTRATE
6 8 CAL. .013747 .0O5979 .013747 .01077? 1.00003 1.000000 3.863 
*
6 9 CAL. .075627 .314509 .073627 .070627 1.00 3 1.0 OC00000C 5.9 94
6 10 CAL. .010747 .?95979 .C13747 .011747 i.100033 1.000009 9.818 
*
6 11 CAL. .04569 .090178 .3450 3 .k508 1.30003 1.CO3000 10.173
6 12 CAL. .06549S . 3 03173 .450? .C45Cd9 1.00CC) 1.00000JO 13.51
6 A13 L. .01:T747 .:35379 .01747 .*01747 1. 0%3 1.C0O000 
14.338
6 :14 ZL. .075627 .314509 .37627 .07?6?7 1.9C0CC 1.023300 16.469
6 15 CAL. .*Jt747 .385973 .10747 .010747 1.'0J00) 1.CC3000 20.2-4
6 FF SUM = 1.0091 R04 CP TIME = 20.23) + RECT LCJVEI SYFTEM SUP5TRATE
7 8 CAL. .031411 .J35646 .0r1411 .00.411 1.2)OOC) 1.C30200 .170
7 9 CAL. .;21932 .041364 .020932 .025932 1.3000C0 1,000 0 2.018
7 10 CAL. .903350 .253395 .063353 .03350 1.00CCS3 1.000033 
5.775
7 12 CAL. .013599 .o01C99 *01059 .010d99 1. iCCC3 1.C0 000 5.337
7 12 CAL. .25 176 .239976 .?3,976 . .239976 1. CGJ3 1.003030 14.349
7 13 CAL. C 01411 .0646 . 01411 .0.1411 1.00:-;0 1.-00)220 14.523
7 1' TcL. .32?72 3 i'; Ft 4 C? ?32 .323932 1.020.33 1.0300 15.373
7 15 CL. .:5335 .25333 .*5335 .335 1.000 ;; .02::.: 20.131 *
7 FF SU4 = i.C243 -3 rO TIME = 20.137 + 'ECT LCJVEl SYST0v SUBSTRATE
8 11 CAL. .251769 .06?942 .251769 .251769 i.3CCCC3 t.0000)0 3.5,7
8 12 CAL. .025575 S355t64 * .1557i .026576 1.C C0: 1.003 .04
8 13 CAL. .19 . 31294 ..'1294 .1234 1.200C 1.0 .
4.219
6 14 CAL. .0 C79 .015l . 0379 .375171 1. 00000 1.0Cr0 4.371
6 15 CAL. .0 159 .00159 .035159 .:4159 1.02000 1.0t. 00 4055c3
8 FF SJM = 1.C 32 R, CP TIME = 4.555 - ECT LOJIEI SYSTEM SIDERAIL
9 11 CAL. .072752 .035376 . !72752 .C72752 1.21C0 13 -3000 .00
9 12 CAL. .072752 .0If476 . 72752 .. 7275? 1.:1J00 1.0: 003 .520
9 13 CAL. .015340 .03:79 . 15043 .;150 0 1.c 033 1. 10 .569
9 14 CAL. .371t6 .037166 . 271 6 .337166 1.C0.;33 t.0 C0C . 11
9 15 CAL. .015040 .33079 .3 15043 .015040 1.C00003 t.003000 .963
DATE 08106/73. TIME 13.50.40. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) C690oG/MACF VERSION PAGE 8
MODEL = LOUVER STEP = 1 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
F3RM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
(* INDICATRS NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUaOIVIDEO)
NODE I NCDE J COMPUTATION FE(IJ) FE(JI. FA(I,J) F (I,J) S40.A E 3r5D. A CP TIME
WISHAD 4/SHAO '4/SHA3 WO/SHAO FACTER FACTOR (SEC)
9 FF SUM = 1.0136 ROW CP TIME = .98 - RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIDERAIL
10 11 CAL. .026576 .0;644 .026576 .026576 1.1C C 1.C00100 .175
10 12 CAL. .251769 .362t42 .21769 .?51769 1.00333 1.90 000 t.O15 
10 13 'CAL. .0Ji159 .j.15 .33A159 .008159 1.C3COC3 1.OCOCOC 4..94
10 14 CAL. .033379 . .79 15' 9 .0079 1.10CCiO 1.000000 4.245
10 15 CAL. .311??4 .197??4 .31324 .:132?4 1.C00CCO 1.O0C00 4.415
10 FF SUM = i.C82 ROW CP TIME = 4.424 - (ECT LOUVER cYSTE SIDERPAIL
t1 12 CAL. .06?SC3 .062t'J . 623C3 .0203 1.3:CZ33 1.00003a .212
t11 13 CAL. .C63350 .253 ?3 .C'3351 . 63353 1.0C0003 1.C J 3.7?9
i1 14 CAL. .03b376 .072752 .^3i376 .37'376 I.C03C)3 1.,10 03 3.963
t1 15 CAL. .306644 .C26r76 .- 06544 .. 16644 1.0;CC1 1..0C30 4.1'7
t1 FF SUM = 1.303 O CP TIiE = 4.142 + IECT LOJVER SYSTEM ENO CLOSURE
12 13 CAL. .006644 .3 6576 .306~4 .06644 1.330003 1.000010 .175
12 14 CAL. .C36376 .17275z . 0375 .07-376 1.0CC3 1.0::330 .4C3
12 15 CAL. .063350 .253395 .061350 .053153 1.0,.0C3 1.333 00 3.886
12 FF SU- = 1.0309 :O1 CO TIMI = 3.891 + ECT LOUVER SYSTEM END CLO3URE
13 FF SUM = 1.039 90OW CP TIME = .092 + ECT LOJiER SYSTFM SICERAIL
14 FF SUM = 1.0136 PRO Ce TI M E = .04, + :ECT LOJVER SYSTEM SIDRAIL
15 FF SUM = i.CO95 RO4 CP TI'E = G.06 + RECT LOUJER SYSTEM SInERAIL
TOTAL CP lIME (-F) FO PRO3LEM = 162.9A4
3A4TE 08/06/73. TIME 13.51.21. THEIMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTFM (TRASYS COO60001MACEr VERSION PAGE 9
NMOEL a LOUVER STEP = i SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-FLUS-SECULAR SYSTEM
F3'M FACTOR CALCULATIOIN LINK.
FIRM FACTOR SUMS FROM NODE I
NODE I - FF SU; NODE I - . FF SUM NO)E I - FF SUM NOCE I - Fq SUM NODE I - FF SU4 NODE 
I - FF SUn
I - 1.00013.27 3 - 0. 4 - 1.0011327 5 - 1.0742779 
6 - 1.003C666
t - 1.0242779 8 - 1.0081580 9- 1.0136234 10 - - 1.03G9438 12 - 1.03,9438
13 - 1.009786- 14 - 1.0136234 15 - 1.0C7569
TOTAL TIlE Ft FCRM FACTORSi63.02
DATE G/Q08/73. TIME .37.50. THERMAL RA3IATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) C3C60OO/MACE VERSION PACE 10
4OnEL = LOUVER STEP = i SAIPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
SPECULAR SPECULAR
NODE AREA AL D. EMISS REFL(UV) REFL(IR)
I 5.ZGE+01O 2.GC3E-01 5.3COE-G2 0. 9.503E-01
2 5.030E+13 2.000E-
0 1 5.0GE-02 0. 9.503E-o1
3 5.003E+31 2. 0C0DE-01 5.0C, E-02 0. 9.500E-01
S5.00G0E+31 2. OCE-t 5.00 OE-C2 0. 9.503E-01
5 2.5 :F+31 2.OCE-C1 e.0E.3F-C .3
6 5.30E+31i 2.J3300-i e8;6E-01 0. 0
7 ?.E9CE+1I 2. 00E- C 8.80E-01 0. 0.
8 6.25E430 2.COCE-30 6.000E-02 0. 3.
9 1.25.EJtL 2.GCCE-GC 6.3J;F-C2 3. 0.
IC 6.25ZE+03 2.0E-01 6.0C3E-C2 0. 3.
11 2.503E+31 2.0CCS-01 6.CSC -2 '. 0.
12 2.53 031 - 2.C3JE-CI 6.0 -OG2 0. 0.
13 6.?5SE+3 2.GCJE-01 6.3G03F-G2 . 0.
14 1.250E+31 2. C:E-01 6.0GE-°C2 ,. J.
15 6.23E+33 2.0CZ~--C 6.060E-C2 0. 0.
NUMBER OF NO3ES = 15 NUMBER OF SURFACES = 9
DATE 08/08/73. TIME 12.38.04. THERMAL RA3IATIOh ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 11
0MDEL = LOUVEP STEP I= SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IPAGE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
(4 INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS SEEN SUB)IVIDE3)
NODE I NOOE J COMPUTATION IFE(',J) IFE(JI) IFA(IJ) CP TIME
W/SHAD W/SHAD H/SHAD (SEC)
1 8 CAL. .0714319 .594551 0. 7.851
1 9 CAL. .096150 .384202 0. 23.399
1 11 CAL. .333957 0667914 G. 26.731
1 13 CAL. .307119 .594551 0. 29.338
1 14 CAL. .;96050 .384202 G. 44.886
I ROW CP TIME 4= 5.254 + RECT LOUVER 9LAfE NUMBER 1
2 .5 CAL. .259:068 .518936 .259468 2.542
2 i.6. CAL. . 359322 .359322 .359322 4.3 344
2 7 CAL. .016511 .033082 .016541 4.707
2 8 CAL. .375070 .603558 .C38497 7.597
2 9 CAL. .098143 .392572 .052333 26.348
2 c1 CAL. .CC2413 .013279 .0Z24l10 26.710
2 11 CAL. .323923 .547845 .156114 31.326
2 12 CAL. .016214 .032427 .015214 31.684
2 13 CAL. .0751?7 .63;558 .C38497 34.871
2 14 CAL. . 096143 .392572 .05333 53. 534
2 15 CAL. .002410 .019279 .0;2413 53.700
2 ROW CP TIME = 53.705 - RECT LOUVER BLADE NUMBER 1
3 9 CAL. .095313 .391253 C. 24.863
3 10 CAL. .07C617 .554932 0. 27.;13
3 12 CAL. .314706 .629412 0. 32.852
3 14 CAL. .095113 .381253 0. 51.669
3 15 CAL. .070617 .564932 0. 54.721
3 ROW CP TI4E = 54.725 + RECT LOUVER BLADE NUMBER 2
4 5 CAL. . 16541 .033082 .016511 .50."
4 6 CAL. .359322 .359322 .359322 2.625
4 7 CAL. .25945 .518936 .259468 5.172
4 8 CAL. .03-2412 .019279 .33241 35.533
4 9 CAL. .09 143 .352572 .050330 23.987
4 tC CAL. C75370 .63558 .338497 27.163
4 it CAL. .3 16214 .332427 .016214 27.532
4 12 CAL. .323923 .647845 .166114 3?.112
4 13 CAL. .022413 .319279 .3:2413 32.479
4 14 CAL. .09E143 .392572 .053330 53.921
4 CAL. .075373 .6i3558 .033497 54.14
DATE 08/08/73. TIME 17.06.19. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 12
MODEL = LOUVER STEP = I SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULATIO4 LINK.
(4 INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBOTVIOED)
NOOE I NODE J COMPUTATION FE(I,J) FE(JI) FA(IIJ) F (I,J) SHAD. F SHA0. A CP TIME
W/SHAD U/SHAO W/SHA3 WO/SHAD FACTER FACTOR (SEC)
4 ROW CP TIlE = 54.128 - RECT LOUVER BLAOE NUMBER 2
5 5 CAL. .323816 .320816 0. .725
5 6 CAL. .336976 .168488 0. 1.300
5 7 CAL. .044 218 .344018 0. 1.676
5 8 CAL. .123532 .*94126 .063350 7.311
5 9 CAL. .04'917 .081634 G.020932 13.816
5 IC CAL. .00D111 .305546 .001411 11. 37
5 11 CAL. .565453 .565453 .289976 20.397
5 12 CAL. .015899 .313899 .01C899 20.691
5 13 CAL. .123532 .494126 .363350 26.327
5 14 CAL. .040817 .361E3T4 .023932 29.834
5 15 CAL. .001411 .005646 .001411 33.455
5 0PW CP TIE = 30.459 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SUBSTRATI
6 6 CAL. .552451 .552451 0. 1.410
6 7 CAL. .1'S488 .336976 0. 1.983
6 8 CAL. .02?357 .16766C .010747 7. 33
6 9 CAL. .1=3123 .613293 .078627 13.415
6 10 CAL. .C2957 .167660 .01C747 16.353
6 11 CAL. .045089 .090178 .045089 17.252
6 12 CAL. .0559 3 .393175 .045089 19.313
6 13 CAL. .C?l57 .167660 .01'747 24.17:
6 14 CAL. .153323 .613293 .07e 27 26.754
6 15 CAL. .C2C;57 .167660 .010747 32.698
6 ROW CP TIME = 32.7?C + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SUBSTRATE
7 7 CAL. .32C816 .32;816 0. .731
7 6 CAL. .01411 .0;5646 .3;1411 1.333
-7-2 9 CAL. .043517 .381E34 .020932 4. 55
7 " e-- CAL. .123341 .492165 .063353 13.3:6
7 11 . .C10899 .31:899 .013899 10.592
7 12 - CAL. .565G53 .565953 .289976 19. 99
7 13 CAL. .C:1411 .:C5646 .001411 23.093
7 14 CAL. .0. 4-.17 .el1634 .032932 23.623
7 15 CAL. .123241 .492165 .363353 29.093
7 'ROW CP TI:IE = 29.097 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SURSTRATE
8 11 CAL. .490950 .122737 .251769 11.183
8 12 CAL. .026576 .0:6644 .026576 11.597
8 13 CAL. .019??4 .31929 .0319294 12.311
DATE 0u08IT3. TIME 1t.09.00. THERMAL RADIATIO ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CC6COO' unACE VERSION PAGE 13
.1ODEL a LOUVER STEP = I SAI1PLE CASE FOR CIFFUSE'PLUS-SPECULAR 
SYSTEM
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
(I INOICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUSDIVIDED)
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION IFE(I,J) IF-(J,I) IFACI,J) CP TI'IE
WISHAD W/SHAO W/SHADO (SEC)
a 14 CAL. .030379 .015040 .030079 12.859
a 15 CAL. ,.008159 .038159 .038159 13.503
8 ROW CP TI:tE 13.507 . - RECT LOUVER SYSTEM 
SIDERAIL
9 11 CAL. .C72752 .036376 .072752 1.35:
9 i2 CAL. .C72752 *036376 .072752 1.734
9 13 CAL. .015340 .030079 .15040 2.256
9 t- . CAL. .037166 .037166 .037166 2.774
9 .5.. CAL. .0l15360 .030379 .01540 3.336
9 ROW CP TIME = 3.341 - RECT LOUV-R SYSTEM SIDERAIL
10 11 CAL. .026576 .0G6644 .026576 .81g
10 12 CAL. .621 381 .156395 .251769 9.927
lC 13 CAL. .01)8159 .JS159 .3.8159 13.546
C1 14 CAL. .030379 .315040 .030 79 11.11
10 15 CAL. .019294 .313294 .019294 11.753
10 ROW CP TIME = 11.754 - RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIDERAIL
11 12 CAL. .0629Z3 .062903 .062903 1.092
11 13 CAL. .123532 .494126 .063350 11.247
it 14 CAL. .036376 .372752 .C36376 11.$89
11 15 CAL. .006644 .26576 .3'6644 12.515
11 ROW CP TIMF = 12.523 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM END 
CLOSURE
12 13 CAL. .006644 .026576 .036644 .994
12 14 CAL. .*:36376 .072752 .036376 1.655
12 15 CAL. .1565!2 .626010 .063353 10 584
12 ROW CP TIME = 10.59 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM 
ENO CLOSURE
13 ROW'CP TI:IE 1.17
-3 + R-CT LOUVER SYSTE.: SIOERAIL
DATE 08/08/73. TIME 17.10.12. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) .CDC6000/IACE VERSION PAGE 14
MODEL = LOUVER STEP = 1 SAIPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULATIO' LINK.
(' INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIOED)
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION FE(I,J) FE(JI) FA(IJ) F (I,J) SHAD. E SHAD. A CP TIME
W/SHAD W/SH4 W/SH4A WO/SHAD FACTER FACTOR (SEC)
14 ROW CP TIME = .740 f RECT LOUVER SYSTE:I SIDERAIL
1 - ROW CP TIME = .394 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIDERAIL
TOTAL CP TIME (SEC) FOR PROBLEM = 354.385
OATE 08/08/73. TIME 17.10.15. THERMAL RPAIATION ANALYSTS SYSTEM (TQASYS) CC6000MnACE VERSION PAGE 15
400EL = LOUVER STEP = I SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
GREY BODIES COMPUTATION LINK.
GREY PODIES
VARIARLE CURRENT DEFAULT 3EFINITION OPTIONS
NAME VALUE
IGBSFF i CJRRENT STEP NU,'9ER REFERENCE FOR FOR1 FACTORS N/A
STEP NO.
GPWND TR NONE WAVEBAND DEFINITION PARAMETER (2HIR,3HSOL,4HBOTH)
IR GREY BODI00ES STORE IN STEP I
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE GIEV BODIES .25
3ATE 08/08/73. TIME 17.C1.21. THERMAL RADIATIOI ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 16
MOOEL = LOUVER STEP = 1 SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
RAOIATION CONDUCTOR LIN(,
RAJIATION CON)UCTORS
VARIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS
NAME VALUE
IRKNG9 1 C JRRENT STEP NUMNER REFERENCE FOR GREY BODIES N/A
STEP NO.
RKPNCH NO 2HNO PUNCH/NO PUNCH PARAMETER FOR RAOK S (3HPUN,2HNO)
RKITN i.OE-C4 0,30~C PARAMETZ TO ELIMINATE SMALL RAOK S N/A
IRVCN 1 1 INITIAL RADIATION CONDUCTOR 10 NUMBER N. A
QKSP SDACE 2-NO MNEMONIC FLAG FOR COMPUTATION OF PA3KS TO SPACE (SHSPACEZHNO)
IRKNSP 994 3?TE7 SPACE NOE IO NUMOE: N/A
SIGMA i.I7E-C9 1.713E-9 SrTFAP-BOLTZMANN CONSTANT N/A
RKA:IPF 1.00 1.3 A.'A :IULTIPLYING FACTOR N/A
PKTAPE NO ?HNO PARAMETER TC CUTPUT TO BC3 TAPE (4HTAPEZHNO)
3ATE 08/08/73. TIME 17.0t.21. THERMAL RA3IATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM c(TASYS) COC6003/MACt VERSION PAGE 17
OOEL = LOUVER STEP = I SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEN
RAOIATION CONOUCTOR LIN<.
RA~AITION CONDUCTOR (RAOK) CARDS PUNCHED
AREA UNITS = INPUT UNITS * A;IPF, WHERE A:IPF = 1.00003
PUNCHED RAOKS - 1, i 2, 1.7130000E-09* 7.9705075E-02 $ RA)K
PUNCHED RAKS - 2, 1, 3, 1.7130000E-09- 2.2210500E-02 $ RAOK
PUNCHED RADKS - 3, It 4, 1.7130G00E-;9* 2.8429724E-32 S RADK
PUNCHED RA)KS - 4 1, 5, 1.713000OE-09 1.3275210E00 $ RA3K
oUNCHrD RADKS - 5, 1, 6, 1.71303Ct-;96 6.759722?E-3t S RA3K
PUNCHE3 PACKS, - , . 1 - 7, 1.713.0Ca0E-0-9 2,476r5-51E-31 S ,A9K
oUNCHFO RAbKS - 7, 1, 6, I.713000E-G9* 2.2294836E-32 S RADK
PUNCHF3 PAOKS - 8, 1, 9, 1.713CO0CE-09- 2.0327965E-02 $ RAOK
PUNCHEO RAIKS - 9, 1, 10, 1.7133CCE-39 3.4763311E-C3 T RAOK
PUNCHF) RA)KS - 10, 1 11, 1.7133353E-09 7.9582638E-02 S RADK
DUNtHFO RAOKS 1i, i, 12, 1.713325-'9* 1.417771tE-)2 S RAOK
PUNCHE PA)KS - 12, 1, 13, 1.71330CE-039 2.2353171E-32 $ PA3K
PUNPHEG RAOVS - 13, 1, 14 1.713;0C-GC9 2.032E237E-32 1 RAK
PUNCHF3 A)( - 14, 1, 15, 1.7133Z; E-49* 3.481264E-03 S RA3K
OUNCHFO RA)KS - 5, 2, 3, I.713-C3CE- 3 2.8s.:1?9C-02 t RAK
PUNCHE) PA)KS - 16 2, 4, 1.713^J33E-39' 3.76F3 76r-;2 S ~0K
oUNCHrO RACKS - 17, 2, 5, 1.713:;30E-9* 1.7 47 49£+30 S RA0K
PUnCHNE3 R.;KS - 1, 2, 6, 1.7133CZCE-C9* 1.6295737E+30 S RA0K
0UI"!S RAflKS 19, 2, 7, 1.713:3 E-*9 3.87456*E-01 S RNK
PUNCHF) o~ )S 20, 2, 8, 1.713: C-'5 2.3853333E-02 $ R-3K
DUNCHED 'RCKS - 21, 2, 9, 1.73T330Z- 03 2.2635e27E-:2 $ RAOK
PUNCHE3 A)<S - 22, 2, 10, 1.713300E-09- 5.148292E-:3 S RADK
PtU,!CuE RAKS - 23, 2, 11, 1.713;COE-09 8.37i3 16E-32 S RAOK
oUNCHE RA)3S - ?4, 2, 12, 1.7133;03E-Z9* 2.0283712E-C2 $ RqOK
PUNCHED RA)KS - 25, 2, 13, 1.7133CCE-a9 23q914731E-32 S RAOK
PUNCH3D A)KS - ?6, 2, 14, 1.71300CCE-39* 2.2F'3954E-02 S RA3K
PUkIC].D RA"KS - 27, 2, 15, I.713j0:C-:9* 5.155-7c2E-33 S RV)K
PUNCHF) RPA)S - 28, 3, 4, 1.71300CCE-C9* 8.65217 4E-Z2 T QS3K
PU HFO PACKS - 29, 3, 5, 1.7133CCC:-:9* 2.3P2333- 1 $ RAOK
PUNCHE3 R~AKS - 33 3, 6, 1.713;CCCE-:i* 7..;9457eE-01 $ RA3K
oUN(HED RA3KS - 31, 3, 7, 1*71303CCE-;9' 1.1?5 370E+ $ R4OK
PUNCHF3 RA)KS - 32, 3, 8, 1.71300CE-c9* 3.CC3A599E-j3 S RA)K
PUNCHE~ RAOKS - 33, 3, 9, 1.713;3 E-C9' 2.C565677E-;2 S RACK
OUNCHEJ RAY S - 34, 3, iC, 1.713.:;E-59 2.535935'E-.2 $ R3K
PUNCHED Rt0KS - 35, 3, 11, t.713CC9- * 1.343263C-;2 T R4K
PUNCHED RA)VS - 36, .3, 12, t.71332E-;9* 8.6?93751E-:2 $ RADK
PUNCHE RA'KS - 37, 3, 13, 1.713:);C:-Z9 3.GL3?8C4E-? 3 T 60AK
PUNCHF3 P A)KS - 38, 3, 14, i.713 Ju3E-;*9 2.0 56752S -2 S RA3K
PUNCHE' RAAKS - 39 3, 15, 1.713;E-9' 2.543177E---2 S R4OK
PUNCHF) 0 A)KS - +0, 4, 5, 1.713ZE-C9 3.7 85;E1E- I S RA3K
PUNCHEn RAnKS 41 49 6, 1.71330;jf0- 9 1.c537577+30 A3OK
PUNCHF3 RA)KS - 42, 4 7, i.713 0;CE-9 *  I.e 7158E9E+ J S RADK
PUNCHED RAOKS - - 43, ,8, 1.713.;-5 4.532 ;#35-C33 RAOK
PUNCHEI RAS -;'4, 4, 9, 1.713 I CE-Z* 2.37?84 2E-02 T RP3K
PUWICHEn R - 45, 4, 10, 1.7136i,5-j 1,53184r-'2 $ RAIK
DATE 08610873. TIE 17.1.22. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/IACE VERSION PAGE
MODEL = LOUVER STEP = 1 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR 
SYSTEM
RADIATION CON3UCTOR LINK.
RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RADK) CARDS PUNCHED
AREA UNITS = INPUT UNITS * AMPF, WHERE AMPF = 1.00000
PUNCHED RALKS - 46, 4, 11, I.7130000E-C9
'  i.9469926E-32 $ RAOK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 47, 4, 12, 1.7130COE
' -1  9- 9.6C29378E-02 S RADK
PUNCHE] RA3KS - 48, 49 13, 1.713;3CCE-C9* 4.5464577E-03 S 
RAOK
PUNCHED RADKS - 49, 4, 14, 1.7130003r-09' 2.3282858E-02 $ RAOK
PUNCHE) RP.A3S - 50, 4, 15, 1.713.'03E-j9* 2.8567833E-32 S RAOK
oUNCHEO RA[KS - 51, 5, 6, 1.713303CE-C9* 1.45479 
41E4+1 S RPAK
PUNCHE3 P.3)KS - 52, 5, 7, 1.713.03CE-:9* 4.3638e56E+CO 
$ RAK
PUNCHEO RtAKS - 53, 5, 8, 1.713C0GjE
-09* 3.3566259E-C1 3 RAOK
PUNCHE) P.AKS -54, 5, 9, i.7133GCJE-39- i.
' 513' 35E-01 S RA3K
PUNCHVD RA.KS - 53, 5, 10, i.713jG00E- 9 5.31658cE-02 S RAOK
PUNCHE) RA) S - 56, 5, 11, 1.713Z OE-9* 1.19582E+30 3 RADK
PUNCHED RAnKS - 57, 5, 12, i.71330CE-39* 2.1l9536J7E-01 $ R0K
PUNCHE RA)KS - 55, 5, 13, t.7130J30E-39* 3.3F54118E-C $ RA9K
oUNCHED R nKS - 59, 5, 14, 1.71330ZE-Z9 1.4511cE-C1 
$ RADK
oUNCHE) PA)KS 50s 5, 15, i.713P3GE-39
5  5.3259329E-;2 $ RA3K
o1.N, HEC PAKS - 51, 6, 7, 1.713 ,c c- 1.5353557E+ 1 $ ROK
oUNCHF) R- <S - 52, 6, 8, .713C33E-39* 1.4173677E-Z1 $ RA3K
PUNHC0 RArKS - 63, 6, 9, 1.713:3 3C 
"
- 9 5.19534- 1 
; ROK
PUNCHF) oC<S - 6', 6, 10, 1.713Z33E-39* 1.6527384F-:1 $ RrK
oUNCH0 RA '~S - 5, 6, 11, 1.7133003E-39* 4.6125?6----31 $ PA-K
PUNCHFJD OPIS - 565 6, 12, 1.713',33E-:9* 5..35:756tF-, $ RA K
oUNC FO :'<S - 67, 6, 13, 1.7137 *- :9* 1.2.=335E-J1 $ R3KS
PUNCHE) -'±>S - 6, 5, 14, 1.7 E- 5.1.55642E-01 S R.OK
0UmCIn R 3'S - 69, 6, 15 1
9 -13 JE9' 1.654F7 2-1 S RAOK
PUNCHE) P!)KS - 73, 7, , i.713Cj;:E-9' 4. 8C73774E-02' $ RADK
PUNCwEO Ra <S 7 1 79 99 1.713 0:GE-09 1.545;67E- 1 S RADK
oUNCHE) q )KS - 72, 7, 10, .713C3E-:9* 4.31922eE-31 S RAK
0UtCO!ED RaKS - 73, 7, li, 1.7130030-01* 2.09434.lE-1 $S RA3K
DUNCHE0 !A)<S - ,7 7, 1, 1.713C3-E-9 tL.373*362E+10 S RA)K
oU7C5, Ril'S - ?, 7, 13, 1,-13 -:3,;
;  4.2237ZE7- 2 $ RlAK
PUNCHF3) <S - 75, 7, 14 1.713CZ E-9 1.5457249E-31 S RADK
PUNCHED RO0KS - 77, 7, 15, 1.71330E-9' 4.0?437.6E-31 
$ ROK
PUNCHE3 oA)KS - 7T, 8, 3, 1.7133 CE-
; 9 1 1.0c928-79E-03 
$ R AK
PUPpr HO RAKS - 79, 8, 1C, 1.713:,3CE-39* 6.7
5 2
,152E- 4 S RAOK
PU'ICHE). A3<S - so, 8, 11, i.7133'C:E-09- 1.53295:4E-72 
$ RA3K
oUNCHED RPA 'S - 91, B, 12, 1.713:0C -"39* 3.017792 
E-3 $ RADK
PUNCHE3 R KS - .82, 8, 13, .-713,;0 E-2 2.5!
7 2177E-3 S PAIK
PUNCHf'n RAKS - 53, 8, 10, 1.713 :,:F-; L i17394375E-3 ? RA K
PUNCHF3 RP)KS - 3S., t, 15, 1.713:C E-39* 6.l53?9E--3 
$S R 3K
OUNCHED RIKS - 85, 9r 10, 1 .713'CC-3' 1.3976 
-=0- 3 S R!,OK
oUNCHF3 RA)KS - 95, 9, 11, .713 0E- 6.23819E-33 
I RAIK
oUNCHEO RD0KS - 87, 9, 12, 1.7139-,' 6.36 3977E-33 $ RODK
PUNCHE3 R)KS - 88r, 9, 13, 1.7,3Z,3rE-39- 1.7153446E-03 $ RADK
PUNCHFf. RAKS - 89, 9, 14, 1.713:C CE-:9* 2.9q'.37E-03 
l RADK
PUNCHF) RA3KS - 30, , i1, 1.7133CE-39* 2.003137E-3 $ P.K
0UNJHFD R, IKS - , 1o, 11, 1.713:3a;-Z' 3.3 13;7tcE-3 1 RAOK
rQATE 0E/08/73. TIME Lt7.t.22. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC600CfHACE VERSION PAGE 19;
MODEL = LOUVER STEP = I SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR 
SYSTEM
RADIATION CON3UCTOR LINK.
RADIATION CONDUCTOR (RADK) CARDS PUNCHED
AREA UNITS = INPUT UNITS
-
* AMPF, WHERE AMPF = 1.00000
PUNCHED RAOKS - 92, 1i, 12, 1.713.0CCOE-09 2.0972998E-02 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 3, 10, 13, 1.713G30GE-39* 8.4597229E-04 S RADK
PUNCHF3 PA!KS - 34, 10, 14, 1.7133000E-09 2.0374485E-3 $ RA3K
PUNCHED RAOKS - 95, io, 15, i.713.3000E-39 4.OE475CIE-03 S RADK
oUNCHF3 RA3KS - 36, 11, 12, i.7130000E-09* 1.371044CE-32 $ RA3K
oUNCHED RAj0S - 37, 11, 13, 1.1303CE-19' 1.541561E-02 S RA0K
PUNCHE) RA)KS - 98, It, 14, I.71300CE-39 6.2579335E-C3 S RADK
PUNCHED RANKS - 39, 11, 15, i.713003CE-G9* 3.317F121E-3 S RAOK
PUNCHE) A)KS - 13j0 12, 13, 1.7130:GE-9* 3.3274924E-03 S RAOK
PUNCHED RADKS - 101, 12, 14, 1.713C00-
39' 6.95383JE-3 S RIDK
oUNCHE3 PIKS - 132, 12, 15, 1.71300CE-:9* 2.1 1413E-.2 S RADK
PUr~CHEO RVAKS - 13, 1 1133 , Ci-C9' t.097 43FE-73 S RA'K
oUNCHE PA)KS - 134, 13, 15, i.713C)CE-39* 6.78713C8E-04 S RAOK
PUNCHEO RA)0S - 135, 1', 15, 1.71303 5-9* 1.4C23698E-33 $ RA0K
DUNCHE3 RA)KS - 136i 1, 99, 1.71333CE-39
*  2.32#936CE-1 $S RAIK
oUNCHHO RAnKS - 1;7, 2, 999 1.71300CE-39* -1.5753716E+C S RAOK
oUNCHE3 RA)KS - 10s, 3, 999, 1.713z33E-:9* 9.6E6Z794F-2 S RA0K
DUl':CHP RqoS - 139, 4, 999, 1*713;00,-C -1t.81t557E+C 3RAK T
OUNCHE3 Pt)KS - 113, 5, 99 1.713)E-C9* -2.439344EtC1 $ RAK
PUsC'FD PA:)S - 111, 6, 959, 1.7l3;CZ-39* -2.959429E+ 1 S R40K
PU'CHE3 :53KS - 112, 7, 99, 1.7133)30E-39' -2.5177367E+:1 $ RADK
PUNCHED ROKS - 113, 8, 99, 1.713C;CE-:9* -2.3173632E-1 3 RP0K
oUNCHED PA)KS - 114, 9, 913, 1.7130C:CE-;9- -L.8332751E-21 T RAIK
PUNCHED RAJKS - 115, 10, 999, 1.713Z0GE-09' -3.44C4e546-31 S RAOK
OUNCHE) RA)S - 115, 11, 999, 1.713)ZZ0E-:9* -6.313i4kFE-1L $ RAIK
PUNCHED RAVKS - 117, 12, 999, t.713 C-9*3' -9. 1413S2C-C1 $ R S K
oUNCHF3 PA)KS - 113, 13, 9?9, I.713:Z:0E-3i9 -2.33363$1E-1 R 3K
PUNCHrO RAOKS - 11t9 14, 999, 1.7130;ZZC-Z9* -1.8C257695-CL ? RADK
PUNCHED PA)KS - 123, 15, 999, 1.713C3CCE-394 -3.457e697E-01 $ RA3K
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE RA3K S .61
fATE 08/0. 4 TIM. 16.13.6b- THEFMAL QAOIATION ANALYSIS SY. - (TRASY.S) CDC6C0:/iACE VERSION PAGE
MOJEL = LOUfER ST-P a Z SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAP SYSTEM
PqOCESSSIwG OPERATT-N4 rATA
NODE BCS A9 A ALPH .MTSS SURF. TYPE ACTIVE ----------CO.MMENTS---- ----- ----
1 QLaD£1 .1 , 01 .200 .C50 RECTANGLE TOP LOUVER 9LAOE NUMBER 1
2 BLAn-'I 5.3.]'201 .200 -.SC ICTANGLE BCTTOM LOUVER BLADE NUMeER 1
I 9LADE2 5.03 3-01 .20,* .E50 ILCTANGLE TOP LOUVR 9LADE NJrER 2
4 -BLACO2 S.0:1rO1 .230 .05CC RECTANGLE POTTCM. LOJVER ELADE NU~BER 2
5 PASL 2.53 10o1 .200 .. 30 IFCTANGL: TOP LOUVER SYSTE4 SUeSTRATE
6 BASE 5.031-01 .2aCt . .eSC RECTANGLE TOP LOUVER SYS1E4 SUPSTRATE
7 BASE 7.5)JE;01 .2G0 .t C R-'TANGLE TOP LOUVER SISTEM SLBSTATE
8 eASE 6.25)E*31 .? 0 .C[r: RECTANGLE 91TTOM LOUVERY S IE SIDEROAIL
SPaSE- 1.253:*01 .203 .. 6C R~CTANLE BOTTOM .LOCJVR SYST E SI E AIL
tj 6I 76ZS) 1O .2CC. . j6 ' CNGL-  BOTTOM LOuV.o SYSTEM' SI^E~RAIL
11 BASE ?.5:1;i31 .200 .C6C RECTANGLE TOP LOJVER SfST E0O CLOSURE
12 BISE 2.51iJ1 *2CO .C6C rCIrANGLE TOP LOJV:R SYrSIE END CLOSURE
13 94SE 6. 5J 3 0 .2&3 .;60 1ECTAN(LE TOP L3JVcI SYSTE . SIERAIL
14 8ASt 1.25JE01 .20 .C6C R*CTKr. LE TOF LOU VER SYSTE4 SIOERAIL




OATE 08/09/73. TIM- 16.13. 49. TIERMAL PAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TOASYS) COC600O/MACE VERSION 'PAGE 2
MOODEL =LOUVER STEo a 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
.NOOE PLOTTER OATA OJTPUT
NCCE PLOTTER
PARAMTER 'GEjCIPTION OPTION D, EFAULT
NV vTEW N'49.R 1-6 1






SCL SCALE fACTOR (3.15/LA.GEST )ISTANCE FROM AUTOMATIC
:(S )QIGIN IN LSER S U'!TS) SCALE
ISELN ARRAY NA4E CONTAINING hUMPER OF NODES TO ARRAY NAME PLOTS ALL
-! SIL-CTIVELY PLOTTF3 NODES
ITIT AR AY ,E OF PLCT TTITL ARRAY NAME USES JOP
TITLE
ROTX, VIEW i3TATIONS (FO; IVL = 34;EN) 0 ( ANG . 360 0.0
ROTv O. 0.
qO'Z 0.
IROrx, O00ER )F OTAT!UONS (FOk IVJ = 3HGEN) 1,2,3 (ANY ORDER)1,2,3
TQOTZ
*IPUT ZERM FOR OFAULT ACTTON
CALLTNb SEQUENCrI,
CALL DNATA (yNV IUV, SCL ISELN, ITIT, ROTX, ROTY, ROTZ9 IROTX, IROTY, IROTZ)
OR
CALL NDATAS (NV, ITVU, SCL)
NOTEt IF :40 CALLS TO NOATA/NOATAS AR. !AOE, A CALL TO NPLOT WILL
RESULT TN A.L VI,-WS AUTOMATICALLY. SCAL O GENERATED FOR NODES.
DAT E 04/09/73. TIM! 16.13.49. THERMAL RPAIATION ANALYSIS SYSTE4 (TRASYS) COCSC0/MACE VERSION PAGE 3
1O'!L a LOUVER. STEW 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
NODE PLOTTEq OATA O'JToUI
VIEwS3-O SCALEx .1920 VIEW NUMWER=i
FIRST ROTATION ABOUT Z * 135.00~0
SECONJ ROTATION AAOJT Y = 45. 3 J
THIRO ROTATION A3OUT X 5 5. 00,
VIEW=Z-AXIS 'CALE= .1920 VIlW NUMBERai
FIRST ROTATION AdJUT Z =  0.
SC3OND ROTATION ABOIT Y = 0.
Tnmlr) OTATION AO9UT X a 0.
VEW=x-AXIS SCALE= .1q20 VIEW NUM9Eq=1
FIR4T 90'ATION ABOUT L = C.
SiZOND ROTATION 48nJT Y = 90.3030
THIR- ROTATT N AP0our = -oc.OCCO
JIE4=Y-AYIS SCAL.= .1920 VIEW NUMER=I1
FIRST PCTATTO1N Ac.rUT Z = -90.O000
SECONu XOTATION aq'IT v = 0.
THI O ROTAT'ON aBnUT X = 9C.01.0
ATS. 0d/O9/?J. TIM-' 16.13.55. THERMAL RAUIATION ANALYSIS SVSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 4
MNOOL * LOUVER STl = 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
FJOR FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
FORM FACTORS
VARIABLE CURRENT Of'FAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS
NA I VALU;
FFACC .J500 O.CS ORIENTATION ACCURACY PARAMETER N/A
FFACCS .1j00 -0.1t SHAD(WING ACCURACY PADAFLTEQ N/A
FFMIN 1i0E-0i 1.E-6 DAIFAMETER TO ELIMINAT r SMALL FORM FACTORS N/A
FFNOSH S44) 4MSHA9 OViLR RI)E SHALOWING PARAtETEQ (4HSHA0,4HNOSH)
FFPNCH PUN 2HNO FAIFAPETr TO PUNCH FORM FACTOQS (3HoUN,2HNO)
FFokhT PDIN T  5HeKINT FLAG FOJ COMPREMENSIVE PRINT (5HFRINT,2HNO)
FFRATL 13.0 15.C FATIO F3F USING SUB NODE TECHRIOUE N/A
b'* • ,
DATE Cd6/0O, .3. TIM 16.13.55. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SY4.-C (TRASYS) 
COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 5
MOOLL = LOUVER STEP = 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR 
SYSTEM
FOrH FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
NO E ARE& ALPH EMISS
1 5.00E+0i *?0 .05
2 5.003*+01 .29 .05
3 5.300+ 01 .20 .05
4 5.001-'01 0.0 .05
5 2.50JE1at .20 .83
o 5.00JEr01 .23 .88
7 Z.5!3E+01 .20 .68
5 6.250E+00 .23 .06
9 1.253E+* t .20 .06
i 6.253Eo00 .20 .06
11 2.503-O'01 .20 . .C6
12 2.5CJE+1O .20 .06
13 6.25!E+00 .23 .06
14 1.250'01 .20 .06
15 6.253E04; '.23 .06
NUM3ER OF NODES = 1.5 NUMBEE O ,URFA-S = 9
DATE 08/09/73. TIM' 16.13.57. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6OQG/*ACE VERSION PAGE .6
MODEL a LOUVER STEP = 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-OLUS-SPECULAQ SYSTEM
FORM FACTOR CALD'JLArION LINK.
( I DICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBODIVIDED)
NODi I NODE J ^OMwUTATION FE(I,J) FE(J,I) FA(1,J) F (IJ) SHAD. E SHAD. A CP TIME
W/SHAC W/SHAD W/SHAO WO/SHAD FACTOR FACTOR (SEC)
1 4 CAL, .170756 .170756 .170756 ,170756 1.030000 1.000000 1.246
1 7 CAL. .006393 .0127o6 .046393 .0063J9 1.000000 1.000000 1.466
1 9 'AL. .0189F3 *075931 .018983 .018983 1.000000 1.003000. 9.354
1 10 'AL. *002o03 .022716 *002039 .003958 .717321 .717321 9.503
1 14 AL. .018983 .075931 .018963 .018983 1.000000 1.00000 17.596 •
1 15 IAL. .3 2b3 .022716 JO02339 .003958 .717321 .717321 17.745
I FF SUn = ,Z08 ROW CF TIME = 17.750 + RECT LOUVER BLADE NUMBER 1
2 5 ;ALo. .3912C 476239 .239120 .239120 1.000000 .03 0003 3.215
2 6 AL.2 64016 .254316 .264016 .264016 1.000000 1.0C0000 12.502 •
2 6 '1L. .04055C .3?4399 *04C550 o040550 1.000300 1.000000 14.083
2 9 ^AL. .026o74 .1074Q5 .026874 .C2674 1.o30 0 1.00000 21.200
2 11 AL. .209184 .416366 .209184 .209184 1.00OC00 1.000000 23.999
2 13 4AL. .340550 .324399 .040550 .040550 1.030000 1.000000 25.582
2 14 :4L. .326874 o107495 . 26574 9C26874 i.00GC30 1.C03000 32.698
2 FF SUM = .8472 OW CF TIME = 32.743 - RECT LOUVER PLAOd NUMBER I
3 10 I4L. 0311225 .0898C0 .011225 .011225 1.0C0030 i.330CQC 2.951 •
3 12 AL. .131245 .252489 .131245 .131245 1.0G00003 1.00000 10.349
3 15 ML. .JZ122Z .099800 .011225 .C11225 i.C00000 1.00000 13.147
3 FF SUn = .1537 ROw CF TIME = 13.153 o QECT LOUVER ELAOE NUMBER 2
4 5 1L. .3G5513 .017Oi26 .008513 .039769 .214062 .214C62 .204
4 6 ;AL, 332520 .332520 .332520 .352639 .942412 .942412 2.775
4 7 4L, .250104 .5;!207 .250104 .250104 I.CJ0CJO 1,0030C0 5.916
4 9 1AL. .350864 .23 3455 .05Ci64 .059391 .c56421 .856421 7.887 •
4 10 AL. . 26357 .211092 .026387 .026387 I.03CCO0 1.003000 13.036 *
4 12 IA4L .32t)C7 .52173 .263!7 .026067 1303C0000 1.00002 14.5C2
4 14 ;L. .05~94 .233455 .CGCS64 .059391 .856421 .856421 16.472 •
4 15 "AL. .026367 .211392 .3263d7 .026387 1.033J00 1.30030 21.619
4 FF SUM = .9425 ROW CF TIME = 21.625 - RECT LOUVER BLADE NUMBER 2
5 8 ,A4L. .3350 .253398 .-63350 .063350 1i.00030 1.0000CO 3.857
5 9 L., .01o215 .0O2429 .316215 .023932 .774640 .774640 5.662
5 10 GAL. .0 31:04 .004317 .0C1004 .001411 .711555 .711555 5.532
5 11 :AL. .289976 .219976 .289976 .2*9976 i.00GGC 1.30000C 14.358
5 1 L. .01] 99 .01899 .010899 99 G1089 1.000030 1.O000000 14.520
uATi 08/09/73. TTMT 22.32.53. Tr4E!MAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CDC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 7
OODEL 3 LOUVER STEP = 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
(* INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDOED)
NODE I NOD J COM2UT4TION FE(IJ) FE(J,I) FA(IJ) F (I,J) SHAD. E SHAD. A CP TIME
W/SHAD NWISHAD W/SHAD WO/SHAO FACTOR FACTOR (SEC)
5 13 ^AL. .063350 .254398 .063350 *063350 i.000C30 1.000000 18.310
5 14 CAL. .016215 .032429 .016215 .G20932 .776b40 .774640 20.133
5 1 IAt. .001004 .004017 .001004 .001411 .711555 .711555 20.304
5 FF SUN = .9573 tOW CF TIME = 20.309 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SUBSTRATE
6 8 4AL. .010747 .065979 .010747 .CIC747 1.000000 1.000000 3.891 *
6 9 'AL. .073276 .293106 .073276 .078o27 .931947 .931947 6.0C4
6 10 SAL. .008265 .065117 .008265 .C10747 .760993 .761983 9.760
6 11t 1L. .045089 .u90178 .045389 .C45069 1.000000 1.C00000 10.113
6 12.: CAL. .01376a .017524 .013762 .C45089 .305222 .335222 10.428
6 13 :AL. .610747 .085979 .010747 .C10747 1.00000 1.00000 14.283
o 1i CAL. .073276 .293106 .073276 .C70627 .931947 .931947 16.306
b 15 -AL. .0026b5 .066117 .308265 .010747 .768933 .768953 20.152
6 FF SUM = .9400 ROW CF TIME = 20.158 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SUBSTRATE
7 8 CbL. *031411 .035646 .001411 *.01411 1.000030 1.003000 .174
7 9 4AL. .319439 .338a79 .019439 .C20932 .928698 .923698 2.000
7 10 L. .352932 .211727 .052932 .C63350 .835552 .515552 5.690
7 11 CAL. .. 1to99 .31C699 .010399 .010-99 1.03300J0 1.:OJ00 5.654
7 12 1AL. .',.3465 .243465 .247465 .29976 . 39604 .839604 14.114
7 13 CAL. .01411 .0J5646 001411 .C01L11 1.030000 1.000~ 00 14.267
7 14 CAL. .019435 .03oo79 .019439 .C20932 .9?8638 .929698 16.114
7 15 :AL. .352932 .211727 .W52932 .063350 .935552 .835552 19.803
7 FF SUM = .9149 ROw CF TI - = 19.0c9 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SUgSTRATE
8 11 'AL. .251769 .0i2942 .251769 .251769 1.O000JJ 3 1.0000 3.884
8 12 ;AL. .013256 .003322 .013288 .026576 .53000JO .500000 4.045
8 13 'AL. .019290 .0L9294 .019294 .019294 1.C30000 1.000600 4.220
8 14 CAL. .323745 .011o72 .02 3 745 . 33'79 .759418 .759418 4.367
8 15 I AL. .0031o8 .03183 .0 3181 .008159 .390740 .393780 4.530
6 FF SUM = .9807 ROW CF TIME = 4.535 - RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIDERAIL
9 11i AL. .051327 .075664 .051327 .072752 .705538 .735508 .266
9 12 CAL. .03637E .01b188 .036376 .C72752 .500000 .503000 .474
9 13 CAL. .011672 .023745 .011872 .C15340 .759413 .739418 .622
9 14 'AL. .21 33 .021633 .021633 .037166 .552077. .582077 .761
q 15 'AL. .009P23 .015646 .309823 .t5040 .653152 .653152 .908
DATE 08/09/73. TIME- 22.33.45. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000fMACE VERSION PAGE
MODEL = LOUVER STEP = 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
( INDICATRS NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDEO)
NODE I NODE J CON3UTATION FE(IJ FE(Jl) FA(I,J) F (I,J) SHAD. E SHAD. A CP TIME
,t/SHAD N/SHAD N/SHAD WO/SHAO FACTER FACTOR (SEC)
9 FF SUM = .8123 ROW CF TIME = .936 - RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIDERAIL
10 11 :AL. .013288 .003322 .013288 .026576 .500000 .500000 .164
10 12 .AL. .189600 .047400 .189600 .251769 .753070 .753070 3.771
1i 13 AL . 6 00318b .003168 .003188 .003159 *.30730 .390780 3.935
10 14 '4L .019646 .009923 .019646 .C30 79 .653152 .653152 4.082
10 15 L. .12134 .12112134 12134 .C19294 .628831 .628891 4.251
10 FF SUN = .3433 ?RW CF TT I 4.256 - RECT LCUVER SYSTEM SIOERAIL
11 13 :AL. .Go3350 .251398 .06335C .C63350 1.00000 1,000000 3.695
1t 1t4 ^AL, .0 2566L .051327 *025664 .036376 .705508 .705508 3.899
11 15 IAL. .003322 .013288 .003322 .C06644 .530030 .530,00 4.062
11 FF SUN = *9937 ROW CP TIME = 4.067 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM END CLOSURE
12 13 1L. .003322 .013288 .303322 .006644 .500030 .500000 .164
12 14 ML .01o188 .C03376 .01c188 .036376 .500000 .500003 .371
12 15 'AL. .'473e3 .11533 .047883 .C63350 .755857 .755857 3.738
12 FF SUN = .7349 ~IW CF TIME = 3.743 R PECT LOUVER SYSTEM END CLOSURE
13 FF SUM = .9823 ROW CF TIME = .092 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIDERAIL
14 FF SUM = . 23 ROW Cf- TIME = 051 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIERAIL
15 FF SUM z .8453 ROW CF TIME = .004 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SI3ERAIL
TOTAL Co TIME (SEC) FOI PROELM = 163.422
ODATE 08/09.-,. TIME 22.34.00. T4rRNAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SY3.-M (TRASYS) 
COC6000OMACE VERSION PAGE 9
MOOEL = LOUVER STEP = 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR 
SYSTEM
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
FORM FACTOR SUMS FROM NODE I
NODi I - FF SUM NODE I - F= SUM 13DE I - FF SUM NODE I - FF 
SUM NODE I - FF SUM NODE I - FF SUM
i - .7207936 2 - .3471L75 3 - ,1536i47 4 - ,9424798 
5 - .9572773 6 - .8399641
7 - .9143226 6 - .9607L69 9 - .8821260 10 - .8433258 11 - .9936843 
12 - .7348540
13 - .9823359 14 - .8823260 15 - .8452557
TOTAL TIME FOR FORM FACTORSi63.46
OAT[ Oa/09/73. TIMr. 22.34.01. THEPMAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM4 (TRASYS) COC60001MACE VERSION 
PAGE 10
HODEL v LOUVIER STEP z 2 SAMPLEc CASE FOR OIFFUSL-OLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IMAGS FACTO4 CALCULMTON LINK.
SPc.CULAR SPECULAR
NOOE AREA ALPH EMISS REFL(UV) REFL(IR)
I 5.030E#-01 !.0OOE-01 5. 010E--C2 G. 9.500E-01
2 S.OOOE*'11 Ze0.OW-61 5,0 00E'-02 G. 99530E-01
3 5.00OOE+01. ?. 03E-Gi 59C30f--C2 a. 9*500E-Ci
4 5.OOOE+gi ? 00rO 13 5@ 000E-G2 G. ge5DOE01i
5 2.500E+1. ?.q0JE-01 3 .,RjCE--C1 g. 0.
6 5.u2GE4O1 2* COGE-01 Be.AO #E01 0. 0.a
I 2.50')E'01 !.O"0E-01 6.8 GF-Oi G. 0.
8 6.25OEo,90 ?. 00E-01 6.OduF-C2 C. Do
9 1.750L.+0L ].JOE-6. 6.1COCE-02 0. 0.
10 6.2995#.0 '3 J'j'-Oi 6.OCQE-C2 0. 0.
L1 2.533ECi*0 ?.00i3E-0i 6.0-ICE-C2 G. 0.
L2 2.53NE40i ?. 0OOE-01. 6.0C sE-C2 0o c.
13 ';.?r-QEO0 1. 3 30r.-O1 $;. 03 C-C2 0. 0.
15 6.2,E+JO T. OOOE-01 6.00GE-02 0. 0.
4U48EQ OP NOOES 1 5 r'.tM8E. OF SURFA;.rS= 9
OATE 08/09... TIN! 22.34.05. T'4ERMAL PADIATION ANALYSIS SYSWNM (TRASYS) COC6000/NMACE VERSION PAGE 1
MODEL v LOUVER STP s r SAMPLE CASE FO OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
(* I4 ICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDEO)
NODE I NODE J COn'UTATION IFE(I,J) IFF(J,I) IFA(IJ) CP TIME
W/SHAD 0/SHA0 W/SHAD (SEC)
1 1 '4L. .276819 .276619 0. .823
1 4 'AL. .17'756 .170756 .170756 2.053
1 6 .SL* *258443 .258443 0. 6.543
1 7 'AL. .306393 .C12786 .006393 7.C94
1 9 4AL. .083133 .3S2521 .01893 24.433
i 1 GAL. .002o39 .G2?716 .002839 24.903
1 14 1AL. .83130 .332521 .018983 43.933
1 15 :AL. .00239 .022716 .002639 44.399
I ROW CP TIME = 44.404 + RECT LOUVER BLADE NUMBER L
2 5 JAL. 23 120 .478239 .239120 2.943
2 6 CAL. .5314j6 .514532 .264016 11.615
2 8 4AL. . ;450 .324399 .040550 13.109
2 q AL. .0977934 .311735 .026874 30.645
2 11 'AL. .?09184 *418368 .209134 32.905
13 CL. u4G!FO *324339 .043550 34.421
2 14 IAL. .077934 .311735 *026874 51.955
2 ROW CO TIME = 52.232 - RECT LOUVER BLADE NUM9ER I
3 9 4&L. .056552 .226209 0, 5.769
3 10 CAL. .057354 .458833 .011225 14.317
3 12 " L. .4.46E6 . 09372 .131245 26.517
3 14 14L. .356552 .226209 0. 28.303
3 15 ,AL. .C57454 .458833 .011225 36.853
ROW :P TIME = 36.858 + RECT LOUVER BLADE NUM3ER 2
4 4 ',L. .276d19 .276419 0. .778
4 5 ^AL. . 0C513 .017026 .008513 1.230
4 6 ,4L. .332520 .33252C .332520 3.585
4 7 '.L. .25iC(4 .500207 .250104 6.623
4 9 'AL. .1475C5 .590019 .050664 10.087
4 10 'AL. .0o7326 . 5o605 .426387 2C.363
4 12 ,AL. .199 4,3 .393685 . 260 7 28.e27
4 14 'AL- .1475C5 .590019 .05u864 32.?84
4 15 ^.L, .0873 6 .698605 .026387 42.559
4 ROW C= TIr = 42-.551 - RECT LOUVER BLAOE NUM2BR 2
DATE 08/09/73. TIME 22.50.34. THERMAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/HACE VERSION PAGE 12
MOOEL = LOUVER STEP = ' SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULTION LTNK.
(' IN)ICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
NODr I NODE J COMHUTATION IFEtI,J) IFE(Ji) IFA(IJl CP TIME
M/S4AC 4/SHAO W/SHAD (SEC)
5 5 A4L. .146b61 o146861 0. .5045 6 SAL. .196977 0 9 d b8 0 1.004
5 7 :AL. .018310 . 018310 0. 1.293
5 8 IAL. .127532 494126 .063350 6.9055 9 * L. .0470:2 C94345 .016215 1G.386
5 10 AL. .001CL04 .304017 .001C04 10.913
5 11 :4L. .56545:3 .565453 .289976 19.782
5 12 )A L'.. .J10899 .C1ic399 .010899 2C.287
5 13 AL. .12351? .494126 .363750 25.907
5 14 14L. *047CZ2 .o94045 .016215 29.397
5 15 "AL. .3013 4 .004017 .001604 29.916
5 RO .P TIME = 29.920 + RECT LOUER SYSTEM SUBSTRATE
6 6 :4L. .530C99'7 .53097 0. 11.6186 7 AL. .Obf 41. .1, 2a81 0. 11.969
6 8 AL. .32C 957 .167660 .010747 17.912
6 9 1AL. .2235C8 .594,30 .073276 21.972
6 10 CAL. . 3 6~65 .229477 .008265 27.865
6 11 -AL. .J45C 69 . 90178 .045C39 29.C066
6 12 AL. .3137E2 . 027524 .013762 29.7786 13 ^AL. .320957 .167663 .011747 35.743
6 14 .'.L. .223: 8 .eC94030 .073276 39.?13
6 15 IL. .j286tS .29477 .008265 45.69'
6 InW :P TIME = 45 .7,2 . RECT LOUVED SYSTEM SU9STRATE
7 7 AL. .21c063 .218063 C. .575
7 8 !AL. .301411 .C 5646 .001411 1.1977 9 'AL. .0F6374 112748 .019439 4.711
7 10 AL.* .172315 .63926G .052932 10.1537 11 CAL. .01.899 .010899 .010699 10.7747 12 AL*. .795420 .795420 .243465 1 .222
7 13 AL. .001411 * D05646 .001411 19.847
7 14 OAL. .356374 .112748 .019439 23.366
7 15 :AL. .172315 .6:926C .052932 28.816
7 ROW P TItE = 2o.621 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SUBSTRATE
8 11 =4L, 490950 .122737 .251769 6.625
8 12 OAL, .012288 . 003322 .013238 7.247
8 13 ^AL. *0199c4 ;1924 .019244 7.864
8 14 1L. .02a 745 .011372 .023745 8.426
DATE 08/09'73. TIM-- 3.45.55. T4_RMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 13
NOOL a LOUVEq STEP 2 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
( INDICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBOIVIDED)
NODE I NODE J COM'UTATION IFE(I,J) ICE J, I) IFA(I,J) CP TIME
W/SHAC I/SHAO W/SHA (SEC)
8 15 14L. .0031*8 .003188 .0031d8 9.050
8 ROW C TIME = 9.071 - RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIDERAIL
9 11 jAL .051327 *025664 .051327 1.142
9 12 .A4L .036376 .018188 .036376 1.806
9 13 "AL. .011872 0 23745 .011872 2.367
9 14 44L. .029585 C29585 .021633 2.912
9 15 14L. ..009623 .01-646 .309823 3.475
9 ROw CP Ttm- = 3.479 - q-CT LOUVER SYSTEM SIDERAIL
10 11 AL* .0132e8 .003322 .013288 .957
0o 12 'AL. .55;807 .212702 .18630 8.C73
1i 13 :AL. 0303168 * 3U3188 .003138 8.714
10 14 CAL. -.01q646 .00'923 .019646 9.281
10 15 'AL. .jZ134 .u12134 .012134 9.925
10 ROW T' T'l = 9.929 
- R~CT LOUVER SYSTEM SIOERAIL
11 11 :ALe .063uE6 *063068 0. .40511 13 :4L. .123532 .494126 .063350 6.798
11 14 A4L. .025664 .051327 .025664 7.445
11 15 :AL. .00332 . 013288 .303322 8.065
11 RON P TIME = 8.069 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM END CLOSURE t"
12 12 :AL. .087009 .087009 0. 1.292
12 13 $AL. .303322 .C1328 .003322 1*924
12 14 CA4L .011058 .C36376 .018188 2.595.
12 s15 AL. .2123S4 .649574 .047883 9.613
12 ROW Co TIME 3 3.622 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM END CLOSURE
13 ROW CO TIME : i.CG6 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SI ERAIL
DATE 08/0q/73. TIME 23.4*6.43. T4ERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 14
MOEL . LOUVER STEP = 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
IMAGE FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
(' I'DICATZS NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SU8OIVIOEO)
NOOE I NODE J COMsUTATION FE(TI,) FE(tI) FA(tJ) F (I,J) SHAO. E SHAg. A CP TIME
W/SHAC H/SMAO H/SHAD WO/SHAD FACTER FACTOR - (SEC)
14 ROW .P TIME = .581 I RECT LOUViR SYSTEM SIDERAIL
15 ROW CP TIME = .259 + RECT LOUVER SYSTEM SIO-ERAIL
TOTAL CP TIME (SEC) FOR PKRBLEM = 322.838
DATE 08/0k. 3. TIME 23.46.44. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 15
MOOEL a LOUVER STEP a 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
GREY BODIES COMPUTATION LINK.
GREY BODIESVARIAqLE CURRENT DEFAULT DEFINITIONNAME VALUE OPTIONS
IGBSFF ? CURRENT STEP NJIBER REFERENCE FOR FORM FACTORS N/A
STEF NO,
G8WBNO . IR NONE WAVEBAND DEFINITION PARAMETER (2HIR,3HSOL,4HBOTH)
IR GREY BODIES STORED IN STEP 2
TOTAL TIME TO COMPUTE GRLY eODTES .29
41'
DATE 08/09/73. TIME 23.46.50. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 16
MODEL a LOUVER STEP * 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
RADIATION CONOUCTOR LINK.
RADIATION CONDUCTORS
VARIABLE CURRENT OEFAULT DEFINITION OPTIONS
NAME VALUE
IRKNGS 2 CURRFNT STEP NUIBER REFERENCE FOR GREY 80DIES N/A
STEP NO.
RK PNCH NO ZHNO PUNCH/'3 PUNCH PARAMETER F'~R QA')( S (3HPUN,2HNO)
RKOIN 190E.-6 0.0001 PAFAMET-R TO ELIMINATE hMALL QAOK S N/A
IRKPN I INITIAL PADILATION CONOUCTOR IO NUMBEP N A
RKSP qDACE 2WNO MNEMGoJIC FLAG FOR COMPUTATION Oc ,ADKS TO SPACE (SHSPACE,2HNO)
IRKNSP 499 32767 SPACE N3E D10 NUMBER N/A
Ir. MA 1.71E-01 ... 1.713E- STEFAN-BOLTZMANN CONSTANT N/A
(<KAMPF 1.31 .. 1.3 AF[A MJLPLYING FACTOR N/A
RKTAPE NJ 2HNO FAFA.TE R TO OUTPUT TO 8C0 TAPE (4HTA',2HNO)
... ,
DATE Oo/0 3. TIME 23.46.50. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS 5\ ;. (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 17
MODEL a LOUVEQ STEP 2P SAMPLE- CASE FOR OIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
RADIATION CONDU^TOR LINK.
AODIATIOK CONDUCTOR ( AOK) CARDS PUNCHED
AREA UNITS = INPUT UNITS * AMPF MWHERE A4PF = 1.00000
PUNCHED RADKS * 1, 1, 2, 1.7130000E-09* 1,2950244E-02 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 2, 1. 3, l.7130000E-0Q9 1.1854908E-02 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS - 3, 1, 4, 1.713000E-09* 4.3582639E-02 S RADK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 49 19 5, 1.7130004E-,9- 9.3681331E-02 S RACK
PUNCHED RAnKS - 5, 1, 6, 1.713C00E-09* 1.0427401E.00 S RAOK
PUNCHED RAnKS - 7f 1.7130G00E-09* 2.0475520E-01 S RACOK
PUNCHEO RAOKS - . 7 1 8, 1.71300O0E-0C9 8.62859951-C4 S RACDK
PUNCHED RADKS - 8, 1, 9, 1.713000E-J9* 1.5203168E-92 S RACK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 9, 1, 10, 1.713030Or-09* 2.547284E-C3 S RACK
PUNCHED RADK= - 10 1, i11 1.7130C00L-09* 3.3i76662E-03 S RADK
PUNCHDO PA lKS . 11, . t 12, i.7130O00CE-Cg9 7.259472E-03 S RACK
PUNCHED RADKS ... 12, 1. 13, 1.71300E-09* 6.8535035E-04 S RADK
PUCHO qA) R S C 13, 1, 14, 1.7130L00L-9* 1.503151- 2 S RACOK
PUNC;HO RA KS - 14 1, 15, 1.?13C 03E-39 '  2.5'.26421E-03 $ RACK
PUiCHY' RAnKS - 15, 7, 3, i.7130CCG3E-09 1.4551902--02 RAOK
PUN HE0 RAnKS - 16, 2, .4, 1.713C04E-39* 2.!41C?4JE-02 S RACK
PUN'HEr) Pr0KS - 17, 2, 5, i.713CC03E-:9* 1.26463167>00 S RACK
PUNK,-En RAO<S - 18, 2, o, 1.713G'C;0E-39' 1t.837841 E00 S RACK
PU'IjHEO RAt nS - 19, - 7 1.71is3,;3-p9 2.5242862--C1 $ POK
PUNCHEn ZAP0S - 2C, 2, 8, 1.713CCC0Z--C9 1.4735657E-G2 PACK
PUNC-HE POXS - 21, 2, 9, 1.711 00-G9' 1.81 413-02 RACOK
PUNCH C RADKS - 22, 2, 10, 1.713CC0E-9* 3.,925156E-G3 PACOK
PUNCHED Pac<S - 23, 2p 11 171306003t.-C9 5.6835413E 2 $ RAOK
PUNCHEU RACKS - 24, 2, 12, 1.7130CCOF-09 .26S1331EC3 S RACK
PUNCHEO RAOKS - 25, 2, 139 1.713,3E-C3* 1.4797546E-C2 S RACK
PUNCHED RACKS 26, 2, 14, 1.7130.30E-G9 '  1.6165626E-02 I RACOK
PUNCHEO RACKS - 27, 2, 15, 1.7130C3JJ-09* 3.0j97426E-03 S RAOK
PJNHE.I RAKS .2e 3, 4, i.71300GOE-09* 1.3311064E-01 RACOK
PUNHED RAO<S * 29, 3, 5, 1.71300CGE-09* 1.6378432E-i1 S PACK
PUN144EO PACKS 3C, 3, 6, 1.710GC3E-C .7o2G697-E-01 $ PAROK -
PU4CHE RAODS 31, 3, 7, i.713CCC~E- 9 2.930965E-C 0 S RACK
PUNCHED RAD< 32, 3, d 1.7130C00E-j9' i.9dC5619-C3 $ PACOK
PUNCHED PADKS - 33, 3, 9, i.7130Cj J C9* 1.5386262E-C2 S RAOK
PUNCHED RAKS - 34, 3, 10, 1,713CO3CE-09 4.831233CE-02 S RACOK
PUNCHED RAn(S - 35, 3, 11, 1i7133CJOOE-0* 6.321915.--G3 PACOK
PUNCHED RAD(S - 36, 3, 12, 1.7130C00E-"9* i.7178715E-01 S RACOK
PUNHEO RAn<S * 37, 3, 13, 1.713CC03E-39-' 1.953334E-3 S RACDK
PUN IZO RACKS - 38, 3, 14, 1.7130C03.J-9* 1.537J43E-02 7 RACK
PUNHEO Rr)<S - 39, 3, 15, 1.7133.COE- ,'  4. 7963160--2 $ RACK
PUNHED RA0945 4C , 4, 5, 1I7130CGGE-J9 '  2.7787238E-01 i RACK
UNC-C4ED R OKS - 41, 4, 6, 1.713000GE-39 2.0515978E000 S RACK
PUNCHOD RADKS - 42, 49 7, i.713C000E-39* 3.1650830E 00 RACK
PUNCHED RAUKS - 47, 4, 8, 1.7133C3OE-09* 2.7790360C-03 RAC0K
PUNCHED RADKS - 44, 4, 9, 1I.130COCL--;9 3.1325233E-02 RACOK
PUNC4ED RAoDS - 45, 4, 10, 1. 1300Jt- 9* 4.E7372?IE--C2 5 RACOK
DATE 08/09/73. TIMNT 2346*,50 THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000CMACE VERSION PAGE 18
NOOL = LOUVER STEP a 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-OLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
RAOIATION CONDUCTOR LINK.
tAOIATIOh CONOJCTOR (AODK) CAROS PUNCHED
ARtA UNITS = INPJT UNITS * AMPF, WHERE AMPF 3 1.00000
PUNCHED RAnKS - 46, 4 11, 1.7130000E-09* 9.7373898S-03 $ RAOK
PUNCHEO RADOKS - 47, 4, 12, i.713000'E-C9* 13913744E-01 S RADK
PUNCHED RADKS 48, 4, 13, 1.7130039~~09* 2.7862865S-03 S RAOK
PUNGHkO RADKS - 49, 4, 14, 7130C00OE-9* 3.1925792E-02 S RADK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 5sf 4, 15, 1.7130CGO0-09* 4.6697347E-02 S RAOK
PUNCHEO RAOKS - 51, 5, 6, 1.713G00OE-09* 11o061o7E+01 S RAOK
PUNCHED R0nKS - 52, 5, 7, 1.7130000D- 0 9* 3.6155557E CO $ RAOK
PUNCHED RAI<S - .53, 5, 81 1.7130003E-09C 3.3313556E-01 S RADK
PUNCHE RAOKS - 54, 5, 9, 1.7130CCOE-09- 1.3629542E-01 S PAOK
PUNCHEO RADKS - 55, 5, 13, 1.713GC0C-09* 4.39729!5E-02 S RADK
PUNCHED RiDKS - 56, 5 11, 1.71300 0c-9* 1.2?~5250 0 S RADK
PUNC4EO RA0KS 57, 5, 12, 1.7130CCj -06 i  1.4020534E-C1 S RAOK
PUNCHED RAOKS * 58, 5, 13, 1.713009cL-0 9 * 3.3403735E-01 S RDOK
PUNCHED RAnKS - 59, 5, 14t i.7130030E-C9* 1.36276615-01 $ RADK
PUNCHEO RAOKS 6, 5, 15, 1.713C00-09* 4.3930251E-02 S RAOK
PJNCHEO RANKS - 61, 6, 7, 1.71300E-9 *  1.83675j85* $ S PADK
PUNCHED RAUKS - 62, 6, 8, 1.713030Ca-C9* 1i3759330E-01 T RAOK
PUNCHED RAnKS - 63, 6, 9, 1.713000 0E-09 7.06194395-01 $SRAOK
PUNHE 0 RAO<S - 64, 6, i~, 1.71300 0-G9* 2.6139467E-G1 S RADK
PUN4CHE QAOKS - 65, 6, 11 i.7130C03E-C9* 4.2214 62E-01 f RADK
PUNCHEn PArKS - 66b 6, 12, 1.7130000E-C9* 6.9391332-01 S RADK
PUN.4EU RAUKS - 67, 6, 13, 1.713000~ ck-* 1.3793303£-C1 S ADK
PU'ICHED RADOS - 68, 6, 14, 1.7 13:3'r--39 7.3619123-01 S RAOK
PUIH:O RAr'KS - 69, 6, 15, 1.7130000E-09* 2.61795915-01 S RAOK
PU4CHEP RAIKS - 70, 7, 8, 1.713 0CE-C9- 4.2036910E-02 $ RAOK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 71, 7, 9, 1.7130CG3E-9* Z.2475332E-01 $ RADK
PUNCHED RAOKS - 72, 7, 13, 1.713CC00 -39* 1.0055718+CO S RAOK
PUNGNHE RAOKS - 73, 7, 11, 1.7130 0 -0 9* 1.3736365EC01 $ RAOK
PU4CHED RADOKS 74, 7, 12, 1.71300iL-W9* 3.3577046E00 $ RAOK
PUNCHED RAD<S - 75, 7, 13, 1.7130CJ0E-9* 4.211C290-02 S RADK
PU4NHED RAOKS - 76, 7, 14, 1.7130000E-39* 2.2477496E-01 S RAOK
PUNCHO QAOUS - 77, 7, 15, 1.71300 0EC-9* 1.046037'+CC i RAOK
PUNH:ED RAKS 78, 8, 9, 1.7130009E-C9* 9.2818517-C4 S RPOK
PUNGHEO RA'<S - 79, 8, 10, i.7130CC3E-09* 5.3638832--C4 $ RADOK
PUNCHED RAOKS - dO 8, 11, 1.7130Ci0E-C9* 1.6j367750-C2 S RAOK
PUFj.HEO RNOKS - oi, 8, 12, i.713CCO3E-094 1o.1798858-03 S PAOK
PUNwHE RADKS - 82, 8 13, 1.71390 0 -C9* 2.7161474E-03 S RAOK
PUNCHED RAnKS - 83, 14 , 1.7130C032-C9* 1.43807615-03 S RAOK
PUNCHEODRA)Ki - 4, 8, 15, i.713G0CCE-09* 6.0056789F-'4 j RAOK
PUNCHEO RACKS - 85, 9, 13, 1.7130003F- 9* 2.12C629-03 S PAOK
PUN(HEJ RADKS - 66, 9, 11, 1.7130 0 E-C9* 4.9277512r-C3 T RAOK
0UNtH5O RAOKS . 87, 9, 12, I.713C03-~'9* 7.76C642E-C3 $ RAOK
PUJNCHEd RAOKS - 88, 9, 13, 1.7133C 3J-C9' 1.4419415r-3 S RAOK
PUNCHEn RAKS - 89, 9, 14, 1.7133CG1-49* 3.1466133E-3 f RADK
PUNCHED RAKS - 90, 9, 15, L.7130CI -19* 2.542Z799E-03 I RdOK
PUNCHED RADKS - 91 10, 11, 1.7jOCt3E-09 i.8335675-C3 $ RDK
DATE 08/0. ,* TIM- 23.46,51* TETnMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SY. . (TRASYS) COC60001MACE VERSION PAGE 19
nODEL = LOU~VR STrP 2 SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
KAOIATION #.ONOUCTO LTNK.
IAOIATION CON)JCTOR (RAOK) .CARDS PUNCHEO
AREA UNITS a INPUT UNITS * AMPF, WHERE AMPF * 1.00000
PUNCHO0 RADKS - 92, 10, 12, 1.7130C00E-09* 4.7975269E-02 S RADK
PUNGHED RAnKS - 93, 11, 13, 1.713G000r-GO* 6.02503585-C4 $ RACK
PUNC4EO RArKS - 94, 10, 14, 1.7130000E-39
. 2.5447298E-03 S RAOK
PUNCHED RACKS - 95, 10, 15, 1.7130cOOE-09* 1.14858685-02 S RACK
PUNC~HD RACDS - 96, 11, 12, i.7130CJOE-09 5.1394899E-03 S RACK
PUNCHEO RACKS - 97, 11, 13, i.713C003t-C9* 1.6128030E-02 $ RACK
PUNCHeD RACKS - 98, 11, 14, L.7130COOE-09 4.92580115-03 T RACK
U'4CHED RA'KS - . 9 11, 15, 1.71300o--09* 1.8318431-C3 S RACK
PUNCHED RACKS 1C.,, 12, 13, 1.7130000E-09- 1.6219249E-03 S RACK
PUNC' 4O0 RAJKS - 101, 12, 1 , 1.7130003E-09* 7.7613713E-03 S RACK
PUNCHED RACKS - 1029, 12 15, l.71300uJF-o0 4*.714460E-02 S RACK
PUNCHED RACKS 103, 13, 14, 1.7130C00-09* 9.3213118E-04 S RACK
PUN 4ED RAnKS -.. 1C4, 13, 15, 1.7110C30c-J94 5.3691617E-04 S RACK
PUNCIEO RADKS 1 t 14, 15, i.7130000E-09* 2.1186367E-03 1 RACK
PUNC4EO RAOKS - 106, 1, 999, i.7133C 3E-09 1.C!424265EG0O S RACK
PUNZHED RA '<S 1C7, 2, 999, i.713JCw,3E-C9* -1.190409i-+ 00 S RACK
PUNCHEO RACKS - 100, 3, 99, 1.7.1 3 3 OE-3 9* -1.95649.3E;0 $ PACK
oUN.cED RA"K3S - 109, 4, 999, 1.713,C3C]£-J9 -3.5.13830E+00 f PACK
PU4CHLEu RAIKS - 11l, 5, 999t, 1.713CC00E-C9 -1.5438135 S l r RACK
PUN.-IEU P40S - 111, 6, 9t9, 1.7130000.-C9 -4.t712C?4
- +C1 RACK
PUIJ'4En o AKS - 112 7, 9'~3, 1.713'CCc.-C9* -7.52 4118z-1 S RACK
PUNCH.- RACKS - 113, 8, 9q9, 1.713003E-,9* -1,844?33-C1 S R5OK
PU%;rEO RACKS - 114, 9, 999, .7136C0G-09 -4.5339330-01 S RACK
PUN~C4ru RAKS - 115, 1, 999, 1.713Z(,3JE-j9* -1.115303F+CO S RACK
rUN.4EO RAO<S - 116, ii, 99, , .7!30CG .- 3 -4.4472 255-01 S RACK
PUNZUEO RACKS - 117, 12, 9'9, 1*7133000-09* -3.25?9914E+00 S RACK
PUN4'HEO RACKS - 118, 13, 993, i.7130COJE-09' -1.e519319E-C1 S RACK
PONCHED RACKS - 119, 14, 9'9, i.7130C03E-9* -4.5336575E-01 6 RACK
PUN HED RACKS - 120, 15, 999, I.7130300E-09% -1.1139156E.CO S RACK
TOTAL 'IME TO CJMPUTT' o40K S .62
H-248









VIEW = 3-D IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
SCALE = .1920 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 45.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 45.00
H- 249
.SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
Y
-x
VIEW = Z-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .1920 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 0.
N-250
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
z
I
VIEW = X-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .1920 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 90.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = -90.00
H-25
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
X
VIEW = Y-AXIS 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = -90.00
SCALE = .1920 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = 90.00
H-252




VIEW = 3-0 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 135.00
SCALE = .1920 2ND ROTATION ABOUT 
Y = 45.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT 
X = 45.00
1H-253
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEMY
-x
- -X
VIEW = Z-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT 
Z = 0.
SCALE = .1920 2ND ROTATION ABOUT 
Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X 
= 0.
H-254
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEM
z
-Y
VIEW = X-AXIS IST ROTATION ABOUT Z = 0.
SCALE = .1920 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 90.00
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X = -90.00
H-255
SAMPLE CASE FOR DIFFUSE-PLUS-SPECULAR SYSTEMX
- -- - - - - - - - - Z
VIEW = Y-AXIS 1ST ROTATION ABOUT Z = -90.00
SCALE = .1920 2ND ROTATION ABOUT Y = 0.
VIEW NUMBER = 1 3RD ROTATION ABOUT X 90.00
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DATE 01f/8/74. TIME 118. Is. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CDC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE
MODEL = HAO STEP = 1 RADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PROBLEM
POCESSSING OPERATION DATA
NODE BCS AREA ALPH EMISS SURF. TYPE .ACTIVE ------- COMMENTS-------------
1 ALLALK 9.I0OE+01 .100 .100 RECTANGLE TOP
2 ALLBLK 1.112E01 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP
3 ALLBLK 9.750EE00 .910 .900 RECTANGLE TOP
4 ALLaLK 9.790E+00 .990 .900 RECTANGLE TOP
5 ALLBL( 9.1l0E 0 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP
6 ALLBLK 7.1.7El 1 .900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP
7 ALLRLK 7.207E+81 .990 .900 RECTANGLE TOP
8 ALL&K 6.947E*01 .900 1900 RECTANGLE TOP
9 ALL'L< 3.10SE+01 .90oo .901 RECTANGLE TOP
18 ALLBLK 2.9f 5E 01 .99(0 .900 RCITANGLE .TOP
11 ALLRLK 6.820E+l1 .900 .901 RECTANGLE TOP
12 AL.LLK 7.909E+41 .9(00 .909 RECTANGLE TOP
JA ALLBL4 8*854E E 1 .909 .901 RECTANGLE TOP
14 ALLBLK 8.619E+01 *900 .900 RECTANGLE TOP
s1 ALILBLK s.s54+1 .9190 . 909 RECTANGLE TOP
16 ALLLK .,343E+01 .908 .900 RECTANGLE TOP
DATE 11/18/74, TIME 11.44.13. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CDC600MACE VERSION PAGE 2
NOEL = HAO STEP = I RADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PROBLEM
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK,
FORM FACTORS
VARIABLE CURRENT OEFAULT BEFINITION OPTIONS
NAME VALUE
FFACC .05108 a., ORIENTATION ACCURACY PARAMETER N/A
FFACCS .1000 0.10 SHADO ING ACCURACY PARAMETER N/A
FFMIN 1.0E-06 1.E-.6 PARAMETER TO ELIMINATE SMALL FORM FACTORS N/A
FFNOSH SHAD 4SHIAD OVER RIDE SHAOOWING PARA1ETER (4HSHAD,f#HNOSH)
FFPNCH PUN 2HNO PARAMETER TO PUNCH FORM FACTORS (3HPUN,?HMN)
FFPRN" PRINT 5HPIINT FLAG FOR COMPREHENSIVE PRINT (SHPRINT,2HNDO
FFRATL 15.1 15*. RATIO FOR USING SUq NODE TEC NIQUE N/A
Lf
cD
0ATE 01/8874,. TTYE 11.%413* THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/MACE VERSION PASS 3
MODEL = HAO STEP = i RADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PROBLEM
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LTNK.
NODE AREA ALOH EISS
1 9.00.101 .10 .10
2 1.t12E+i1 .90 .90
9 9.750E00 .90 .90
4 9.'"OE*I0 .90 *90
5 9.100E*3O .90 .90
6 7.1? 86~1 .90 .90
7 7.207E r 1 .90 *90
8 6 947E01 .90 .90
9 3.1 50E01 .90 .90
10 2.975E,1i .90 .90
it 6.020E.01 *90 .90
12 7*909E+81 .90 .90
13 80. 4E+01 ,90 .90
14 8.619E*1 .90 .90
15 8.854.*01 .90 .90
16 5. 843E+4I 90 .90
NUIBER OF NODES 16 NUMWER OF SURFACES = 2
DTE 1/108/74. TIME 11.l44.14. THVRNAL P4DIATION 
ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CC6000MkCE VERSION PAGE 
4
MODEL = HAO STEP = I 
RADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PROBLEM
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
( INOICATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBOTVIDEn)
NODE I NODE J COMPUTATION FE(IJ) FEIJ,I) FA(IJ) v (I,J) 
SHAD. E SHAD. A CP TIME
N/SRAO W/SHAO W/FHAD NO/SHA D FACTOR FACTOR (SEC)
1 2 A S .037798 .'59186 .037798 0. 0. 0. .015
1 CAP OS *005768 .053243 .005768 0. 0. 0. .02D
1 4 CARDS .006289 .058052 .006289 0. 0. 0. .026
1 6 CAPOS .10.4575 .131110 .104575 0. 0. 0. .031
1 7 CARD S *118291 .147730 118291 0. 0. 0. .036
1 8 CARIDS .060140 .077913 .060140 0. 0. 0. .04%
1 9 CARDS * 430 28 *122937 .043028 0. 0. 0. *046
i is CARDS .032649 .098770 .032649 0. 0. 0. .050
1 t1 C A9S .027951 *041787 .027951 0. 0. 0. .055
1 12 CA P .119425 .135894 .119425 0. 0. o061
1 13 CAVDS *161426 .164093 .161426 0. 0. 0. .065
1 14 CARIDS .106845 .109914 .106545 0. 0. 0. .071
1 is CAPnS .119568 .121544 .119568 0. 0. 0. .076
1 16 CAPDS .053506 .082411 .053506 
0. 0. 0. .081
S Pl SUM 9973 ROW CP TIME = .086 + RECT 0
2 6 CARDS *160944 . 29.427 .160944 s 0. 
0. .008
2 7 CARDS .040?5 .007326 .040225 0. 0. 0. .013
2 11 CAPOS 04.38 2 .009561 .043852 . . 0. 0. .018
2 12 CARDS .21 6157 .035853 .216057 0 0 0. 
.024
2 13 CAPOS .020062 .002974 .020062 0. 0. 0. .029
2 14 CARDS, .115354 .017122 .115054 0. 0. 0. .039
2 1I CADfS .025691 .003809 .025691 0. 0. 0. 
.039
2 16 CARD'S .807440 .001671 .007440 0. 0. 0. .045
2 FF SUM = .885 RO CP TTME = .049 
+ RECT
3 6 CAROS .071628 .D02938 .021628 0. -0. 0. .008
3 a CARDS .280861 .039418 .280861 0. 0. 0. .013
3 11 CARIS .300685 .048731 .300885 00.O. 0 .018
3 102 CAR)DS .174121 .021452 .174021 0. 0. 0. 
*023
3 14 CARDS .081130 .008969 .081130 n. 
0. 0. .029
I: FF SUM = .91118 ROW CP TIME = .034 
+ RECT
4 6 CARS .004979 .000676 .004979 0. 0. 0. .00T
4 7 CARDS .043130 .006755 .049930 0. 0. 0. 
.012
4 8 CAPDS .117q56 .016555 .117956 0. 0. 0. .017
4 9 CARIDS .050475 .015608. .050475 0. 0. 0. .022
4 '10 ARIS .010519 .003447 .010519 0. 0. 0. .027
4 t2 CARIDS .18'472 .022617 .183472 0. 0. 0. 
.032
DATE 01/08/74. TIME 11.44.16. THRQMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TPASYS) CDC6000/MACE VERSION PAGE 5
MODEL = HAD STEP = I1 DTATTON CONDENSER ZAMPLE PROqL M
FORM FACTOR CALCULATTON LTNK.
(' INOTCATES NODE PAIR HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
NODE I NODE 0 COMPUTATION FEI,J) FE(J,I) FA(IJ) F (IJI SHAD. E SHAD. A CP TIME
H/SHAD n/SHAD W/SHAD WO/SHAn FACT)R FACTOR (SEC)
4 13 CARnS .133690 .014722 13369 00. 0. 0. .03T
4 14 CARDS .024145 .002680 .024245 0. 0. 0. .061
4 15 CAPS .134195 .014855 .134895 0. 0. O. .066
4 16 CARDS .086810 .014351 .086010 0. 0. 0. .071
4 Fc SUn = .854? ROW CP TTq r = .076 + RECT
9 6 CaPRS .02614 .003627 .0286t4 0. 0. 0. .006
5 7 CARDS *00d9'8 9001134 .008978 0. 0. 0. .011
5 8 'ARDO .239230 .0t1337 .239230 0. 0. 0. .016
5 q CAPOS .003409 .000985 .003409 0. 0. 0. .02V
5 L CARDS .000480 .00D147 .000480 0. 0. 0. .025
5 11 CAPDS .029433 .004449 .029433 0. 0. 0. .030
5 t4 CAPRS .548.28 .056568 .5482.8 q. 0. 0. .035
5 15 CARDS .06 984 .006504 .063?84 0. 0. 0. .040 I
9 15 CApnS .004413 .000687 .004413 0. 0. 0. .045 c0
5 FF SIM = .9261 ROW CP TIME = .050 + PECT
6 8 CARDS .111438 .115152 .111438 0. 0. 0. .006
6 q CAPiS .024525 .055890 .024525 0. 0. 0. .011
6 10 CARDS .009124 .072016 .009124 0. 0. 0. .015
6 11 CAmDS .166134 .iq8105 .166134 0. 0. 0. .020
6 12 CAPOS .254095 .230617 .2540 9 0. 0. 0. .025
6 13 CARDS .029 230 023699 .079230 0. 0. 0. .031
6 14 C A PT .280099 .227988 .280099 0. 0. 0. .035
6 15 CARO .034727 .028156 .014727 0. 0. 0. .040
6 16 CAPOS .013945 .017131 .013945 0. 0. 0. .045
6 FF cUR = 1.0Oll ROM CiP TT4F = .050 + PECT
7 8 CAPOS .044019 .045684 .044039 0. 0. 0. .006
7 9 CAPDS .063644 .145603 .063644 0. 0. 0. .010
7 10 CAROS .054888 .132958 .054888 0. 0. 0. .015
7 t1 CAROS .013817 .016540 .013817 0. 0. 0. .020
7 12 CaPoS .02S117 .023796 .026117 0. 0. 0. .025
7 Il CARDS .26lq05 .214806 .763905 0. 0. 0. .030
14 CAPRS .034592 .028266 .034592 0. 0. 0. .03
7 15 CARnS .280429 .228256 .280429 0. 0. 0. .040
7 IF CARDS .160389 .1978n7 .160389 D. 0. 0. .045
DATE lt/8/174. TrME 11.4.18, THERMAL RADIATON ANALYSTS SYSTEM (TQASYS) COCFO00/44CE VERSION PAGE 6
MODEL = HAO STEP = I RADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE P O t.E4
rOMn eACTOR CALCULATICN LTNK.
(' INOICATRS NODE PAIR HAS PEEN SUBDIVIDED)
NOnE I NODE J COMPUTATTIFN FE(T,J) FEfJ,I) -A(I,J) F (I,j) SHAD40. E SHAD. A CP TIME
W/SHAD N/SHAO N/SHAD NO/SHAP FACTER FACTOR (SEC)
7 FF SUM = 1.1048 DOW CP TTE = .070 + PECT
8 ti CARDS .154383 *178156 .15438 0. 0, 0. .006
8 1t CAVOS .176175 .154740 .176175 0. 0. 0. .011
8 13 fARDPS .05tl06 .040258 .051308 0. 0. 0. .016
8 1t CARDS .2?3080 .175721 .223080 0. 0. 0. .021
8 15 CADOS .054180 .042669 .054380 0. 0. 0. .026
8 16 CARNS .014159 .01695? .01454 0. 0. 0. .031
t rF UM = .9996 RON CP TIMF = .036 + QFCT
9 11 CSRDS *009565 .005005 .009565 Q. 0. 0. .007
9 12 CARDS .029146 .011608 .02914E 0. 0. 0 .017
9 13 CARnS .271163 ,096475 .271163 0. 0. 0. .017
9 14 CARDPOS .038298 .013679 .038798 0. 0. 0. *022
9 15 CAPDS .775746 .*98106 .275746 0. 0. 0. .027
9 16 CARD .085091 .045871 .085091 0. 0. 0. .032
9 FF SU = 1.0500 RON CP TIM = .037 + PECT
10 11 CARDS *006127 .002978 .006027 8. 0. 0. .005
10 12 CA4PR .008478 .003189 .008478 0. 0. 0. .010
10 13 CAPl S .247P28 .083073 .247228 0. 0. 0. .015
10 14 CAP1S .010768 .003632 .010768 0. 0. 0. .021
10 15 CARDPOS .2156 084444 .251456 0. 0. 0. .024
10 16 CARDOS 291711 .148530 .291713 0. 0. 0. .030
10 FF SUM = 1.0730 RON CP TIME = .015 + RECT
it 12 CARDS .220815 .168869 .220515 0. 0. 0. .005
11 13 CAPqS .010974 .007462 .010974 0. 0. 0. *010
11 14 CAPS .257'96 .175629 .257296 0. 0. 0o 015
t1 15 CARDS .017966 .012216 .017366 0. 0. 0. .020
11 16 CARnS .02d11 .028971 .028121 0. 0. 0. .025
11 Fr SUM = 1.0405 ROW cP TTME = .030 + RECT
12 14 CA PRS 154333 .138408 .543"3 0. 0. 0. .009
12 15 ar .044510 .039q82 .044610 0. 0. 0. .01k
12 16 CaPOS .00q757 .013207 .00975? 0. 0. 0. .019
DATE 01/"08/74. TTM 11.44.21. THERMAn PAOIATION ANALYSTS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/HACE VERSI N PAGE 7
MODrL = HaO STEO = I PADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PROBLEM
FORM ACTOR ,ALCULATION LINK.
( INDICATR NODE FAIo HAS BEEN SUBDIVIDED)
NOOE 7 NODE J CIOMUTATION FE(I,J) F (JqI) FA(I,J) F (I,JI SHAD0. - SHAD. A CO TIME
W/SHAO W/SHA • W/SHAD WO/SH A4 FACTER FACTOR (SEC)
12 FF SUM = 1.0165 ROW CP TIME = .044 + PEf'
13 14 CAPDS .052702 .0529n8 .052702 0. 0. 0. .006
17 15 CAROS .198592 .198592 .198592 0. 0. 0. .011
13 CAPOS .1*ST87 .240593 .1587 0. 0. 0. .016
13 FF SUM = 1.0576 ROW CP TIME = .021 + RECT
t' 16 CARDS .0137y65 .020776 .013765 0. 0. 0. .007
14 FF SUn = 1.0244 ROW rP TIME = *012 + RECT
15 16 CARnr .170217 .257911 .170217 0. 0. 0. 004
15 FF SUn = 1.04q3 ROw CP TIME = .009 + RECT
16 FF SUn = 1.0869 POW CP TIME = .006 + RECT
TOTAL .P TIME fSEC) FOR PROBLEM .815
4-
OATrE Di/06/f. TIME i1.'s2
3
. THERMAnL RADIATIO ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6.o.C.ACE VERSION 
PAGI
MODF = HA0 STEP = I 
RADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PROlLEN
FORM FACTOR CALCULATION LINK.
FORM FACTOR SUMS FPROM ?00 I
NODE I - FF SUM NODE 1 - FF SUM NODE I - FF SU NODE 
I - FF SUM NODE I - FF SUM NOIE I - FF SIJ
1 - 097259V - 08885113 
- #9117681 4 - .8541733 5 
- *9260690 r .- 1091050
7 - .1104
7 6 54 - o9996438 9 -1.000318 
10 - 1.0730281 11 - 1.0404852 12 
- 1.0165357
13 - 115764612 1- 1.0243696 
15 - 1.0492692 16 - 1.1868708
TOTAL TIME FOR FORM FACTORS .85
nATE 0l1/8/7'4. TME I.lu4.2'4. THERMAL. RADIATTON ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TqASYS) COC600O/4MCE VERSION PAG q
MO1EL = M4O TEo = 1 RADIATION PONDENSER SAMPLE PQOqLEM
GREY BODIES COMPUTATION LINK.
GREY BODTFS
VAPIAB1.E CURRENT DEFAuLT DEFINTTION OPTIONS
NAME VALUE
IGFSFr 1 CURRENT STEF NUMBER REFERENCE FOR FOPM FACTORS N/A
STEP NO.
GBW8NO TR NONE WAVEBANO DEFINITION PARAMETER (2ZHIR,3HSOL,kMOOTH)
IP GREY BOoIES STORED TN STEP 1




DATE 01f0/74 TrIME 11..4'.36. THERMAL PADOIATITN ANALYTS 
SYSTEM (TASYS) CC6000/MCE VERSION PAGE 
10
MOfEL = HAO STED = 1 
PADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PROBLEM
oADIATION CONDENSER LINK.
RA IATION CONPUCTOR S  OPTIONS
VAOIABLE CURRENT DEFAULT 
DEFINITTON
NAME VALUE N/A
I rKGB 1 CURRENT STEP NUMBER REFERENCE FOR GREW BODTES
ST P NO. (3HPUN Z4NO)
OKPNC$ PUN 2MNO PUNCH/NO PUNIH PAPAMETER FlR WAOK S 
N/A
RKNMIN 1.0E-0 0.0901 PARA14CTER TO ELIMINATE SMALL A4DK S N/A
IRKN 10ogo t TNITIAL RADIATION rONOUCTOR TDO NUMBE (54SPACE,2HNOI
RKSO Nn 2HNO INENONIr FLAG FOR CO4PUATTON OF PAIKcS TO SPACE
IOKN'Z 32767 31767 SPACE NODE IO NUMBER 
N/A
SIGMA i.P1E-09 1i.7t;E-9 STErAN-9OLTZMANN CONSTANT 
N/A
RMF .01 1.0 AREA MULTIC .YING F4CTOR (4HTAPE,2HNO)R OTAPE NO 2HNO VAoAMETER TO OUTPUT TO RCO TAPE (0. TO ,1.
FRAPEC .OE-Ot .1' SIGNIFICANT RADIATION FRACTION N/A
NERN 01 4HNONE EFFECTIVE RAIIATION NOOc (ERN) NUMqER
0%
O
DATE 01/08/74. TTME 11.44.36. THFRMAL RADOITION ANALY.SIS SYSTEM (TRASTS) COC600OA1CE VERSION DAGE It
MODEL = HAO STEP = 1 RAOIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PRORLEM
RADIATION CO4ENSER LINK.
ORIGINAL RAOIATION CONDUCTOQS
aoa INITS = INPUT UNITr * AMPF. WHiER AMP? = .00694
OPIGINAL RAODS - 1008, 2266, 2266, i.7130OOe-09 
' B8.9172904F-05 S RADK
ORIGINAL RAOKS " 1001, '266, 227.0, 1.713 000E-19
'  3.0848569E-03 T RA0OK
ORIGINAL RAIKS - 1002, 2266, 2255, 1.7130000E-9*- 6.471008E-03 $ RADK
ORIGINAL LDO K - 1003, 2266, 22F4, 1.7130-00E-19
4  7.3292987E-03 S RADK
nRIrTNAL RAOKS - 100%, 2266, 2252, 1.7130000E-09
' 3.8920842E-01 I RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1005, 2266, 2243, 1.7130 00.E-09* 2.7198305E-03 $ RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 100, P266, 2253, 1.713000DE-09- 2.1104669E-03 9 RADK
ORIGINAL RBaKS - .10077 2266, 51, i.7130000E-09* 2.0617206E-03 $ RAOK
OPIr TNAL -AO (S - 1008, 2266, 2264, 1.713000E-09* 7.3004653E-03 I RADK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1009, 2266, 2265., i.7130100E-09* 9.83di308E-03 9 RAOK
ORIGIN AL RAKS - o101, 2266, 2259 1.7130000E-09 6.6512534E-03 $ RADK
ORIGTNAL AOIKS - 1011, 2266, 2258, i.7130000E- 9* 7.5250154E-03 3 RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 0lot, 2266, 2240, 1.7130000E-99 3.5769107E-03 S RAOD
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1013, 2255, 2255, 1.713a000E--9 1.3506741E-02 ' RAOK
OPIGINAL RAOKS - 101%, 2255, 2254, 1.7130100E-9* 8.7430539E-03 I RAOK
ORIGINAL *AO'S - 1015, 2755, 2252, i.710000~--29 5.3953754E-02 5 RADK
ORIGINAL RAfKS - 1016, P255, 2243, i.713000E-89* 1.3083779E-02 S RADK a
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1017, 2255, 2253, 1.713080OE-99* 6.0947004E-03 I RAK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1018, 2255, 51, 1.713000E-D9* 7.3956052E-02 T RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1019, 2255, 2264, i.7130000E-09* 1.1405945E-01 % RAOK
ORIGINAL RAO)KS - 1020, 2255, 2265, 1.713000E-T9* 2.2799317E-02 I RAOK
ORIGINAL RADKS - 1021, 2255, 2259, 1.7130000-09* 1.2449679E-01 RADK
ORIGINAL 96OKS - 1022, 2255, 2258, 1.71'0000E-09 2.2814735E-02 3 RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1023, 2255, 2240, i.713000E-I9
4  1.02?2665E-02 I RADK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 102%, 2254, 2254, 1.7130100E-9* 1Si5131893F-02 - RADK
ORIGINAL PADKS - 1025, 2254 2252, 1.7130000F-M9* 2.3697221E-02 % RAOK
ORIGINAL RARKS - 1026, 2254, 2243, 1.713000E-09' 3.1325803E-02 % RAOK
nRIGINAL RADKS - 10277, 2254, 2253, 1i713000E-9* 2.7495948E-02 9 RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOIKS - 1028, 2254, 51, i.713080OE-T9* 9.4758330E-03 I RACK
ORITINAL RAOKS - 1029, 22'54, 2264, t.7130.I00-89' 1.9788304E-02 I RAOK
ORIGINAL R0OKS - 107m, 2254, 2265, 1.7100000E-09
'  i.2313490E-01 $ RAOK
OAIGINAL A80KS - 1031, 2254, 2259, 1.71330E-09
-  2.2600376E-02 3 RAOK
OPIGTNAL RAOKS - 1032, 2254, 2258, i.713001OE-09* i.2743596E-0i S RAOC
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1033, 2254, 2240, i.7130T00E-09* 7.3787359E-02 3 RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 104, 2252, 2252, 1.71.3000E-09* 7.7558399E-03 $ RAOK
ORIGINAL RAODS - 1035, 2252, 2243, 17130000E-49 2.5109146E-03 S RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1036, 2252, 2253, 1.7130000E-19* 1.8926657E-03 I RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1037, 2252, 51, 1.7130100-09* 6.5869834E-02 S RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1038, 2252, 2264, 1.7130000E-9* 7.7546645E-02 S RAOK
nRYGINAL RAOKS - iVq19, 2252, 2265, 1.7130000E-09* 2.7521183F-02 I RADK
1OIGINAL RAIKS - 1041, 2252, 2259, 1.71013000-09* 9.6?51261E-02 $ RA 0
ORIGINAL RAKS - 1041, 2252, 2258, 1.7130000_-09 2. 454683E-02 S RAOK
ORIGINAL 'AOKS - 1042, ?252, 2240, 1.'130100-09- 9.1668296E-03 S RAOK
ORIGINAL RAO(S - 1043, 7243, 2243, 1.71300D00E-t9w 2.3618083E-03 t RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1044, 2243 2253, 1.7130OO0E-9*3 2.1001655E-03 I RAOC
OATE 01/08/74. TrTM 11. 44.*8 THERMAL RAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000/fMCE 
VERSION PAGE 1?




AREA UNITS = INPUT UNITS * AMP , WHERE AMPF .00694
ORIGINAL RACKS - '104, 2243, 51, 1.713000
'
-09* 3.1130863E-03 RAO4K
ORIGINAL RAnKS - 104A, 1243, 22649, 171301000-091 8.7961073E-03 
t RADK
ORIGINAL RACKS - 1047, 2243, 2265, 1.7130190E-09* 5.4224884E-02 
S RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 10t48, 22439 2259, 1.713000Q-i
8 9
* 1.0256625E-0 I RA0K
OPIGTNAL qAnKS - 1049, 2243, 2258, i.7130900E-29* 5. 
199264E-02 I RAO
ORIGINAL AOS- 11 5, 2243, 2240, 1*71300'00E-09 18704403E-02 
S RAK
ORIGINAL loKS - 1051, 2253, 2253 i.7130000 E -09 2.2817178E-03 
t RAOK
ORIGINAL IArlKS - 1052, 2253, 51, 1.7130000-094 2.0563678E-03 
i RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 10153, 2253, 2264, 1.7130100E-09* 4.1280029E-03 
$ RAD~
ORIGINAL RADKS - 10!51, 2753, 2265, i.7130000E-09* 4.7225780E-02 
S RADK
ORIGINAL RAKS - 1055 7253, 2259, i.71300D0E-09* 4.437466E-03 
I RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOCS - 10156, 2P53, 2258, i.7130100E-09* 4.735382TE-02 
I RAOK
ORIGINA. RAOKS - 01er, 2253, 2240, 1.7130000E-09* 5.1851497E-02 S RAOK
ORIGINAL RADKS - 1058, 51, 51, i.7130000E-09- 6.3540994E-03 S RAOK
OIGTINAL 'RAOKS - 1059, 51, 2264, 1.713010OE-09 8,1748610E-02 
S RAOK
ORIGINAL RaIKS - 106, , 51, 2265, i.71300V0E-89* 83339206E-03 
t RA0K
ORIGINAL RACKS - 1061, 51, 2259, 1.7130l00-09* 9.4308550E-02 
t RAO
ORIGINAL RADKS - 1962, 51, P258, 1.7130990 -09' 9.9554979E-03 
S RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOS - 106-, 51, 2240, i.713000E-194 1.138292qE-0 
S RA0<
ORIGINAL RACKS - 1064, 2264, 2264, i.7130100
r0- 9 * 1.5279187E-0 % RAOK
ORIGTNAL RACKS - 1065, 2264, 2265, 1,7130000E-T9 1.2663150E-02 S 
RAOD
ORIGINAL RAIKS - 1066, 264, -2?59, i.713010E-09 8*2811667E-02 
S RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1067, 2264, 2258, 1.7130000E-9* 2?.9545158E-12 I 
RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1068, 2264, 2240, 1.7110000EB09* 9.4566049E-03 
S RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1069, 2265, 2265, 1.713000E-09* 2.3788468E-02 
$ RAD.
ORIGINAL RA KS - 1078, 2265, 2259, 1.713000f0E-P9* 3.r524044E-02 
I RAOK
OwrGINAL RAOKS - 1071, 2265, 2258, i.713000E-9* 1.1778398E-01 
S RADK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 107, 2265, 2240, i.71300E-9* 8.9774600-02 '
t RAOK
ORIGINAL RACKS - 1073, 2259, 2259, i.7130800E-
T 9* i.7189131E*02 S RAO
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1074, P259, 2258, 1.7130300E-29* 1.1258201E-02 
' RAOK
ORIGINAL RADKS - 1075, 2259, 2240, 1.71300V0E-,9* 1.1784193E-02 I RAOK
ORIGINAL RADKS - 1076, '258, 2258, 1.7130000E-09* i.8844163E-02 S RAOK
ORIGINAL RAKS - 1077, '258, 2240,. i.713000E-09* 9.4329762E-02 I RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1078, 2270, 2255, i.7130000E-9- 2.0529962E-02 T RADK
ORIGINAL RAKS - 107tq 2270, 2254, 1.71300100E-09 1.0522869E-02 
I RADK
ORIGINAL RADKS - 108M, 2270, 2252, 1.7130'OOE-09* 3.7963964E-02 S RADK
OPIGINAL RAOKS - 1081, 1270, 2243, 1.7130000E-T9* 4.6015674E-03 
t RAO'
ORIGINAL RA0KS - 1082, 2270, 2253, 1.713 0 0 90 e-6 9 * 1.9119042E-03 I RAOK
ORIGINAL RAOKS -- 108, 2270, 51, 1.7130010E-
M0 9  2.*501229E-02 I RAO4
ORIGINAL RADKS - 104A, 2270, 2264, 1.'7130100E-09 4.1101234E-02 I RAOK
ORIGINAL VAOKS - 1085, 2270, 2265, i.7130000E-09* 1*4366548E-02 I RAOK
ORIGINAL PADKS - 1086, 2270, 2259, 1.7130000E-09* 4.7684091E-02 S RAOK
ORIGTNAL RAOKS - 1087, 2270, 2258, i.7130000E-09* 1.6996875E-02 t RADK
ORIGINAL RAOKS - 1088 2270, 2240, 1.7130000E*09* 7.8726807E-03 S RAOK
O KE 01/8t/74. TTE 12.71.02. THERMAL PAOIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6oo0001/MC VERSIO' 
PA. 1









nATE 01/08/74. TTME 12.21.1*. tHERMAL RADIATION ANALYSTS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CDC6000/4CE VERSIIN PAGv 14
MODCL = HAO STEP = RAOIATION CONDENSER SAMo E PROBLEM
PADTAT ON CONDENSER LTNK.
RADIATTON CONTUCTOR (RAOK) CARDS PUNCHED
AREA UNITS = INPUT UNITS * AMPF, WHERE AMPF = .00694
OClGTNAL NEW ENCfLOSUQE
rONOUCTOR CONnUCTOQ NODE
NUMBER HUMIEER NUMBERS SIGMA A'SCRIP ' F
1058 - 1000, -51, 52, 1.713E-09* 6.35410E-03
- 1001, -52, 2240, i.713E-Oq9 1.13829E-02
1063 - 1007, -2241, 51, i.713E-Oq4 1.13829E-02
1050 - 10"3, 2243, 2240, i.713E-09* i.87044E-02
- 1004, -52, 2243, 1.713E-09* 3.11309E-03
1045 - 1005, -224;, 51, i.713E-094 3.11309E-0
- 100o, -52, 2252, 1.713E-09* 6.58698E-02
1037 - 10*', -2252, 51, t.7TtE-094 6.58698E-02
10 5 - 1001, 2253, 2240, 1.713E-09* 5.18515E-02
- t0q, -5', 2251, i.713E-nC
I  2.05637F-03
1052 - 1010, -2253, 51, 10?13E-094 2.05637F-03
1013 - 1011, 2254, 2249, 1.713E-09* 7.37874E-02 '
1026 - 1012, 2254, 2243, 1.713E-09* 3.13258E-02
- 1013, -52, 2254, 1.713E-09* 9.07583E-03 0
1028 - i014, *-t25, 51, 1.713E-094 9.07583E-03
- 1015, -52, 2255, 1.713E-09* 7.39561E-02
1018 - 1816, -2255, 51, t.713E-09* 7.3956tE-02
1015 - 1117, 2255, 2252, 1.713E-09* 5.30538a
- 02
1032 - 1018, 2255, 2254, 1.i iE-09* 1.2743EE-01
1077 - 1019, 2258, 7240, 1.713E-09* 9.43298E-0?
1049 - 1020, 22515, 2243, i.Ti3E-09* 5.41993E-02
1056 - 1021, 2258, 2251, i.713E-09' 4*735380E02
- 1022, -52, 2258, i.713E-09* 9.95550F-03
106 - 1023, -2258, 51, 1.713E-09* 9.95550E-03
1021 - 10?4, 2259, 2255, 1.T13E-09- 1.24497E-01
1040 - 1025, 2259, 2252, 1.713E-09
4 9.62513F-02
- 1026, -52, 2259, 1.T13E-09* 9.43086E-02
1061 - 102;7 -2259, R1, 1.1i3E-09* 9.43086r-02
1019 - 1023, 2264, 2255, i.713E-09* 1.14059E-01
1066 - 102q, 2264, 2259, 1.713E-09* 8.2P117E-02
- 1031, -52, 2264, t.7t3E-09* 8.17486E-02
1059 - 1031, -2264, Sir 1.713E-09* 8.17486F-02
1038 - 1032, 2264, 2252, 1.1i3E-09
' 7.75466E-02
1930 - 1031, 2265, 2254, o1.~ 3E-09' 1.23135E-01
1071 - 1034, 2165, 2259, Ti713E-09* 1.17784E-01
1072 - 1035, 2265, *2240, 1.713E-09* 8.97746E-92
1047 - 1336, . 226, 2243, 1.713E-09* 5.4 249E-02
1054 - 1037, 2265, 2253, 1.V13E-094 4.72258E-02
- 1038, -*5, 2265 1.713E-0
9
* 8.33392E-03
nATE 01/08/ 4. TIME 12.21.23. THERMAL RADIATION ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) CDC6000/MrCE VERSION PAGE 15
MODEL = HaO STEP = 1 RADIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE PROBLEM
RfaIATTON CONDFNSER LINK.
RADIATION CONOUCTOR (RA4K) CARDS PUNCHED
AREA UNITS = INPUT UNITS * AMPF, WHERE AMOF = .00694
OPIGINAL NEW ENCLOSURE
CONDUCTOR CONDUCTOR NOD
NUMBEP NUMBER NUMPERS SIGMA A*SCRIFT F
1060 - 1039, -2265, 51, 1.713E-09* 8.33392E-03
1009 - 1043, 2265, 2265, i.?13E-09* 9.83813E-03
1011 - 1041, 2266, 2258, i.713E-09' 7.52502E-03
1003 - 104-, 226r, 2254, 1.713E-09* 7.32930E-03
1308 - 1043, 2266, 2264, i.713E-09* 7.3004-7F-03
1010 - 1044, 2266, 2259, 1.713E-09* 6.65125E-03
1002 - 1045, 2266, 2255, 1.713E-09* 6.47101E-0S
- 1046, -57, 2?66, 1.TI3E-09* 2.06172F-03
1007 - 1041, -22S6, 51, i.713E-09* 2.0f172E-03
1086 - t 14, 2271, 2259, 1.713E-09* 4.78841E-02
1084 - 104q, 2270, 7264, 1.713E-09 4.11012E-02
1080 - 1053, 2270, 2252, 1.713E-09- 3.79840E-02
- 1051, -52, 2270, 1.13E-09- ?.45012F-02
1083 - 1052, -2270, 51S 1.713E-09* 2.45012E-02
1078 - 1053, 22?0, 2255, i.T73E-094 2.05300E-02
OATE OD/08/.4. TIS 12.21.2-3. THEnAL RADIATION ANALYSIS 
SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC600/ 4CE VERSION PAGE 1.6
MODEL = HAO STEP = I RADIATION 
CONDENSER SAMPLE PROBLEM
RADIATION COrJDENSER LINK.
CONDENSED ENCLOSURE RABIATION rOUPLINrS
- 1075, 2240,9 2259, it7i3E-09* i.17842E-02
- 1023, 2210, 2255, 1.713E-09
* 1.02229E-02
- 1068, 2240, 2264, i.7T3E-09* 9.45660E-03
- 1042, 224M , 2252, .7Tt3E-09
- 9.16683F-03
- 1088, 2240, 2270, i.7t'E-09* 7.87268E-01
- 11, 22140, 2266, i. i3E-09* 3.57691E-03
------------ 
----"'
- 1054, 224i, 91, i.7t3E-09 5.20801E-07 EFFECTIVE WADIATION NODE (ERN)
- 1016, 22'3, 2255, i.713E-09* i.30838E-02
- 1046, 2243, 2259, i.713E-09 i.02586E-02
- 1046, 2?43, 2264, 1.713E-09* 8.79611F-03
- 1081, 2243, 2270, 1.713E-09* 4.60157F-03
- 1005, 2243, 2266, i1TtE-09* 2.71983E-03
- iqTr, 2243, 2252, 1.V13E-09* 2.51091F-03
- 1044, 2243, '225;, tfi3E-090 210017E-03
---------------
r--------
- 155, 2243, 91, i.7i3E-09- 4.40710E-02 EFFECTIVE 
RADIATION NOOE (EPN)
- 1039, ?252, 2265, 1.713E-09* 2.7512E02
- 104t, 22'52, 2258, 1.i 3E-09* 2.74585E-02
- 1025, 2252, 2254, 1.?13E-09* 2.36972E-02
- 1042, 2252 220, i.713E-09* 9.16683F- 03
- 1004, 22,52, 2266, 1.7i3E-09 3.89208E-03
- 1035, 22'52, 2241, .li3E-09* 2.51091E-03
- 1036, 2252, 1253, 1.?13E-094 1.89267E-03
-----------------------
- 1056, 22152, q1, 1.713E-09* 9.61394E-02 EFFECTIVE RADIATION NODE (ERNI
- 1027, 2253, 2254, 1.713E-094 2.74959E-02
- 1017, 2253, 2255, i.713E-09* 6.09470E-03
- 1055, 2253, 2259, 1.7L3E-09* 4.43747E-0
- 1053, 2253, 2264, 1ii 3E-09* 4.12800E-03
- 1006, 2253, 2266, 1.713E-094 2.11047E-03
- 1044, 2253, 2243, i'Ti 3E-09* 2.10017E-03
- 1087, 2253, .'2270, i.7?3E-09 1.911i90E-03
- 1036, 2?539 225?i 1?13E-09* 1.89267E-03
DATE 01/08/74. TIME 12.21.2%. THERMAL RAOIATTON ANALYSIS SYSTEi (TRASYS) 
C3C60001/4CE VERSION *AGr 17
MODEL = HAD STEP = I RADIA'TION CONDENSER SAMPLE 
PR03LEM
RADTATION tONDENSER LTNK.
CONDENSED ENCLOSURE RADIATION rnUPLTNG
------- ---- ---- 
---
- 1057, 2253, 91, i.7t7E-09* 5.017i3E-02 rFvCTIVr RADIATION NODE (EN)I
- 102?, 2254, 2753, 1i.713E-09 2.74959F-02
- 1025, 7254, 225?, i.713E-09* 2.36972E-n?
- 1031, 2?5'4 2259, 1.i13E-09* 2.28004E-02
- 1029, 2254, 2264, i.713E-094 1.97883F-02
- 10799 2254., 2270, i.713E-09* i.05229E-02
- 1f14, 225., '2255, ti713E-09* 8.74305E-03
----------------------
- 1058, 2254, 91, 1.713F-09 i113048F-0O'1 EFFECTIVE RADIATION 
NODE (PRN)
- 1022., 2-55, 2258, 1.171E-09 2.28147E-02
- 102n, 2255, 2265, t1.73E-09 2.-27993E-07
- 1016, 2255, 2243, 1.713E-09* i.T0838E-02
- 1023, 2255, 2240, 1.713E-09* 1.02229-02
- 1q 4, 2255, 7254, i.113E-09' 8.7305r-03
- to0i, 2255, -253, i.713E-09* 6.09470E-03
-----------------------
- 1059, 2255, 91, 1.713E-09* 5.37585E-02 EFFECTIVE RADIATION 
NODE (EPN)
- 1067, 2258, 2264, 1.713E-09- 2.9~452E-02
- 1041, ?258, 7252, i.7t3E-0n9 2.745A5F-02
- 1022, 7258, 2255, 1.713E-09# 2.28147E-07
- 1087, 22589 2270, 1.7t3E-09* 1.69969E-02 .
- 107%, 7258, 2259, i.713E-09* i.02582E-02
-----------------------
- 1061, 2258, 91, i.713E-09' 1°07073E-01 EFvFCTIVE WADIATION NOOE (EPN)
- 1071, 2259, 2265,1 1.73E-09G .7r24
CC-02
- 1031, 2?59, 2254, 1 i13-09* 2.28004r-02
- 1975, 2?59, 2240, 1.713E-09* 1.17842E-02
- 104A, 2259, 243, i1*3E-*9* i.0286E-02
- 1074, 2259, 2258, i.T13E-09* 1.02582E-02
-n 5 2259, 2253, it.7tE-09* 4.47747F-03
OATF 01/08/74. TITME 12o1.21.. TMERMAt. P4DIATION 
AN LYSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COCOO.CE VERSION 
DA 18
NOOL = HO STEP = 1 FADIATION CONDENSER 
SAMPLE PPOBLEM
RADIATTON ONncN'ER LTNK.
CONODENSED ENCLrSUE RAnIATTON COUPLINGS
-----------------------
- 1061, 7259, 91 i.713E-09' 9.70629F-02 EFFECTIVE AODIATION 
NODE (ERN)
- 1067, 2264, 2258, 1 o13E-09- 2.95452E-02
- 1079, 2264, 2254, 1.713E-09* i.97883F-02
- 1065, 2261, 2265. lor13F-09* 1.26631F-02
- 1068, 2?264, 2240, i.T73E-09* 9.45660E-03
- 1046, 2264, 2243, 1i713E-09" 8*.9611-03
- 1053, 2264, 2253, i.7TtIE09' 4*12800E-03
-------------------
- 1162, 7261, 91, i.713E-09
' 8.43773E-02 EFECTIVE AIATIATTON NODE (ERN)
- 1070, 2265, 2259, i.713E-09* 3.75240E-02
- 10a, 2265, 2252, i.713E-09* 2.75212E-02
- 1021, 265, 2255, i 713F-09 2.279q3F-02
- 1085, 22651, 2270, 1.13E-09
4 i.43665E-02
- 1065, 2265, ?264, 1i713E-09* i.26631E-02
--------------------------
- 106?, 2265, 91, i1.v3E-09* 1.1i874E-01 
EFFECTIVE RADIATION NODE (ERN)
- 1001, 2266, 2257, 1.713E-09* 3.89208E-03
- 1012, 2266, 2740, iiT13E-09* 3.57691€-03
- t001, 2266, 2270, t171,E-09* 3.08486E-03
- 1005, 2266, 2243, 1.7t3E-094 Zo71983r-03
- 1006, 7266, -2253, 1.713E-09* 2.11047F-0I
----------
*******
- 1064, 2266, 91, i.713--09 i.53841E-02 EFFECTIVE 
RADIATION NODE (EONS
- 1087, 2270, 2258, i.713E-09* 1.69969F-02
- 1085, 2270, 2265, 1. 13E-09' 1i43665E-02
- 107q, 2270, 2254, 1.713E-09* 1.05229E-02
- 1088, 2271, 2240, 1i71'E-09* 7.87268r-03
- 1081, 22711, 2243, 1.I13E-09# 4.60157E-03
- 1001, 2'71, '2266, i.713r-09* 3.06486E-03
- 1082, 227119 2253, 1.71E-09* i.91190E-03
DA c 01/l18/74. T1TME t2.21.24.. T4iEOMAL PADIATIt'N ANALYSIS SYSTEM (TIRASYS) fCOC6060/IlAcE VERSION PArE 19
MOI'EL = HAO S;TFP = PAOIATTON CODNER ML PPORLEM
RAPTATION Oi1OENSEP LIMJK.
CO)NfFNSEO ENUtOSURE RADTATION CMUPLTNGz
10ii619 ?270, 91, 1 .7t3r-o9* 5.9573E-02 EFFECTIVE RADIATION NOF3E IERNI
U'
OAT 01/08/7'4. TIME 12.2.2%. T4CRMAL RADIATION ANAL.YSIS SYSTEM (TRASYS) COC6000#MACE VERSION PAGE 26
MODEL = HAO STEP = I PAOIATION CONDENSER SAMPLE 
PROBLEM
PADIATION CONOeNSER LINK.
CIGNIFICANT RADIATION FACTION IS .700
ENCLOSURE HAS 78 COUoL INGS 37 COUPLINGS HAVE REeN CONEENSED
13 POUPLINGS HAVE BEEN ADDED FOR MESS SPECIAL NODES
15.4 PERCENT REOLCTION IN NUMBER OF COUPLINGS
81.8 PERCENT OF ENrLOSUJRE TOTAL EMISSIVE POWER IS EXACTLY CCUPLEO
TOTAL TIIME TO COMPUTE AND CONOENSE RADKS 2.59
O4
